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Prologue
Stop Trying to Be So Happy

What do you want in life? If you made a list, what would be on it?
Would you want a bigger car? A bigger family? More free time?
Would you want to be happier?

If one of the items on your list says “be happier” (or something
like that), get rid of it. Don’t get me wrong; there’s nothing wrong
with being happy. Happy feels good, for one thing. It feels so good
that a lot of what people wish for—things that may have shown up on
your list such as friends, power, beauty, money—they wish for because
they believe that having those things will make them happy. Not only
that, but being happy may also help you get what you wish for. Happy
people are more popular (cheerful, lively, and enthusiastic people
have more social relationships), are more successful (happy college
students have higher incomes after graduation), and may even live
longer (happy novitiates were the longest-living nuns). So why not try
to be happier?

Imagine that you have had a terrible day at work, and you’re feel-
ing very unhappy. On the radio on the way home, you hear about a
concert featuring works by your favorite composer, who happens to
be Igor Stravinsky. “Egad!” you think, “I’ll go to the concert, and Igor
will cheer me right up, and then I will be happy.” So you buy your
ticket, and you sit down, and the music starts, and you wait to get
happy.

You might have a long wait.
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Surprisingly, if you hadn’t gone to the concert expecting to be
cheered up, you very well might have been. But your goal to get hap-
pier has sabotaged you. An experiment about the effects of trying to
be happy showed that both trying to be happy and just monitoring
happiness actually prevented happiness. In this experiment, partici-
pants listened to Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring. Some of them just listened
to the music, others were told to use the music to cheer themselves
up, and others just to keep track of how happy they were as they lis-
tened to the music. Surprisingly, the only way that listening to the Rite
of Spring actually increased happiness was if the listener (1) wasn’t try-
ing to cheer up and (2) wasn’t even keeping track of how happy she
was. As you sit in the concert hall waiting for Igor Stravinsky to cheer
you up, you actually guarantee that he won’t. By constantly trying to
get happy and monitoring whether you’re happy, you’re keeping
yourself from getting happy.

Fun works the same way. Remember the millennium celebrations
of 1999? How much fun did you have that New Year’s Eve? It was the
biggest New Year’s Eve of our lifetimes, so shouldn’t it have been the
most fun? If you’re like most people, you’ll look back and recall that,
even though your preparations and plans may have been more elabo-
rate, you didn’t have much more fun than you usually do on New
Year’s, and you may have had less.1 Research shows that people who
spent more time and money to ensure a fabulous millennial New
Year’s Eve actually had less fun than people who didn’t put much
effort into the evening at all. It seems that trying too hard to have fun
is a sure way to kill your buzz.

Another reason to cross the happiness goal off your list: happy
people often don’t list “be more happy” among their goals. A list of
goals that includes “be positive,” “be happy,” “have a good attitude,”
or the like might indicate that that person is not already very happy or
positive. Maybe this is obvious: happy people are already happy, so
they don’t set a goal to be happy. On the other hand, maybe it’s not
that obvious. Consider what would happen if you substituted fitness
for happiness. Fit people are already fit, but they very often have goals
to remain fit by doing things like running or working out a certain
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number of times a week. Happiness is unlike fitness in that most
happy people do not have goals specifically related to remaining
happy. They don’t wake up in the morning thinking about how they
are going to maintain their happiness that day, the way fit people
might wake up thinking about how they are going to manage to get in
their daily run. The Stravinsky and New Year’s Eve research shows
that it’s a good thing that happy people don’t plan their happiness,
because if they did, they might actually become less happy. To truly
be more happy, you have to stop trying.

KILL YOUR TELEVISION

Right after you stop your pursuit of happiness, you should stop trying
to free up your time. People think they’ll be happier if they have more
free time, but free time is overrated. Look at how American lives have
changed over the past century. We have wealth and leisure beyond
previous generations’ wildest imaginings. The washing machine! The
automobile! Air travel! Computers! Television! And we have more
years and better health to enjoy our leisure. Expected longevity for
children born in the United States increases every year. New drugs
control infections, improve our love lives, and even, like the statins
that lower cholesterol, compensate for the health effects of our
wealthy diet and increased leisure. Still, despite all these improve-
ments, Americans are no happier today on average than they were 50
years ago, when they always had to do the dishes by hand and there
was no such thing as permanent press.

Actually, free time is not in and of itself a problem. It’s what peo-
ple do with it, which is in large part watching TV. The average Ameri-
can watches several hours of television every day, and TV is a bigger
part of many people’s lives than things going on outside the box. For
example, about 50 million Americans between the ages of 18 and 44
voted in the 2000 presidential election. About 24 million Americans
in roughly the same age group voted for a recent American Idol.
When citizens’ involvement in a TV show starts gaining on citizens’
involvement in their own national government, you have to wonder if
TV isn’t taking over just a little bit too much of American life.
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If I actually killed the television, my husband would probably
divorce me.2 Still, I can’t ignore the fact that TV is the refined sugar
of daily activities, and Americans consume way too much of both.
Here’s a problem with sugar: When you eat a candy bar, a large
amount of sugar rushes into your bloodstream. A little while later, a
large amount of insulin rushes into your bloodstream to process the
sugar. Unfortunately, the insulin comes too late, most of the sugar
having moved on by then. Insulin ends up having to scavenge what-
ever leftover sugar remains, and the result is that you get low blood
sugar and feel nasty and hungry, which makes you want to eat more
candy to get your blood sugar up, and the whole cycle starts over
again.

Sugar’s effects are ironic; that is, they have the opposite effect
from the one you intended. You wanted to feel less hungry and nasty,
and you ended up feeling more hungry and nasty. TV has a similar
effect, but on happiness instead of hungriness. You watch TV because
you want to be entertained, relaxed, involved—you want to feel happy.
Unfortunately, although TV can be relaxing, it is only intermittently
entertaining and very rarely involving. So, you end up bored, which
makes you think you should watch more TV . . . and you can guess the
consequences. Everyone needs a little time to watch TV or just do
nothing, just like everyone needs a little sugar now and then. A prob-
lem arises when you assume that if a little is good, then more must be
better. It’s not. I guarantee that prolonged periods of sitting in front
of the TV and eating sugary snacks will not make you happy in the
long run.

THE UNHAPPY MILLIONAIRE

Although many people believe the rich must be happy, we have to add
money to the list of things that actually won’t make you happy.
Although wealth in the United States has tripled over the past 50
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years, American satisfaction with life has remained level, and the prev-
alence of depression has increased alarmingly, especially among youn-
ger generations. In countries in which per capita gross domestic
product is greater than $10,000, wealth has hardly any effect on satis-
faction with life. Above subsistence level, then, money truly does not
buy happiness. People on Forbes magazine’s list of richest Americans
are, on average, no happier than a group of Pennsylvania Amish, who
live without jet planes, designer shoes, plastic surgery, or (for that
matter) even television: both average 5.8 on a scale of 1–7, where 7 is
the most satisfied with life. An international college student sample
(averaging 4.9) is almost exactly as happy as Calcutta slum dwellers
(averaging 4.6), despite vast differences in their fortunes.

How can people in such widely different circumstances be
equally happy? People have a tremendous ability to adapt to their cir-
cumstances, a phenomenon called the “psychological immune sys-
tem” or the “hedonic treadmill.” Two days ago I was ecstatic because I
found the last of a particular dress in my size in the country (as far as I
can tell). Today, I am not as ecstatic. Although I’m looking forward to
wearing the dress and I’m still pleased that I have it, my mood is not
particularly elevated.

A much more dramatic demonstration of the “psychological
immune system” compared people who had experienced something
that should make anyone very happy—winning the lottery—with other
people who had experienced something that should make anyone
very unhappy, becoming paralyzed in an accident. Their reports of
their general happiness are telling. The graph on page 6 shows how
they rated their happiness in the past, present, and future and how
much pleasure they were getting from everyday activities such as talk-
ing with friends, getting a compliment, or buying clothes. The bottom
of the scale is “not at all” happy, and the top of the scale is “very
much” happy. Not surprisingly, the accident victims saw their present
as somewhat less happy than their past (although it looks as though
they have a nostalgic view of their past as happier than it probably
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was), and winners saw their present as somewhat happier than their
past. However, neither group diverges much from people who didn’t
win the lottery or get paralyzed in an accident. Even the accident vic-
tims at their lowest are more happy than not. And although the three
groups are very similar, it’s revealing that winners get the least plea-
sure out of everyday activities. The ecstasy of winning the lottery
appears to have deadened them to the joys of daily life.

It’s no wonder, then, that ability to buy things hasn’t increased
our happiness. A new sweater will make you feel happier for a while,
but not for very long. Two new sweaters won’t make you much hap-
pier than one new sweater. And a million dollars’ worth of new sweat-
ers, in the long run, won’t do much at all.

DON’T HATE ME BECAUSE I’M HAPPY

If being happy is good, but trying to get happy either directly through
effort or indirectly though free time or income isn’t the answer, what
should you do? Here is an example of someone who—I think—has
found the answer to feeling good. Even though I talked to him for
only a few minutes, I remember him and the lesson he taught me very
distinctly. A few years ago, I was at a conference in New Orleans, wait-
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ing in the bar of the hotel to meet some friends for dinner. Seated
next to me was an older gentleman, and he asked me what I was
doing in New Orleans (a health conference) and what my work was
about (optimism and health). He then shared with me his prescription
for happiness. Now, optimism and happiness are not the same thing,
but this gentleman hit on exactly what I have come to believe is the
key to understanding optimism. The key for him was to do something. I
forget what it was, but I remember he had hobbies he would pursue
when he got home from work, and frankly the details don’t matter
that much. What does matter is that he specifically said it was impor-
tant for him to avoid the TV, because watching TV all evening would
just make him bored and irritable. This gentleman was engaged. He
didn’t just want to be watching. He wanted to be doing, and the doing
made him happy.

Now, another possibility is that this guy was a naturally happy
person, so it didn’t really matter what he was doing. We all know peo-
ple who are cheerful and happy most of the time and other people for
whom a parking ticket can create a black cloud that follows them
around all day (or maybe they don’t even need the parking ticket).
Their happiness or unhappiness seems to come from somewhere
inside them, and even though the happy person might be temporarily
saddened or upset, he also recovers quickly, and vice versa for the
unhappy person. This phenomenon led happiness scientists to pro-
pose that everyone has a happiness “set point.” A set point implies
that most people are pretty stable in their happiness levels. Think of
the set point as being like a car’s cruise control. Cruise control is a
negative feedback loop, in which deviations from the set point are
brought back toward the set point. If the car is going too slowly, the
cruise control will give it more gas, and if the car is going too fast, the
cruise control will ease up on the gas. The system always tries to bring
the car’s speed back to the set point. Likewise, if your mood strays too
far from your “set point,” some mechanism will bring it back to its
usual level.

One potential mechanism for the set point is genes. It’s very clear
that a nontrivial part of how happy you are is genetic. If you’re gener-
ally a happy person, you have genes to thank for some of that happi-
ness, and the same is true if you’re generally an unhappy person.
Your genes set your happiness “reaction range”—that is, the amount
of happiness you are biologically able to produce—in the same way
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that they set the reaction range for your height. Then, once “nature”
has set the boundaries, “nurture” determines where you end up.
Experiences make you as happy or as sad as your genes will let you be,
in the same way that whether you drink milk or soda as a child will
make you as tall or short as your genes will let you be (at least accord-
ing to Mom).

It is premature, though, to start hating the happy because they
happen to be privileged to have this state—happiness—that others can
only wish for. There may be an escape from the set point. To escape a
set point, there has to be some kind of positive feedback loop, that is,
some mechanism by which a fast car gets faster.

Optimism is one such mechanism. Many people equate optimism
with happiness, but optimism is actually not a feeling. Optimism is a
belief about the future. Very optimistic people believe that more good
things will happen to them than bad, that things will go their way, that
the future is positive, and that uncertainty is an opportunity for the
best to occur, rather than the worst. Optimistic beliefs set up a posi-
tive feedback loop because, as the rest of this book will show, the
more optimistic people are, the more they can be expected to experi-
ence the positive future they envision. Optimistic people get more joy
out of everyday life, they are more resilient to the stressful twists and
turns of life, they have better relationships, and they may even be
physically healthier. In turn, these positive outcomes naturally feed
expectations for an equally if not more positive future—that is, opti-
mism. An optimistic athlete will tend to realize her goals (by processes
explained in Chapter 2), leading her to believe even more strongly
that she can be successful. An optimistic teacher will tend to have stu-
dents who (by processes explained in Chapter 4) confirm his belief in
his power to educate. Insofar as happiness is a consequence of realiz-
ing goals and exercising strengths (a hypothesis addressed in Chap-
ters 2 and 3), optimistic people’s happiness may actually grow over
time.

It’s not entirely wrong to think of optimistic people as happy peo-
ple, because most optimistic people are happier than most pessimistic
people. It may be entirely wrong, however, to think of optimistic peo-
ple as happy simply because they are positive. For a long time, I
thought the most important thing about optimistic people was their
positive outlook and specifically that their positive outlook about the
future would protect them against present stress, because the present
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wouldn’t seem so bad in light of a positive future to come. Ironically,
this viewpoint made me skeptical about whether I was optimistic.
When I have published research on the relationship between opti-
mism and the immune system (my primary research area), TV sta-
tions, radio programs, and newspapers ranging from the New York
Times to small local papers and my college alumni newsletter3 have
interviewed me about the results for their stories on psychological
well-being and health. I even turned down the opportunity to write
the Cosmo Quiz. (I was pretty sure that they wanted a more sensation-
al version than I could provide.) In many of the media interviews I’ve
done, I’m asked about different aspects of the relationship between
optimism and health or the immune system, but one question seems
to always come up: Are you an optimist?

I had a hard time answering this question. I felt I was too familiar
with the scales used to measure optimism to be able to answer hon-
estly. I could see myself confronted with one of these items and think-
ing to myself, “I think I’m a 4. Should I circle 4? Most people would
circle 4 . . . 3 would be acceptable—would that make my score too pes-
simistic? How many other 4’s have I already circled? Any 5’s? What’s
my score so far?”4 So I couldn’t really take the questionnaire because I
was too self-conscious about my answers. Imagine that you could
decide what number your bathroom scale would show. How accurate
would you be?

I also had trouble saying that I was a very optimistic person
because I am not necessarily a happy-go-lucky, carefree person.5 I also
couldn’t in good conscience present myself as consistently cheery and
smiley. Though I am often cheery and smiley, I have pronounced
grumpy, irritable, and worried aspects. So, when I was asked whether
I am an optimist, I would hem and haw, citing my inability to respond
honestly to the questionnaires and generally avoiding the question.

That started to change a few years ago. I started to think of other
meanings of optimism—meanings that did not imply cheery, smiley,
carefree happy-go-luckiness. This was prompted by an unexpected
finding: some of the optimists in one of my studies had lower immune
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parameters than their more pessimistic counterparts (a finding de-
scribed further in Chapter 5). I looked to see whether they were also
unhappier, but they usually weren’t. I had to find some other explana-
tion for the difference. That led to a line of research that emphasizes
something different about optimists: their approach to their goals.
Optimists believe their goals are achievable. They are more commit-
ted to their goals. They don’t give up easily. They will even stress their
bodies in the pursuit of their goals. Once I started thinking about
optimism this way, I could easily identify with optimists.

Optimism is certainly something that you have. Some people
have optimistic beliefs, and others do not. Optimism or pessimism is
part of personality, that part of the psychological makeup that is con-
sistent over time and, not incidentally, slow to change if changeable at
all. Furthermore, optimism is only one of many personality dimen-
sions associated with being more or less happy and healthy (not to
mention successful, tidy, and many other desirable states). Extra-
verted people are more happy; hostile people are less happy. Secure
people are more happy; neurotic people are less happy. This is inter-
esting to know, but if you want to escape the set point, somewhat
harder to put into practice. Many personality factors are substantially
genetic, and others (such as secure relationship styles) have their
sources in early experiences that are unlikely to be repeated in adult-
hood (such as an infant–caregiver relationship). By adulthood, many
aspects of your personality either benefit or harm you just by virtue of
being there.

Optimism is no exception to the genes–personality rule, being
about 25% heritable. However, the longer I have studied optimism,
the more I have come to believe that the benefits of optimism are
only partially from being optimistic. That is, having optimistic beliefs
gets you only so far. You have to get the rest of the way through doing.
Those optimistic beliefs work to make optimists’ lives better because
they cause optimistic people to behave in particular ways.

Entry into the positive feedback loop provided by optimism hap-
pens through behaving optimistically. If you are looking for a way to
escape your set point and move toward the top of where your genes
will let you be in psychological and physical well-being, you would do
well to attend to what it is to do optimism.

Before I delve into the details of how very optimistic people
teach the rest of us how to overcome our set points, defeat our psy-
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chological immune systems, and get off the hedonic treadmill, a few
words about this book. There have been many claims about optimistic
thinking over the years. If you took the most extreme of these claims,
you might believe that being optimistic means you can never have
another unhappy day, and you might just live forever. Cynics, take
heart. It’s not true.6 Chapter 6, which separates the potential from the
real vulnerabilities that arise from optimism, is just for you.

How does one know what to believe about optimism? This is not
the place to go into the theory and philosophy of science or to give a
discourse on research design. Those topics require books unto them-
selves. Suffice it to say that the evidence that I present here is based
on scientific studies published in peer-reviewed journals. I think you’ll
find the science is even more interesting than the extreme claims—it is
certainly more complex. Research is like the test kitchen for good
ideas. Sure, zucchini bread with dried apricots sounds good, but what
happens when you actually make it? And with how many eggs? The
Betty Crocker Cookbook wouldn’t include a cake recipe unless it worked
in a variety of home kitchens and was forgiving of a number of cook
errors. You can trust in Betty’s cake recipe, and you can feel confi-
dent that the ideas about optimism presented here reflect its work-
ings in the real world. Maybe even in you.
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CHAPTER ONE

Glass Half Full, Glass Half Empty,
or Glass That Needs to Be Washed?

The Optimistic Character

If a reporter asked you if you were optimistic, what would you say?
The bathroom-scale problem aside, it might be a difficult question to
answer because different people define optimism in different ways.
Like my friend in New Orleans, people sometimes equate optimism
with happiness, or they use it to mean a general positivity about life or
hopefulness about the future. Psychologists, on the other hand, use a
more restricted definition of optimism that refers only to beliefs and
not to emotions. Those who study risk estimates (are you more or less
likely than the average person to get in an auto accident?) refer to an
optimistic bias, those who study causal beliefs (what caused that acci-
dent?) refer to optimistic and pessimistic attributions, and, last but
not least, those who study personality refer to dispositional optimism.
It is this last formulation—optimism as a personality trait—that is the
focus of this book.

Everyone has a personality, of course, but how do you know that
you have a certain kind of personality, like being an optimist? If you
went to a party last Friday night, do you have an outgoing personality?
If you cleaned your cabinets last Friday night, do you have an
obsessive–compulsive personality? If you got in a bar fight last Friday
night, do you have an aggressive personality? Most people would say
no, because the concept of personality implies something more than a
specific way that you spent a single night. First, personality has to
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arise from inside the person. If you ordinarily hate parties but went to
one last Friday because someone coerced you, then that behavior isn’t
personality. Second, personality implies a pattern of behavior, not just
a specific instance. Maybe you are usually a slob but cleaned your cab-
inets because your mother was coming to visit on Saturday. We
wouldn’t call this behavior personality either. On the other hand, if
you’re cleaning your cabinets three times a day, the possibility of an
obsessive–compulsive personality comes to mind. Third, personality
implies some influence across a number of situations. If you have a
history of picking fights in bars, gesturing and swearing at other driv-
ers, kicking the cat, and arguing with your boss, most people would
agree that you have an aggressive personality.

What does it take to have an optimistic personality? First, it takes
positive beliefs about what will happen in the future—what psycholo-
gists call “positive outcome expectancies.” However, you can’t just
have positive beliefs about the potential outcome of one bar fight
next Friday night (“I’m going to kick a**!”) to have an optimistic per-
sonality, because personality implies a pattern. You have to have opti-
mistic beliefs about several kinds of situations; that is, those “posi-
tive outcome expectancies” have to be “generalized” across several
domains of life. Finally, to qualify as a personality trait, your optimis-
tic beliefs have to be stable over time. If you’re dispositionally optimis-
tic, you’re almost certain to have the same generalized optimistic
beliefs on Friday that you had on Monday, and your beliefs will proba-
bly change very little over weeks, months, or even years.

In fact, on the 10th anniversary of my first major research study
of optimism, I decided to try to find out how stable “dispositional”
optimism really is by contacting the participants from that study to
see whether and how much their optimism had changed. With half of
the sample responding so far, the degree of stability is remarkable.
The optimism scale used in the study has respectable reliability, a sta-
tistic that tells how much overlap you would find between two admin-
istrations of the scale if the person didn’t change. In this case, if you
gave the optimism scale twice and underlying optimism didn’t change
at all, you could expect the scale to overlap with itself about 72%. The
actual overlap between my study participants’ optimism scale scores
in 1994 and their scores in 2005: 36%. That means that half of the
potential overlap was actually maintained over a decade. Looking at
these data another way, if we define stability as change of 10% or less
on the optimism scale, nearly two-thirds of the sample had stable opti-
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mism. If your college roommate was one of those people who envi-
sion a future full of accomplishments and successes, she is likely to be
doing the same thing at the 10-year reunion. If you had the misfor-
tune to room with an Eeyore, who saw nothing but gray skies ahead
(and see Chapter 4 for why this was an unfortunate pairing for you),
don’t be surprised if he is still forecasting doom and gloom a decade
later.

ARE YOU POLLYANNA OR EEYORE (OR BOTH)?

Given the durability of dispositional optimism, you may be encour-
aged to know you are probably optimistic. When I give people
questionnaires that measure their levels of dispositional optimism,
around 80% of them could be classified as having optimistic personal-
ities. Very few people are actually pessimistic, and I have seen only
one score—in over 1,700 questionnaires—that corresponded to abso-
lute pessimism, meaning the person agreed strongly with all the pessi-
mistic statements (Nothing good will ever happen to me? Of course.)
and strongly rejected all the optimistic statements (I usually expect
the best? Not at all.). In contrast, I often see scores that correspond to
absolute optimism, in which people strongly disagree with all the pes-
simistic statements and strongly agree with all the optimistic ones.
Most people are optimists, just to varying degrees. When you look at
the chart on this page, you can see how optimists occupy the biggest
piece of the pie.
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Your own degree of dispositional optimism comes from two
beliefs:

1. How strongly do you believe that good things will happen in
your future?

2. How strongly do you believe that bad things will happen in
your future?

If you strongly believe good things are going to happen to you
and strongly believe bad things are not going to happen to you, you
are very optimistic. If you strongly believe bad things are going to
happen to you and strongly believe good things are not going to hap-
pen to you, you are very pessimistic. Where does your personality fall?
If you want, you can assign your answer to each of these questions a
number to figure it out. For question #1, give yourself a 1 for “not at
all,” 3 for “somewhat,” and 5 for “extremely.” Use the even numbers
if you want (2 for somewhere between “not at all” and “somewhat,”
for example). For question #2, give yourself a 1 for “extremely,” 3 for
“somewhat,” and 5 for “not at all,” again using the even numbers if
you want. Now take the average of the two numbers. If your average
falls between 1 and 2, you are probably very pessimistic. If your aver-
age falls between 2 and 3, you are probably somewhat pessimistic. If
your average falls between 3 and 4, you are probably somewhat opti-
mistic. If your average falls between 4 and 5, congratulations. You are
very optimistic, and probably irritating the heck out of the pessimists
around you.

In concrete terms, being very optimistic means that when you
think about your life’s work, your relationships, your hobbies, and
even your goals (like being healthier or more tolerant), you can easily
envision yourself accomplishing what you want and, although you can
recognize the possibility that not everything will turn out well, you
think the odds are in your favor. A woman who scored very high in
dispositional optimism perfectly expressed her personality when she
wrote to me after moving to a new city, “I’m going to love it here. I
miss my friends, but I know I will meet new people here; it’s just
going to take time. I’m really looking forward to my new job, too.”

Conversely, being very pessimistic means that when you think
about those important things, you have a hard time envisioning your-
self accomplishing the things you want. You can’t see how things will
go well for you. Compare the previous woman with one who told me,
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“Everything seems to be going okay, but I can’t shake the feeling that
things are going to fall apart. It seems like something is bound to
come along to screw things up.” She couldn’t even believe that things
were going all right in her present, much less that they could improve
in the future.

Not knowing anything else about you, I will predict that you fall
into the “somewhat optimistic” group, only because that’s where most
people are. A “somewhat optimistic” personality is made up of some
greater degree of optimism (good things will happen) and some lesser
degree of pessimism (bad things will happen). Most people do recog-
nize that their future holds both good and bad things. However, the
relationship between these two kinds of beliefs about the future gets
complicated by the fact that the degree to which you expect good
things doesn’t have to be the opposite of the degree to which you
expect bad things. You can have what are essentially unrelated levels
of optimism and pessimism, because your answer to question #1
doesn’t necessarily dictate your answer to question #2. A small num-
ber of people are actually both very optimistic and very pessimistic.
These people believe they will both buy a winning lottery ticket at the
grocery store and get run over by a tractor trailer on their way home.
If you answered both question #1 and question #2 with something like
“very” or “extremely” strongly, you are that kind of person.

A few other people are simultaneously not very optimistic or very
pessimistic. These people apparently believe nothing very interesting
will ever happen to them, either positive or negative. They believe
they will not get run over by a tractor trailer, but on the other hand,
they won’t win the lottery either. If you answered both question #1 and
question #2 with something like “not very” or “not at all” strongly,
you are that kind of person.

Most people have a predominantly lottery-expecting personality
(more optimism than pessimism) or a predominantly tractor-trailer-
expecting personality (more pessimism than optimism), so these
exceptions are intriguing. It’s particularly interesting to contemplate
whether a person who expects both to win the lottery and to be flat-
tened by a tractor trailer is really, down deep, where it counts, an opti-
mist or a pessimist. Because we associate the benefits of optimism
with expecting positive events, a lottery-and-tractor-trailer person
might expect to reap some of those benefits because he does expect
positive events. If you think your kids will make the honor roll, does it
matter that you also think they’ll probably wreck the car? Perhaps the
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positive expectation is more important than the negative expectation.
If the expectation of positive events overrides that of negative events,
then it is important to be optimistic, regardless of your level of pessi-
mism.

Likewise, the nothing-much person might expect to reap benefits
by not expecting negative events. If you don’t expect your kids to
wreck the car, does it matter that you don’t expect them to make the
honor roll? If you avoid the cost of expecting negative events, do you
even need the benefit of expecting positive events? If the expectation
of negative events overrides that of positive events, then it is more
important to avoid pessimism, regardless of your level of optimism.

The subtitle of a research article published a few years ago
summed up the conundrum with this question: “Is it more important
to be optimistic or not to be pessimistic?” The research followed a
group of caregivers for patients with Alzheimer’s disease. Although
many people with Alzheimer’s disease end up in professional care
facilities when their disease becomes severe, much informal care over
the course of the illness is provided by family members and other
nonprofessional caregivers. These caregivers save the formal health
care system tens of billions of dollars, but at a personal cost. The
stress associated with caring for a person with progressive dementia,
especially one who has behavioral problems like wandering off and
getting lost or getting hostile and agitated, can lead to serious prob-
lems such as depression for the caregiver. In this study, lack of pessi-
mism characterized the caregivers who experienced the least anxiety,
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stress, and depression. Abundant optimism didn’t help unless it also
paired with lack of pessimism, which was not always the case. It was
better to be a nothing-very-interesting-at-all person than a lottery-and-
tractor-trailer person.

It seems obvious that this would be true for these caregivers.
After all, the progressive nature of their loved ones’ illness means
their main concern would be the potential for bad things like disease
progression to happen. The potential for good things like recovery
just isn’t that relevant, because Alzheimer’s disease is progressive—it
gets worse over time. Treatments can only slow the progression of the
disease. On the other hand, these researchers also studied a bunch of
people who were not caring for Alzheimer’s patients and therefore
were probably not facing a future of irreversible decline for their
loved ones. The same results held true: pessimism predicted more
anxiety, depression, and stress for people who were not caregivers.
More optimism didn’t do anything unless it was accompanied by less
pessimism.

So, what is the point of even asking question #1? Why do we call
it optimism? Why not just ask question #2, call it pessimism, and be
done for the day?

Anxiety, stress, and depression are only one side of emotional
life. Like optimism and pessimism, positive and negative moods can
be independent of each other. How much joy, happiness, and elation
you experience in a week isn’t necessarily related to how much dejec-
tion, anxiety, and anger you experience during the same period.
Although it seems that a joyful week should also be a nonanxious
week, in fact a joyful week can be either anxious or nonanxious,
because anxiety and joy arise from different kinds of events. Positive
accomplishments and surprises (e.g., buying a winning lottery ticket)
create joy, but they may not have anything to do with the worries and
threats (e.g., getting run over by a tractor trailer) that create stress
and anxiety. Complex emotions over the course of a week are to be
expected from the complex series of events and situations that we
encounter.1 Even if you’re depressed by your father’s struggle with
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Alzheimer’s disease, you can feel joy, contentment, and happiness
about your family’s gathering around the dinner table or about being
praised at work for that project you’ve been working on.

We can’t judge the relative virtue of optimism merely by consid-
ering anxiety, stress, and depression, because doing so paints an
incomplete picture of emotional life. Negative moods such as these
reveal only the influence of pessimism and other negative personality
traits such as neuroticism, one of pessimism’s closest neighbors on
the street of personality. People with a lot of neuroticism have feel-
ings that are easily hurt, have a low tolerance for frustration, and feel
incapable of dealing with difficult situations. Not surprisingly, given
their vulnerabilities, they also experience a lot more negative mood,
including anxiety, depression, and hostility. If you know someone
who seems so emotionally fragile that you hate to deliver any bad
news, that person likely has a lot of neuroticism. The predisposition
to experience negative moods is so characteristic of neuroticism that
neuroticism might effectively be called the “unhappy personality.”
Pessimism and neuroticism live close to each other because of their
common friend, negative mood. Pessimism should be the better pre-
dictor of negative emotions like depression and anxiety because pessi-
mism means expecting negative events, which are linked to negative
moods, which are characteristic of neurotic people.

If you want to know about someone’s vulnerability to anxiety,
depression, and stress, then knowing how pessimistic and neurotic
she is should tell you a great deal. If you want to know about a per-
son’s probability of experiencing the other side of emotional life—joy,
contentment, and happiness—you would rather know how optimistic
the person is. Optimism lives in a different neighborhood from pessi-
mism and neuroticism, next door to a different personality variable
called extraversion. Extraverts are warm and affectionate, energetic,
and outgoing, and they are typically high-spirited, cheerful, and, yes,
optimistic. That person you know who is always laughing and ready to
go out and have a good time is loaded with extraversion. If neuroti-
cism is the “unhappy personality,” then extraversion is the “happy
personality.” Optimistic people expect positive events, which are asso-
ciated with positive emotions, which are characteristic of extraverted
people.

If optimism predicts the happy half of our emotional lives, why
does research seem to indicate that pessimism is more important than
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optimism when it comes to emotional health? It may be only because
psychology has deemed negative moods more important than positive
moods. Since psychology started to specialize in reactions to trauma
during the world wars, the field has become heavily focused on dys-
function, distress, and disease. Positive aspects of life like happi-
ness, although currently making a comeback, have been somewhat
neglected. When you look only at threats to mental health—anxiety
and stress, for example—it seems that pessimism is more important
than optimism. Positive aspects of well-being were not included in the
study described above, and they are not included in most psychologi-
cal studies, which have been aimed at revealing why people feel as bad
as they do. Yet “optimism might . . . have been a more significant pre-
dictor [of well-being],” the authors of the Alzheimer’s caregiver study
speculated, “had we examined positive outcomes.”

If experiencing positive moods like joy, contentment, and excite-
ment is as important to people as avoiding negative moods like
depression, anxiety, and hostility, then optimism is as important as
pessimism, and your answers to question #1 and question #2 are both
important for your emotional life: Having more optimism should be
associated primarily with more positive emotions like happiness, and
having less pessimism should be associated primarily with avoiding
negative emotions like anxiety. A study of Navy recruits showed just
that. When the young recruit expected good things in his future, he
also had more positive moods, whereas if he expected bad things, he
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also had more negative moods. Although in some cases it may look
advantageous to be a nothing-much person because you avoid the
anxiety associated with pessimism, at the same time you are losing out
on the happiness benefits of optimism that are accruing to the lottery-
and-tractor-trailer person.2 Expecting your kids to make the honor
roll will increase positive feelings (for example, hope, pride), and
expecting them to wreck the car will increase negative feelings (for
example, fear, anger). One does not offset the other—they have dis-
tinct effects on your emotions.

THE 10-MILLION-DOLLAR QUESTION

If you want to have an emotional life characterized by more positive
than negative emotions, you might think winning 10 million dollars in
the lottery would be a good start. In truth, having an optimistic per-
sonality is a much better choice than winning the lottery. Because of
the psychological immune system—hedonic treadmill—set point prob-
lem, the 10 million dollars is going to be fun for a while, but the
happiness that results will eventually wear off. On the other hand,
happiness arising from personality characteristics like dispositional
optimism keeps going, and going, and going.

The real 10-million-dollar question is: why? People have shown a
tremendous capacity to get used to lots of things, from fairly trivial
boosts (buying a new dress or even eating chocolate—the first bite is
always the best) to even extreme highs (getting married, the best life
event for increasing happiness, makes the average person happier for
a couple of years). If the very best things that can happen to you in life
don’t make you happier in the long run, how is it that you don’t get
used to having a certain set of beliefs about the future—that is, being
optimistic? Why does an optimistic personality make people happy
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mism will become less and less important because they seem to contribute equally
to the mechanisms responsible for much of the relationship between optimism
and well-being.



year after year? Put another way, why is optimism associated with
more lasting happiness than 10 million dollars? Surprisingly, psychol-
ogy has done little to answer this question, despite the fact that the
failure to adapt to one’s own personality may hold the key to being
able to get off the hedonic treadmill. If we could figure out why peo-
ple don’t get desensitized to having optimistic personalities, the same
mechanisms could be brought to bear to help people feel better in
lasting ways.

The most fatalistic perspective with regard to whether you
can have lasting changes in happiness is the set-point perspective,
especially when the set-point argument is based primarily on ge-
netic makeup. Most personality characteristics have some substantial
genetic component—up to about 50%—so the set-point argument goes
like this: if you have the genes to be happy, then you will have a happy
personality and be happy, and if you don’t, you won’t. This argument
is supported by research in behavioral genetics, which amasses more
and more evidence that genes impact psychological health. One ter-
rific example is a gene that carries the catchy title SLC6A4. This gene
affects the serotonin system—the same system targeted by antidepres-
sant drugs such as Prozac. Specifically, SLC6A4 is the runway to a
gene system that makes the protein that carries serotonin in and out
of cells. As it turns out, some people have short runways and other
people have long runways, and just as an airport runway is more use-
ful when it’s long than when it’s short, this gene is more useful when
it’s long than when it’s short. If you have good fortune (or, more cor-
rectly, good parents) and get two long runways, events such as a rela-
tionship breakup or stress on the job will result in about half the emo-
tional distress and one-third the probability of thinking about or
attempting suicide for you as for someone who has two short run-
ways. (People with one short and one long runway fall somewhere in
between.)

Other neurotransmitters can also affect well-being: GABA pro-
duces calmness, for example, and dopamine is involved in pleasurable
feelings. Personality could be the result of genes that affect long-term
differences in levels or functions of such neurotransmitters: serotonin
for resilient people, for example, or dopamine for thrill-seeking peo-
ple. Hence, the set-point perspective would propose that genes deter-
mine the way your neurotransmitter systems function, and the nature
of that functioning sets your personality and well-being. Although life
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events may temporarily perturb your set point, eventually you will go
back to the brain that nature gave you. No change in genes, no lasting
change in well-being.

Still, one wonders if long-term well-being can be reduced to hav-
ing higher levels of certain neurotransmitters. After all, when these
neurotransmitters are administered in the form of drugs, the brain
sometimes does get used to them. That is, sometimes the effects of
being given a certain amount of neurotransmitter become smaller
and smaller with time, so that larger and larger doses become neces-
sary to get the same effect. Consider the person taking amphetamines
(“uppers”). Amphetamines have a very pronounced positive effect on
emotions because they promote the release of dopamine, which
results in pleasure. You could say that dopamine puts the “up” in
“uppers.” Over time, though, it takes more and more amphetamine to
get the same effect: a phenomenon called tolerance. Drugs that stimu-
late other neurotransmitter systems also create tolerance, sometimes
unfortunately (the beneficial motor effects of L-dopa, a dopamine
medication used to treat Parkinson’s disease, wear off over time) but
sometimes fortunately (the sexual side effects of antidepressant medi-
cations that act on serotonin also tend to go away over time).3

Neurotransmitters produced in the brain resemble neurotrans-
mitters administered as drugs about as much as a weather system
resembles a sprinkler. Because neurotransmitters in the brain are
complex and self-regulated, it’s possible that their organization pre-
vents you from developing a tolerance to your own neurotrans-
mitters, and that’s why you don’t desensitize to your own personality.
Nonetheless, the phenomenon of tolerance suggests that having more
serotonin is not the sole reason that being optimistic is protective
against distress over a lifetime.

Not all of optimism is genetic anyway. In fact, the portion that is
genetic—about 25%—is lower than for most personality dimensions,
including the “happy” and “unhappy” personalities. Extraversion, the
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“happy personality,” is about 54% inherited; neuroticism, the “un-
happy personality,” is about 48% inherited. Somehow people who are
optimistic are happy without necessarily having inherited the genes
for happiness, and they still maintain that happiness over long peri-
ods of time.

AN EXTREMELY SHORT HISTORY OF OPTIMISM

To find out how optimism might create happiness in people who
don’t necessarily have happy genes, it’s instructive to look at the his-
tory of the study of expectancies, which did not begin with the advent
of dispositional optimism. Beginning early in the 20th century, psy-
chologists studied the effects of expectancies: not on mood, but on
motivation. The more positive a person’s expectancy is for an out-
come, the more motivated she is to achieve that outcome. Believing
you can run faster than anyone else increases your motivation to give
your all in a race, for example. Believing you can get promoted
increases your motivation to work hard. Sometimes it can require pos-
itive expectancies not just to do something better, but to do anything
at all: If you believe exposure therapy can cure your snake phobia,4

you’ll have motivation that you otherwise never would to approach or
handle a snake in therapy. If you don’t believe doing that exposure to
a snake is going to help you, it’s hard to imagine why you would do it
at all.

Furthermore, in this research, expectancies were usually specific
to outcomes. If you wanted to know how motivated people were to
exercise, you had to know what they expected to happen to them if
they exercised. For example, did a person have high outcome efficacy, a
particular type of expectancy linking behaviors to outcomes? That is,
did he expect exercise to lead to losing weight or living longer? If so,
exercise would be more likely than for someone with low outcome
efficacy. In general, the focus of this research was on how beliefs
about the future (getting promoted, curing a phobia, losing weight)
affect motivation to do something to bring that future about (work
harder, touch a snake, exercise).
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No one made a big deal about being a positive or negative person
in this body of research.

GETTING TO THE BOTTOM OF OPTIMISM

In a way, all this stuff about happy and unhappy, or positive and
negative, or optimistic and pessimistic people is beside the point.
Whether the glass is half empty or half full, it needs to be washed,
dried, and put away in the cupboard, and optimism affects whether or
not you are motivated to get that done.

To give you an idea of what I think is at the root of optimism, I
give you two first-year law students from my long-term study of
how optimism affects psychological well-being and immune function.
Please see the footnote for the obligatory lawyer joke.5 The first year
of law school is a very stressful time—many students rate it as the most
stressful thing they have ever experienced—and a lot is at stake. First-
semester grades have a lot to do with who gets on the law review and
who gets a good job the following summer, to name two important
outcomes. Optimistic students react differently to this experience
than pessimistic students. Here are sections of interviews with two
first-year law students:6

Q: How has law school been for you so far?

A: At first it was good. It started off and I was on a good pace
for studying, but then I started backing off of my studies a lit-
tle bit and then I kind of got swept away with the competitive
atmosphere and just stepped away from everything for a
while and didn’t really get back into it until 2 weeks before
finals. So during finals I felt consumed with law school, but
probably 2 months prior to it I didn’t feel that law school was
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even important in my life. As I said, at the beginning of the
semester I was studying a lot, but then when I began to back
off, I began to build more stress on myself because there was
more studying to be done. While I was not studying, I had
more time to think about how stressful law school was and to
question whether or not this was what I wanted to do. But
I’m starting to regret feeling that way now ’cause I didn’t do
as well as I had hoped to do. I guess the most stressful part
about law school is just trying to separate myself from the
school itself.

Q: How has law school been for you so far?

A: It’s been somewhat stressful, but I think I’ve always been one
to kind of push myself in all my studies. I’ll come home every
night and read probably until I go to bed, and there’s always
a feeling that I could be doing more—I could be studying
more and, you know, outlining more and things like that. I
enjoy all my classes. I love learning, so I’ve never had any
feelings of regret or anything like that. It’s just been some-
thing that’s been constant. It’s stimulating but it kind of
tends to wear you out, I guess. If I started feeling like I was
getting behind, then I’d start setting goals for myself and say,
“Okay, now by the end of this week I’m going to have this
much done in preparation for the exam. I’m going to have
this class totally briefed up to what we’ve been doing.” When
I went in and took those exams in December, I came away
with a feeling of satisfaction because it felt like I was actually
being able to apply the concepts that I had learned for the
past 3 months and it made sense to me. I realized what I was
doing and I realized, to a certain extent, how I could apply it
when I got out there and actually practiced. So that was
pretty rewarding.

The first student was in the bottom 10% of optimism scores, and
the second student was in the top 10%. Neither of them was particu-
larly having fun in law school. The first, pessimistic one didn’t seem
horribly depressed, and the second, optimistic one didn’t seem
happy-go-lucky. Still, there were dramatic differences in their ap-
proaches to law school that had to do with how they tackled the diffi-
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culties they encountered. The pessimistic student dealt with difficulty
by withdrawing, ruminating, disengaging, and eventually underachiev-
ing. The optimistic student dealt with difficulty by setting goals, plan-
ning, engaging, and eventually reaping the rewards. The essential dif-
ference was not between positivity and negativity but between trying
harder and trying less.

This is not to say that trying harder and trying less don’t affect
well-being. In fact, I’m going to argue throughout this book that the
path from optimism to well-being in large part goes through engag-
ing, trying harder, participating, and other related states of mind and
behavior. Notice that the ways these two students coped with the
stress of law school didn’t protect one from stress and expose the
other one: both of them talked about the stress they experienced. The
other day, when I walked into my lab office, this quote had been writ-
ten on the blackboard: “It takes just as much stress to be a success as
to be a failure.” Although that quote perfectly describes the fact that
these law students both experienced stress, what it does not specify is
the differences between the two kinds of stress. One kind of stress—
the pessimistic kind—came from rumination and withdrawal and
resulted in regret. The other kind—the optimistic kind—came from
concerted, prolonged effort and resulted in satisfaction and reward.

Given that it takes just as much stress to succeed as to fail,
wouldn’t “optimistic” stress be preferable? Why do people ever expe-
rience “pessimistic” stress? The unsurprising answer: Because they’re
pessimists. Looking back at the motivational history of optimism,
expectancies are exactly what determine whether you decide to put in
more effort or less effort. Positive expectancies—optimism—increase
motivation and effort, whereas negative expectancies—pessimism—
decrease motivation and effort. It makes perfect sense when put this
way: What would be the point of putting a lot of effort toward a
future that isn’t going to work out anyway? Presumably you will pay
out more in effort for something that you think will pay you back in
the end. A law student who believes she’ll succeed is more willing to
put in the hours studying and face intense competition than a law stu-
dent who doesn’t believe he’ll succeed. For him, it seems to make
more “sense” to withhold effort, although in the end it only ends up
in regret. Would you spend a lot of money on a new car if you
thought the kids were going to wreck it, or a lot of time exercising if
you thought you would never get stronger or leaner? How about
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spending energy on writing a novel that you don’t think will ever get
published? Of course you wouldn’t do that, and neither do the pessi-
mistic people who have these beliefs. It just doesn’t seem rational to
them to spend time, money, energy, or effort on a future that looks
dim.

THERE ARE MORE WAYS TO BE WELL
THAN TO BE HAPPY

My optimistic law student doesn’t seem to be brimming with carefree
cheerfulness, but does that make her life negative? Is there some
other metric for measuring the benefits from being optimistic? A
focus on the positivity and negativity associated with optimism, espe-
cially emotional positivity and negativity, is too narrow. There is more
to well-being than being cheerful, and I think most people would rec-
ognize that being cheerful all the time is not really what they are striv-
ing for in their lives—there’s another whole level of well-being that
“happiness” doesn’t capture.

Happiness, cheerfulness, and the rest of the positive emotions
are often collected under the rubric of emotional or hedonic well-
being, it being clear that frequently being in a good mood contributes
to emotional health. It feels better (i.e., is more hedonically pleasing)
than having negative emotions. However, some psychologists (as well
as some nonpsychologists) have argued that there is more to being
well than being happy. Aristotle, for one, argued that true happiness
was not feeling good but eudaimonia—eu meaning “good,” and
daimon meaning “spirit.” That is, the road to wellness was not through
pleasure but through being true to oneself. People clearly need more
than happiness—they need to be engaged with life and with other peo-
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ple, to grow, and to be masters of their own destiny.7 Eudaimonic (or
sometimes, “psychological”) well-being, then, is not reflected in how
happy you are, but in how much your life is characterized by doing
things well, realizing your potential, good relationships, and personal
growth. Eudaimonia literally means being your best self.

Discriminating between happiness and eudaimonia reveals that I
was a little disingenuous when I said watching TV won’t make you
happy. It depends on your definition of happiness. If you are watch-
ing something funny, you might laugh until you cry, and that defi-
nitely feels good and increases emotional or hedonic well-being. On
the other hand, it doesn’t offer you much of an opportunity to be
your best self or build eudaimonic well-being. Part of your best self
might be a good laugher, but hopefully it doesn’t stop there. Hope-
fully, your best self is also creative, or empathic, or wise, and it’s hard
to exercise that best self when you’re watching TV.

Some theorists who advocate eudaimonia emphasize its distinct-
ness from hedonic well-being by asserting that sometimes eudaimonia
doesn’t feel good in a hedonic sense. Aristotle thought happiness was
“vulgar,” and psychologist Erich Fromm thought pleasure was poten-
tially harmful. You get the sense from these guys that you’re not
allowed to have fun while you’re being your best self. Fortunately,
that idea seems to exist mostly in theory, because in real life being
your best self is definitely fun. Although hedonic well-being and
eudaimonic well-being are separable, the people who have more
aspects of eudaimonic well-being, such as the abilities to relate well to
others, meet the demands of everyday life, and learn about them-
selves, are also the happiest people. They also happen to be the least
neurotic and most extraverted people, which makes sense if you fig-
ure that neurotic people have a hard time meeting everyday demands
and negotiating the emotional side of relationships (tending to dimin-
ish eudaimonic well-being) and are beset by negative moods (tending
to diminish hedonic well-being), and extraverted people are more
social, more turned on by challenges (tending to enhance eudaimonic
well-being), and happier (tending to enhance hedonic well-being).

There is another personality trait that also characterizes people
who have high eudaimonic and hedonic well-being but doesn’t have
anything to do with being a “happy” or “sad” personality type: consci-
entiousness. In the fable about the grasshopper and the ant, conscien-
tious people are the ants: competent, organized, ambitious, industri-
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ous, and persistent. People who are not conscientious (sometimes
called undirected) are the grasshoppers: careless, distractible, lazy, and
impatient. Conscientiousness doesn’t directly incorporate well-being
the way neuroticism and extraversion do. Instead, it points to a way
that people achieve higher well-being, that is, through hard work and
stick-to-itiveness. If you look back to the beginning of expectancy and
optimism research, back to the motivational roots, it will come as no
surprise that conscientiousness is also related to optimism. Optimistic
people are like conscientious people in that they are more motivated
and goal-directed than the pessimistic and undirected types. What’s
more, positive expectancies increase motivation, hard work, and
effort, and negative expectancies decrease them, so both kinds of
expectancy relate to conscientiousness. Optimistic people are more
likely to be ants than grasshoppers, more likely to be tortoises than
hares.

If asked why optimistic people have higher levels of well-being, I
think the obvious reason looks more like extraversion: they are more
positive people. The less obvious reason looks more like conscien-
tiousness: they are more persistent people. What optimistic people do
seems likely to be as important as what they are in terms of elevating
their well-being.

GETTING OFF THE HEDONIC TREADMILL

The realization that optimism is something you do, in addition to
something you are, helps explain why optimists, and possibly other
happy types as well, don’t get used to their own personalities. In gen-
eral, we get used to things that are static. A new sweater, handbag, TV
set, or power boat doesn’t give a long-lasting boost to mood because it
stays the same all the time. Every day, we get a little more used to
what we have. On the other hand, our goals, motivations, and efforts
are changing all the time.

An example of how being engaged with a goal results in happi-
ness comes from the study of what has been called “ultimate well-
being”: the feeling of flow. Flow occurs when a person’s skills are fully
engaged in the challenges of a task, whether it be building a tower,
playing a musical instrument or a sport, analyzing data, or performing
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surgery. Consciousness falls away and people become fully absorbed
in what they are doing. Even though people experience their ultimate
well-being during flow, they aren’t thinking about it during the task
because they are so absorbed by what they are doing.8 You experience
flow when your skills are exactly meeting the challenges of a task or
goal. You are not below your ultimate skill level, but you are not in
over your head either. A beginning baker will feel anxiety instead of
flow if he is trying to make baked Alaska but his skills are only up to
the level of chocolate chip cookies. An accomplished pianist will feel
boredom instead of flow while playing “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little
Star.”9

You’ve probably had an experience in which you felt you were
using your skills fully and seamlessly, exerting a significant but not
overwhelming amount of effort, and becoming completely absorbed
in what you were doing. If you are a musician, you may have experi-
enced it while performing a well-practiced piece; if you are an athlete,
you may have had a day when you were in a “groove” and seemed not
to be able to put a foot wrong. Flow can happen in almost any circum-
stance where goals and skills are involved—chess, or cooking, or writ-
ing. You were gliding through your task and really engaging your
skills. You were in flow. Wasn’t that great?

The phenomenon of flow is a specific example of the general
principle that engagement leads to well-being. There are two sub-
principles that follow from this general principle. The first is that the
scope of goals and challenges is unlimited. We all have multitudes of
pathways we can pursue. For every goal we reach, others are waiting
in the wings. It’s as if you had a whole closetful of handbags that
changed every day, and if you got tired of one, there would be thou-
sands more, of all types, sizes, and colors, waiting to be chosen.10

The second principle is that even the same goal can be a lasting
source of well-being if its demands can change to keep up with your
skills. Consider golf, which many people find fun throughout their
entire lifetimes. How does playing golf keep being fun when 10 mil-
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the Prologue, keeping track of how happy you are can actually keep you from
being happy.
9The Dohnanyi “Variations on a Nursery Tune” notwithstanding.
10Substitute power boat if that’s your thing.



lion dollars stops being fun? Because golf is a continual challenge.
Until you make a hole in one every time at every hole at every course
in the world, the demands of golf will always increase to keep up with
your skills. The failure of TV to contribute substantially to well-being
is completely understandable in this context, because TV demands
virtually no skills. Unless you are doing something unusual, like
watching a program in a foreign language that challenges your trans-
lation skills, you will never be in a state of flow while watching TV.

Optimism leads to increased well-being because it increases
engagement with life’s goals, not because of some miracle happy juice
that optimists have and others don’t. This is why my New Orleans role
model mentioned in the Prologue is so important to understanding
well-being. He was happier because he was so busy doing that he
didn’t have to worry about being.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Persistence Instinct
Optimists and Their Goals

As related in Chapter 1’s Extremely Short History of Optimism, in
the “olden” days before optimism was studied as a personality trait,
psychologists were interested in how positive or negative expectations
affected motivation and persistence. In their research, they would
manipulate people’s expectancies to make them more or less op-
timistic or pessimistic and observe how motivation and persistence
changed. If you had been in one of those studies, it would have gone
something like this: You would be told you were going to perform
two tasks. On the first task, you had to unscramble some anagrams to
make sensible words (for example, YRIGCN becomes CRYING). You
wouldn’t do very well (the anagrams were very difficult), which would
lead you to conclude you’re not very good at anagrams (or so hoped
the experimenters). Then you’d be told either that the next task,
drawing complex line patterns, was related to anagram skill or that it
was unrelated. This was the critical part of the experiment, because if
you believed the tasks were related, voilà: you would expect to fail
again; that is, you would be pessimistic about the upcoming task. If
you believed the tasks were unrelated, you would expect to be more
successful, and you would be optimistic about the upcoming task.

If you were a typical participant in these experiments, when you
believed that anagrams and line drawing tapped different skills (that
is, when you were optimistic), when you got to the second task you
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would show significantly enhanced motivation and persistence. On
average, you would work about 20% longer than people who were led
to believe that the task they had bombed (anagrams) tapped the same
skills as the new task (line drawing). Furthermore, if the experiment-
ers had led you to believe that anagrams and line drawing were tap-
ping opposite skills (“when people do badly on this one, they seem to
do really well on the next one”), the effects would be even more dra-
matic: you would probably work 50% longer than people who thought
the two tasks were tapping the same skill. This dramatic effect would
also occur if you were set up to actually perform well on an initial task
that you were then told predicted performance on the second task—
you would work about 40% longer than people who performed badly
on the initial task.

If you think about how much more you can accomplish by work-
ing 40–50% longer at a task, the potential effects of optimistic expec-
tancies are striking. If you do 75 sit-ups instead of 50, your abs are
going to get a lot firmer, a lot faster. And this is important: it is going
to happen not because you have positive visualizations about your
abs. It will happen because your positive thoughts change what you
do.

PUTTING OPTIMISTIC PERSONALITY TO THE TEST

When I started to realize that optimism might not be about being a
positive person but about motivation and persistence, I wanted to
return to this kind of experiment. This time, instead of creating opti-
mism and pessimism by manipulating people’s beliefs about their
skills, I wanted to know: Will people’s level of dispositional optimism
affect them in the same way? At the time, I had an undergraduate stu-
dent in the lab named Lise Solberg Nes who wanted to do research on
optimism. Lise read a paper that I wrote as a graduate student at
UCLA on optimism, and she took it to her faculty advisor to find out
how she could learn about this optimism thing that this person at
UCLA was working on. Serendipitously, Lise’s advisor knew exactly
where to send her: around the corner to my new office at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky. Lise got involved in my lab as an undergraduate
research assistant. There followed a period of negotiation about the
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official languages of the lab. Lise is Norwegian and speaks about a zil-
lion languages, including Swedish. My Swedish is decent as long as
you stick to pronouns (you, me) and common words such as other and
like. I have a very limited vocabulary when it comes to verbs and
nouns, which makes conversation, not to mention scientific conversa-
tion, difficult. It didn’t take long to determine that her English was
much better than my Swedish, and we were able to move on to scien-
tific issues. Eventually we decided (in English) that for her honors the-
sis she would take the persistence studies from 20 years earlier and
see if dispositional optimism worked the same way as specific expec-
tancies.

In Lise’s study, rather than giving people a first task that
endowed them with either positive or negative expectations, we mea-
sured their natural optimism using a questionnaire. Then they had a
series of impossible or difficult anagrams to unscramble.1 Because we
lack serious sadistic tendencies, we gave only one impossible ana-
gram. The remaining 10 were “merely” difficult (no one solved them
all, and most people solved only 5). The question was: Will people
who hold generally positive expectancies, that is, more optimistic peo-
ple, work on the anagrams longer than people who hold less generally
positive expectancies, that is, more pessimistic people?

They did. People with pessimistic personalities worked on the
anagrams for about 9½ minutes, whereas people with optimistic per-
sonalities worked for about 11½ minutes. The difference was particu-
larly noticeable for that first, insoluble anagram. On average, the pes-
simistic people worked on that one for about a minute before giving
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1If you enter “unsolvable anagram” into a web search engine, what you will get is
the result of dozens of psychological studies. Why are psychologists so hooked on
anagrams? One nice aspect of anagram puzzles, from an experimenter’s perspec-
tive, is that it’s almost impossible to tell by looking at an anagram whether it’s solv-
able or just difficult until you’ve actually solved it, so unsolvable anagrams can get
a persistent person to work a long time without giving themselves away as unsolv-
able. On the other hand, when you are balancing the desire to measure persis-
tence against the need to avoid excessively frustrating your study participants, you
have to let people solve some. In these studies, Lise and I let people solve some,
then we adjusted statistically for the effects of language ability (for example, as
reflected in standardized test scores) on anagram solutions, as well as the effect of
solving anagrams on persistence (after all, you get to stop persisting when you
solve it). This technique isolated the effect of optimism on persistence from the
effects of verbal ability and number of solutions.



up, moderately optimistic people worked about 50% longer, and very
optimistic people worked twice as long, over 2 minutes, before they
gave up.

This study, along with the earlier experimental studies, shows
that optimists have what might be called a persistence instinct. All other
things being equal, optimism makes you push ahead and pessimism
makes you quit early. This instinct—to persist or to give up—leads to
all kinds of psychological and physical consequences for optimists and
pessimists. The psychological and social consequences are the target
of this chapter and Chapters 3 and 4. The physical consequences,
which muddy the waters somewhat, are the subject of Chapter 5.

THE PERSISTENCE INSTINCT,
SUCCESS, AND HAPPINESS

Although hedonic well-being—happiness or unhappiness—was not the
point of the persistence studies, the persistence instinct is relevant to
happiness. Working on difficult anagrams is not experienced by most
of my study participants as fun or likely to put them in a good mood.
The task is exactly what it is meant to be—difficult. Nonetheless, the
same instinct that kept optimists working longer on the difficult task
may be responsible for their higher well-being. The relationship
between optimism and persistence bodes well for happiness.

To understand why persistence leads to happiness requires a
basic understanding of self-regulation, the mechanisms determining
why one person goes to work and another goes to the golf course.
Self-regulation by humans has much in common with temperature
regulation by thermostats. A thermostat has a goal (an ideal room
temperature) and a state of being (an actual room temperature).
Stretching the analogy somewhat by endowing thermostats with moti-
vation, the thermostat is motivated to take action to reduce any differ-
ence or discrepancy between the ideal and actual room temperatures: to
heat the room if it is too cold or cool the room if it is too warm. Mean-
while, the thermostat is keeping track of the consequences of its
actions through its gauge of room temperature. When the discrep-
ancy is small enough, it can reduce its effort; if not, it continues to
work to achieve the discrepancy reduction.
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Although a thermostat does not resemble a human being at all
from a physical perspective, it bears a striking resemblance from a
psychological perspective. People have states of being—what they are,
have, or feel. They also have goals—some other state of being (fit) or
having (rosebushes) or feeling (content) that they don’t have now but
would like to have in the future or that they have some of now but
would like to have more of in the future. They might also have goals
focused on avoiding a future state of being (sick) or having (termites)
or feeling (despondent) that they don’t want. When current states of
being and goal states differ, as they frequently do, discrepancies arise.
When people notice discrepancies, they become motivated to reduce
them and take action to get closer to their goals. If your goal is to
advance at work, you might spend a Saturday morning at the office
instead of on the golf course; if your goal is to have a better golf
game, you might spend a Wednesday morning on the golf course
instead of at the office. For you, spending your time working on your
career or your golf game is the same as turning the heat on in a cold
room: bringing your current state closer to your goal state.
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A self-regulatory loop. Thermostats compare room temperature (current state)
with their setting (goal state). When not the same, they initiate action to
cool or warm the room. Likewise, humans make a comparison to determine
whether their current state (say, 90-pound weakling) meets their goal (to
stop getting sand kicked in the face) and, if not, take action to get closer to
it (sign up for the Charles Atlas program).



Like a thermostat, you have to be aware and monitoring the situ-
ation for discrepancies if goals are to guide your behavior. When
you’re not paying attention, the various component parts of your
internal thermostat—the goal state, the current state, and the discrep-
ancy between them (for example, the difference between your current
golf handicap and your goal handicap)—are not salient to you, and
you’re not motivated to reduce any discrepancy. Self-awareness keeps
you tuned in to the feedback loop and on track with your goals. In the
various anagram and line drawing studies, optimism increased persis-
tence only when the people were also self-aware (either the experi-
menter seated them in front of a mirror to do the tasks or they were
inherently high in self-awareness). Without self-awareness, optimism
did not increase persistence. In fact, when they were not also self-
aware, optimistic people often stopped sooner than pessimistic people.
No one has fully explained this reversal, but one possibility is that
optimists were protecting their mood. In general, optimism is associ-
ated with more positive mood, and research evidence suggests that
people in a positive mood will generally act to preserve that mood.
Because difficult tasks are often not mood enhancing, someone in a
positive mood might be less disposed to work on such a task when not
fully aware of the benefits of doing so (that is, reducing a discrepancy
and reaching a goal).

The effects of low self-awareness on behavior aren’t only obvious
in the lab. Ever do something after you had a few drinks that you won-
dered about later? One effect of alcohol is to decrease self-awareness.
It makes a great social lubricant because people who are drinking lose
some degree of self-consciousness, which loosens their inhibitions
and makes them less stilted in interactions with others. It also makes
people less tuned in to their feedback loops and goals. Somehow that
resolution about diet or study or dancing without a lampshade on our
heads fades into the background after a few drinks, and the subse-
quent pounds, performances, or photos often make us regret having
tuned out.

We have one more step to take to make people and thermostats
nearly equivalent. We now have to endow people with gauges. Ther-
mostats have temperature gauges to track discrepancies and progress,
and people have gauges as well: emotions. One of the main functions,
if not the main function, of emotions is to alert you to how you are
doing. My car sounds a buzzer when something’s wrong with it (I’m
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low on wiper fluid or gas). Emotions are your brain’s equivalent of
that buzzer, and basic emotions like fear and anger probably devel-
oped to signal when something was elementally wrong. For example,
fear could signal that the basic goal of staying alive was being threat-
ened by a saber-toothed tiger, and anger could signal that some other
prehistoric human was raiding one’s store of woolly mammoth hides.
Our goals and our lives are more complex now, and so are our emo-
tions, but they still have what is called “signal value”—they tell us how
we’re doing. In the thermostat sense, they signal the size of the gap
between your goal and your present state. When you close that gap—
for example, you had wanted to be on the school board, and you were
elected—your emotions might range from satisfied to joyful or even
elated. When the gap isn’t closed—you lost the election by a mile—you
might feel dejected, depressed, anxious, or even angry.

THE PERSISTENCE INSTINCT
AT WORK IN THE WORLD

Persistence makes it more likely that you are going to succeed at a
goal, closing the gap between current state and desired goal and reap-
ing the hedonic rewards. The persistence that optimists showed on
anagram and line drawing tasks in the lab bodes well for them in
terms of actually achieving their goals. However, lab tasks aren’t
exactly real-world tests. For one thing, when you’re in an experiment,
you don’t always have a lot on the line. You might not want to appear
bad at line drawing in front of the experimenter, but is that as mean-
ingful as not wanting to appear bad at cooking when the object of
your affection is coming for dinner? For another thing, you didn’t
choose to do anagrams or line drawing—those tasks were imposed on
you. There may be some things in your life that were imposed on you
(doing your taxes), but most important tasks outside the lab are
things that you chose yourself. Motivation—and optimism’s effects on
motivation—might be quite different under those circumstances.

Fortunately, Lise and I soon had an opportunity to extend our
laboratory findings to a real-world circumstance. When Lise pre-
sented the results of her anagram study at our Psychology Depart-
ment Honors Day, one of the people who attended was the Dean of
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Undergraduate Studies, Phil Kraemer. Phil is a psychologist whose
research topic is animal learning but has moved on from studying lab
rats to being in charge of undergraduate education at the University
of Kentucky.2 One of Phil’s concerns, as well as that of other under-
graduate deans, is retention, and when he saw Lise’s presentation, he
got very interested in whether optimism was related to whether fresh-
man students succeeded in school and returned for their sophomore
year or let their dreams of a college education fizzle out. Phil offered
to give optimism questionnaires to all the freshmen who attended
advising conferences over the summer before they started. Lise and I
jumped at the opportunity. This was a chance for us to expand
beyond studying a small number of people (albeit very intensely) to
testing the effects of optimism on big goals in a very large number of
people. As it happened, Lise had been accepted at Kentucky to do her
doctoral studies in psychology, and so she adopted the freshman class
as the topic of her master’s thesis.

True to his word, Phil gave optimism questionnaires to about
1,800 incoming freshmen. A year later we examined whether their
optimism before starting school could predict their performance and
persistence during the freshman year. Freshman year is probably
more challenging to students than any other year. Students leave their
families and the familiar social circumstances of high school for col-
lege in a strange town with strange people. The demands of college
academic work come as a rude surprise to some students who cruised
through high school and expected to do the same in college. Not all
students weather this transition well, and some fail to manage it at all
and don’t return for their sophomore year. The University of Ken-
tucky (along with many other universities) perennially struggles with
this problem in an effort to reduce the approximately 25% of fresh-
man students lost through attrition.3

Because optimism leads to more persistence, we expected that
more optimistic students would have the kind of relationship with
their goals that they needed to stay in school. Consistent with our
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expectations, moderately pessimistic students were twice as likely to
drop out as highly optimistic students after the freshman year, even
after accounting for their academic performance as freshmen. If 99%
of success is just showing up—and no one ever got a degree by drop-
ping out of school—optimism gives students a much better chance for
success.

Knowing the likely proportions of different levels of optimism
among incoming freshmen and how many in each group will drop
out, we are able to predict what will happen to the roughly 4,000
freshmen entering the University of Kentucky every fall, as shown in
the graph on this page. As in most groups of people, there are many
more optimists than pessimists in the freshman class. However, we
expect that there will be even more optimists in the sophomore class,
because the pessimists are much less likely to come back. For exam-
ple, we predict that just over 200 pessimists will drop out and that just
over 200 high optimists will drop out. This represents almost a third
of all pessimists but only a sixth of all high optimists. Put another way,
although just over 200 of both groups will drop out, that will leave
more than 1,000 high optimists but fewer than 500 pessimists return-
ing the next fall.

Dispositional optimists also had higher GPAs, so it’s possible that
optimistic students were just smarter, and that’s why they didn’t drop
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Predicted outcomes for a freshman class of 4,000 students. Almost one-third
of pessimists will drop out compared with one-fourth of moderate optimists
and one-sixth of high optimists.



out. However, when we statistically held high school GPA and stan-
dardized test scores constant, dispositional optimism still predicted
whether students stayed in school or dropped out, as well as the incre-
ment in college GPA, to the same degree. Academic talent does not
tell the whole story of who will be successful in college. In fact, it
might be to college administrators’ benefit to expand their view of
what it means to be academically talented. Psychologist Robert Stern-
berg has proposed that intelligence should be defined as “the mental
abilities necessary for adaptation to, as well as selection and shaping
of, any environmental context.” Intelligence as we usually think of it,
meaning ability to think well and learn, is an important part of adapt-
ing to college, but a persistence instinct certainly comes in handy in
weathering the challenges of the freshman year. In fact, as it turns
out, challenging situations are exactly the sort in which the persis-
tence instinct is most important.

What about hedonism? Was it fun to be optimistic? In addition to
being more successful, optimistic students were happier: at the end of
the freshman year, they were asked how often they had felt certain
emotions over the previous year, and optimistic students were (as one
would expect) less stressed, sad, depressed, tired, anxious, and ner-
vous than their pessimistic counterparts. This finding is consistent
with the idea that reaching your goals feels good—or, at least, it
doesn’t feel as bad as giving up on them does.

GETTING THERE IS HALF THE FUN . . .
AND ALL THE MEANING

Hedonism is only part of the story of optimism in the freshman year.
Optimistic students also reported higher levels of eudaimonia: better
social integration, more motivation, more control over their lives, and
higher sense of worth. These feelings were unlikely to come from
accomplishments per se, such as getting good grades or playing a con-
cert, but rather from the process of getting to those accomplishments,
such as learning calculus or practicing the bassoon. When it comes to
being your best self, there is something beneficial about having and
pursuing goals that falls outside of achieving them, and achieving
goals might actually bring this benefit to an end.
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Don’t get me wrong: reaching goals clearly has benefits of its
own. People who graduate from college increase their earning power.
People who lose weight increase their health and longevity. People
who get involved in their communities help others and make friends.
And such benefits of goal attainment may very well be long lasting.
Here’s the hitch: their effects on hedonic well-being can be short-lived
because of the hedonic treadmill and the psychological immune sys-
tem. Even though a college degree increases earning power, we get
used to earning more money and living in a bigger house. The glow
wears off. The effects of attaining goals do not accumulate. To keep
that glow, you have to keep attaining goals, and that means consis-
tently pursuing new goals. If you rest on your laurels, you will quickly
find yourself reclining on wilted greens.

So it’s true, what they say about getting there being half the fun,
and when it comes to goals it may be even more than half. Although
being there is temporarily fun, getting there is more consistently fun.
Returning to the process of self-regulation, it turns out that the main
function of emotions is not necessarily to signal when you have defi-
nitely succeeded or failed at a goal but to indicate the state of your
progress toward that goal. Emotions don’t just tell you where you are;
they also tell you how fast you are moving. If your behavior is getting
you closer and closer to your goal, you will feel satisfied even if you
are still some distance away.

You can feel happy with even a large discrepancy if you’re pro-
gressing at a satisfactory rate. Imagine you’re training for a marathon.
When you stop being fatigued after 10 miles, you’re going to feel sat-
isfied by your progress, even though you might still be exhausted after
15 miles. If you’re trying to learn to play a piano piece, the first time
you play it without missing any notes will be satisfying, even though
you can’t do it every time. The important thing is that you are moving
toward your goal. On the other hand, it is possible for you to feel dis-
couraged even when your discrepancy is small. Still combating fatigue
at 25 miles after months of training will be more depressing than
making progress and overcoming fatigue at 10 miles. Happiness,
therefore, may not be as much about achieving goals as progressing
toward them.

Furthermore, having goals is one mechanism—some would say the
mechanism—for achieving challenge and self-definition in life. Your
important and meaningful goals form part of what it means to “be
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yourself” and, especially, to be your best self. Consider parenthood.
Although the goal of parenting is to produce a functioning adult
human, parenting is not something that people do because they want
to end up with a functioning adult human.4 Parenting is something
people do because parenting is in itself meaningful and gives them a
sense of purpose and connection. In fact, pursuing a goal is some-
times preferable to reaching that goal. Reaching a goal can have nega-
tive consequences when being finished with it means a loss of the
sense of purpose or self-definition that accompanied it, as in the
tough transitions that sometimes occur with the “empty nest” or
retirement.

Furthermore, the most important and meaningful goals aren’t
necessarily fun. There’s some suggestion that parenthood decreases
marital satisfaction, and being a parent does not always seem to be a
happy-go-lucky role. Nonetheless, there’s no mad rush to get rid of
the kids. Different goals serve different purposes. Goals can provide
means to fun, but they also provide integrity when working toward
them increases the sense of having a purpose in life, being true to per-
sonal standards, or developing as a person. Goals can also lead to
accomplishment when working toward them increases challenge and
provides opportunity to learn.

So although the most obvious consequence of being more con-
nected to your goals is benefit—working toward the goal gets you to the
goal, improves your circumstances, and so on—the problem is that
this obvious consequence is not the important one. People who work
on goals that are aimed at achieving benefit—such as making more
money, being thin and beautiful, and becoming famous—do not
increase their happiness, their sense of purpose in life, or the amount
of meaning they derive from their activities. Why don’t people who
make more money get any happier? First, you get used to having
more money. Second, the goal to have more money doesn’t buy you
anything except money. You may be richer, but you have not bought
happiness, purpose, or meaning. That is not to say that a rich person
is as likely to be happy as a camel is to pass through the eye of a nee-
dle. Rather, it is to say that the amount of money you have is mostly
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irrelevant to your well-being. Being engaged with and working on
goals linked to integrity, accomplishment, and meaning is minimally
related to how rich you are, if at all.5 In fact, it seems likely that you
can determine how “good” a goal is by considering whether you think
the good that comes from achieving it will accrue to you from the pro-
cess of pursuing it. If you don’t think the goal will enrich you in some
way psychologically—at least intermittently—before you reach it, you
might want to reconsider the goal.

Important goals don’t have to be big goals like parenting, either.
Most of your ongoing, daily well-being (some of the hedonic and
probably all of the eudaimonic) is likely to arise from your daily
engagement with goals. These daily goals fall somewhere in between
the ridiculous (anagram tasks in the lab) and the sublime (major life
decisions like staying in college or becoming a parent). Because opti-
mism was related to persistence at both ridiculous and sublime goals,
I wanted to fill in a gap in my research by studying the most common
and therefore probably the most important kind of goals: ordinary,
everyday goals.

OPTIMISM IN DAILY LIFE:
THE SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY

I—again, with Lise’s help—followed a group of college students over
the course of a semester. Many research studies of optimism have
been done with student samples, usually undergraduates. This is not
unique to optimism research but is true of many kinds of psychology,
including social, cognitive, personality, health, and so on. As a conse-
quence, psychological research may be slightly distorted in its view of
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how easily influenced people are (undergraduates are more easily
influenced) and how much they rely on thought rather than emotion
in daily decision making and behavior (undergraduates have strong
cognitive skills and tend to rely on them more). The cynical view of
why psychological research tolerates these potential biases cites conve-
nience: most psychologists have access to large numbers of compliant,
accessible students on the university campus. To some degree, this is
true. We do study students because they are convenient. However,
the processes that we study in young students may also apply to differ-
ent people, like older adults, and so in many cases we hope the knowl-
edge we get from students will apply to other groups of people as
well. Often, students’ experiences interest researchers because their
lives have parallels to what “grown-ups” might call “real life.” College
students have to figure out exactly what is expected of them, how
much work it will take to meet those expectations, and how to get that
work done effectively and efficiently, just as in having a new and more
challenging job. Students also negotiate social relationships, like
friendships and romantic relationships, that are important across the
life span.

Students, like “grown-ups,” have goals related to important
domains in their lives, including doing well in school and at work; ini-
tiating, maintaining, or repairing relationships; looking good; work-
ing at hobbies or sports; and so on. To study how optimism affected
these students’ relationships to their goals, we asked them to list all
the goals they currently had and tell us their thoughts about them:
how likely it was that they would achieve each goal, how important
each goal was to them, how committed they were to achieving each
goal, how happy they would be if they achieved the goal, and how sad
they would be if they didn’t achieve it. When you consider the num-
ber of students in the study (77), the number of times they told us
their goals (6), the number of goals each student typically had (10),
and the number of ratings they gave each goal, you get the number of
ratings we analyzed: about 80,000 (a number that we did not consider
too closely before starting . . . but forging ahead blindly is a topic to
come). With this huge amount of information about people’s goals,
we could draw some conclusions about whether optimism was related
to a person’s typical day-to-day goal.

It was interesting to find, first of all, that the goals listed by opti-
mists and pessimists weren’t particularly different. If you look at two
goal lists, one from an optimist and one from a pessimist, you won’t
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readily be able to distinguish them. Here are typical goal lists from an
optimistic and a pessimistic person:

Marie’s list of goals Jennifer’s list of goals

Have a more positive attitude
Develop better study habits
Be more attractive
Stay motivated to exercise
Become organized
Let go of worries
Succeed in school
Become a better Christian
Be my own person
Make new friends

Study more for biology
Keep in touch with friends at home
Decide on major
Get to know more people
Stay physically fit
Make time for me
Become more helpful
Try different fashions
Read Bible more
Keep strong relationship with my

boyfriend

The content of these goals—what the women want to do in their
daily lives—doesn’t differentiate the optimist from the pessimist very
well. The two women have similar goals, including studying better,
maintaining relationships, and enhancing faith. The only possible hint
as to which is the optimist and which is the pessimist is that Marie
feels her attitude and self-image could use improvement and wants to
be more positive and feel better about herself. In fact, Marie, a mod-
erate pessimist, is about half as optimistic as Jennifer, a high optimist.
The problem that Marie has is that she wants to feel the way Jennifer
does, but she goes about it the wrong way. She is trying directly to be
more positive and feel better, but those efforts will work against her.
She should be more focused on the difference between her and her
classmate that isn’t obvious from these lists: the attitude each of them
has toward her goals.

The difference between optimistic and pessimistic students was
not in the goals themselves but in how they approached their goals.
First, the more optimistic students were, the more they expected to
achieve individual goals in their daily lives. In essence, dispositional
optimism led students to be optimistic about individual goals.
Dispositional optimism was more than an abstract personality trait
that these students had—it infiltrated each of their daily goals, leading
to the kind of specific expectancies associated with persistence in the
early lab studies. Second, in addition to expecting to achieve their
goals, more optimistic students were also more committed to their
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goals. This combination of attitudes—expecting success and being
committed to getting there—is a time-tested recipe for better goal pur-
suit and progress.

One way optimistic and pessimistic students did not differ was in
terms of how important their goals were to them. All students said
their goals were, on average, important, averaging 4.1 on a 5-point
scale. Being pessimistic meant having important goals without com-
mitting to them or believing they could be accomplished. As a conse-
quence, pessimists were less likely to actually progress toward their
goals and more likely to stop working on them, either temporarily, by
postponing their goals, or permanently, by giving up on a goal alto-
gether. In contrast, the more optimistic students were, the more likely
they were to retain and, especially, to achieve their goals.

Expecting success is a self-fulfilling prophecy. People who hold
optimistic beliefs also believe in their goals, work harder toward their
goals, and thereby set themselves up for success. We have found this
to be true on every level, from a relatively trivial laboratory task to
everyday goals to pursuing a college degree. Optimism may also start
people on an upward spiral, whereby optimism leads to more success,
which could make people more optimistic, which could lead to more
success: a positive feedback loop that expands differences rather than
reducing them. Unlike the usual psychological processes that tend to
bring people back to where they started (the hedonic treadmill and
the psychological immune system, for example), optimism creates
momentum that may help them escape these processes. Furthermore,
having goals, being committed to them, and progressing toward
them—that is, doing the optimistic thing—offers not only the hedonic
benefit of goal progress but also the eudaimonic opportunity to be
your best self.

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH,
THE OPTIMISTIC GET GOING

Here is another lesson from the lab studies of optimism and expectan-
cies: you see the biggest differences between optimists and pessimists
when the tasks are difficult. To understand why, consider the task in
the context of how goals influence behavior. The goal is to solve lots
of anagrams, and the current state is how many of the anagrams have
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been solved. In an easy task, everyone makes good progress toward
accomplishing the task, and this rate of progress encourages further
effort. There’s no roadblock, no decision to make about whether to
give up or keep going, and no need to think about what could happen
in the future. You just keep going down the road without worry-
ing too much about whether what is waiting at the end will be
wonderful—you don’t need a great reward to justify the small amount
of effort you are putting forth. The effort involved in weeding a small
garden bed doesn’t require positive visions of a beautiful garden,
because you get it done so fast.

What about when you have seven beds to weed, and they’re those
nasty weeds that you can’t pull up because the root breaks off, so you
have to get the trowel out and dig them up, and it’s hot, and you’re
tired, and you have five beds left to go? Difficult tasks create different
dynamics. There are some natural responses to difficulties and road-
blocks: First, emotions turn to irritability, dejection, or anxiety. The
discrepancy is still high, and progress is stalled. The emotional buzzer
is going off to signal that something is not right. Second, preoccupa-
tion with, attention to, and rumination about this problem increases.
Roadblocks threaten goals, and any kind of threat results in negative
feelings and increased attention to the threatening situation. This is
actually a good thing. Here is an illustration of the evolutionary bene-
fit of attending to threats: One caveman saw a saber-toothed tiger ear-
lier in the day. Although that sighting happened a while ago, he still
feels threatened by the possibility that the tiger might be lurking
in the bushes. He keeps checking the bushes while he collects roots.
A second caveman forgets all about the tiger as soon as it’s out of
sight, and pretty soon the tiger sneaks up on him and has him for
lunch.

It’s part of our survival mechanism to make sure that threats
aren’t immediately forgotten, and that tendency to attend to and
think about threat can also help with our modern goal pursuit. If
progress toward your goal is being threatened, you don’t forget about
the fact that you’re not making progress toward it. Although we gen-
erally consider negative emotions and ruminative focus on problems
undesirable and try to avoid them, it is exactly this reaction that
could lead to an adaptive response to a roadblock. The negative
mood provides motivation to resolve the situation and alleviate the
emotion. The increased and prolonged attention makes sure you
don’t forget about it. If you feel anxious that your checkbook doesn’t
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balance and you think about that problem often, you are less likely to
stuff your check register in the bottom of a desk drawer and forget
about it until you are reminded by a bounced check. If you feel dis-
couraged and you ruminate about your struggle to get past the 15-
mile mark in your marathon training, those thoughts about the prob-
lem keep you focused on resolving the discrepancy between your cur-
rent state and your goal.

Having focused your attention on the roadblock and been moti-
vated by your emotions to solve it, you have an important decision to
make about how you are going to solve it. One possibility is to turn
around and go the other way: you can decide that you were never
meant to be a marathoner, that you will never get your checkbook bal-
anced, and that you will never make friends with that grumpy
coworker or even make her smile. Giving up on a goal is, in many
ways, the easier route. If you stop training for the marathon, stamina
ceases to be a problem. Giving up certainly takes care of the current
state–goal state discrepancy quickly. Take away the goal state, and
there will be no more discrepancy.

That doesn’t mean your problems are over, however, because a
goal typically does not exist in a vacuum. When I teach psychology
classes that explore why people act the way they do, I often get my stu-
dents thinking about their motivations by asking them why they came
to class that day. University professors have to accept at some point in
their careers that their students do not come to lectures solely
because those lectures are so brilliant, pleasing, and entertaining com-
pared with other things that students could be doing.6 Students come
to class because they want to get a good grade (and, ideally, learn
something along the way), which in turn will help them accomplish a
future state of being (knowledgeable), having (a degree), and feeling
(satisfied or proud). That is, coming to class is something they do to
help them get closer to those goals.

Goals are often related to other goals, and they tend to be
arranged hierarchically, with simple goals feeding into higher, more
complex goals. The simple behavioral goal of going to class is tied to
the higher goal of graduating from college, and, indeed, without the
tie to the higher goal, the simple goal might not have any meaning.
Those higher goals (graduate from college) are often themselves tied
to very important, self-defining goals (be a competent person). As a
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consequence, giving up on simple goals (balancing the checkbook)
can threaten higher goals (be financially competent, be an indepen-
dent adult). Because these higher goals are not easily dismissed,
neither are the lower goals. Many of us have broken off romantic rela-
tionships with people who turned out to be completely inappropriate
for us. We found them emotionally unsuited to our temperaments, or
interested in different things than we were, or making out in the coat
closet with someone else. So why was it so hard to forget the creep
after the breakup? Why is so much emotion and mental energy
expended on a relationship that is over? Probably because many
romantic relationships tie in to broad, self-defining goals like being a
lovable person, spouse, or parent. Even though that particular individ-
ual didn’t turn out to be the right person to be loved by, married to,
or a parent with, his or her loss can threaten those goals.

When a roadblock comes up, therefore, the first option, giving
up, can be distressing. Giving up on goals related to relationships
might involve resigning yourself to a life on the sofa watching TV with
the dog. Don’t get me wrong—dogs are wonderful companions, but
they are an unsatisfactory solution to the desire for a human partner.
Fortunately, giving up is not the only option. Negative mood can
motivate you to find a way to negotiate the roadblock, and rumina-
tion can keep you thinking about ways to accomplish that negotiation.
This is a better choice in one sense, because you are more likely to
overcome both the roadblock and, consequently, the negative mood
and rumination. In another sense, however, it is a more trying choice
because overcoming roadblocks is rarely easy. You might have to hire
a personal trainer to help you increase your stamina, and the training
regimen prescribed probably will not be easy or pleasant. Spending
an hour untangling the snarled mess that is your bookkeeping system
will probably not be your most contented and happy hour ever. You
might have to kiss a lot of frogs before you find your handsome
prince. Although potentially less distressing, it often can be harder to
try to overcome a roadblock than to just give up.

The problem with roadblocks is that there is no good solution in
the short term. Giving up on a goal does not eliminate the negative
mood and preoccupation that arose with the roadblock because of
the goal’s relationships to other important, self-defining goals. In-
stead, the failure to overcome the roadblock and resume progress
toward those goals maintains that depression and preoccupation. On
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the other hand, continuing to try to achieve a goal is less emotionally
difficult, but it may tax both mind and, especially, body—a possibility
addressed in Chapter 5.

Looking into the future, however, you may find that the cost–
benefit ratio changes. Keeping at a goal is no guarantee that you will
reach it. On the other hand, rejecting it almost ensures that you will not.
This is where optimism comes in. Looking into the future is exactly the
mechanism by which people decide whether they will go the simple but
distressing way (give up) or the difficult but potentially rewarding way
(keep going). Optimism helps people see beyond the immediate road-
block to a potentially positive future, whereas pessimists see only more
roadblocks, problems, and failures. For optimistic people, it makes
sense to incur the costs of trying to get past a roadblock because they
expect rewards in the end. Positive expectancies keep people working
on difficult tasks in the lab when it would be easier to just give up, and a
positive vision of a beautiful garden will keep the weeder digging when
it would be easier to go inside and take a nap. Pessimistic people have no
such inspiration and therefore fail to see the point of putting effort
toward the negative future they envision.

Many major and desirable transitions in life come hand in hand
with difficulties that have to be negotiated. In the past few years, my
husband, Jai, and I have been negotiating a couple of major transi-
tions together. We married (in our mid-30s). We bought a house in a
state of dishevelment and started working on restoring its luster. My
husband quit his job, for various good reasons, and started a new
business with a trusted partner. Although there is no question that
these were all good decisions, that doesn’t mean that there haven’t
been roadblocks. We have been working out major issues like how
two independent-minded people, each used to having his or her own
way at home for at least the past 10 years, can create a cooperative
household and how to live on a single salary until the business comes
into its own, as well as minor issues like what color to paint the bed-
room.7
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I think that we have so far managed to negotiate these simulta-
neous challenges not by being happy people (one thing my husband
claims to have learned in our marriage to date is to make himself
scarce when I’m having a bad day) but by being persistent people who
believe in the possibility of a positive future. I tend to believe persis-
tence can overcome a multitude of roadblocks, and my husband is so
persistent that we have a joke about it. (Every obstacle is characterized
like a sporting event: Jai versus the computer; Jai versus the brush
pile; Jai versus the local newspaper delivery service. Jai almost always
wins.)

Of course, we are not the only people who overcome roadblocks
this way. Other new business owners would do well to pay attention to
the benefits of optimism for achieving goals. A new business owner
can expect a series of challenges and setbacks, not least the loss of
income, that last through the first several years. One guideline for
entrepreneurs is to expect hard times for at least 3 years before it’s
clear whether the business is going to succeed or not. And success is
not guaranteed by any means: 50% of new businesses fail within 4
years. Jeff Bezos, the founder of Amazon.com, provides an excellent
example of the importance of optimism for people who undertake
the extremely hazardous route of entrepreneurship. Amazon.com was
started in Bezos’s Seattle basement in 1995 and did not turn a profit
until 8 years later. In the interim, Amazon.com faced numerous chal-
lenges, such as stockholder criticism of its focus on growth over prof-
itability and the burst of the Internet “bubble.”

Nonetheless, Bezos persevered, and Amazon.com is now one of
the world’s leading Internet retailers. Not coincidentally, Bezos is also
an optimist. He also describes himself as a happy person, but he sin-
gles out optimism, not happiness, as the characteristic that has made
him successful. The reason? Optimism keeps him focused on realizing
the future he envisions, especially when that realization has to take
place over a long period of time. As Bezos said, “Optimism is an
essential quality for doing anything hard.” Jeff Bezos understands
what it really means to be an optimist. It doesn’t mean pretending to
be positive or avoiding difficulty or stress, but persisting in the long
term and keeping your eye on the prize while you weather the diffi-
cult times.

Getting married, starting a business, buying a house: although
you expect roadblocks to arise in the process of these changes, they
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are only side effects of otherwise positive transitions. Perhaps they are
more tolerable because they are the smaller costs that you accept
because of the larger rewards in being married, your own boss, and a
homeowner. However, sometimes roadblocks arise that are not part
of a larger, happier circumstance. In particular, diseases can limit the
amount of time and energy that people have to pursue their impor-
tant goals, and pain and distress associated with illness can make it
hard for people to do the things that are important for them. Further-
more, the roadblocks associated with disease might be harder to over-
come because they aren’t the cost you pay for a larger reward. They’re
just costs, and often dramatic, life-threatening ones. Nonetheless,
research findings illustrate that optimism helps people overcome the
roadblocks of fibromyalgia, cancer, and other chronic illnesses.

Fibromyalgia is a syndrome that causes pain throughout the
body, as well as fatigue and sleep disturbance. Although no one
knows what causes the condition, the downward spiral of fatigue and
pain is clear in patients with this illness. Pain keeps them from sleep-
ing well, and, in turn, the lack of sleep causes increased sensitivity to
pain. In part because any pathology underlying fibromyalgia is poorly
understood, there are no effective, easy treatments. Generally, people
with this syndrome have to learn to adapt their lives to the limitations
that come along with it, and these limitations, like the pain itself, are
widespread. Even simple movements like putting on clothes, carrying
packages, or walking can arouse the pain.

Fatigue and pain certainly limit the amount of energy and effort
that can be expended to reach goals, and in one study that followed
women with fibromyalgia it was clear that on days when the women
had higher pain or fatigue there were negative effects on their ability
to pursue both their health goals (for example), maintaining an exer-
cise routine) and their social goals (for example, being more patient
with coworkers). Women reported that pain and fatigue interfered
with their ability to pursue their goals, decreased the amount of effort
they aimed at their goals, and prevented them from making as much
progress toward their goals as they would have otherwise. Optimism,
however, reduced the perception that pain and fatigue were barriers,
so that when a woman had higher levels of optimism she didn’t think
pain and fatigue kept her from pursuing her goals. Furthermore, on
days characterized by the highest fatigue, the most optimistic women
were least likely to reduce their effort to reach their goals and, natu-
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rally, made more progress toward reaching their goals. Optimistic
women overcame their increased fatigue with increased effort. The
authors of the study concluded that their results provided evidence
for “the optimist’s superior ability to surmount obstacles to goal
accomplishment.” As was true of the undergraduates, optimists did
not try harder to reach their goals because they felt their goals were
more important. Optimistic and pessimistic women valued their goals
equally, but optimistic women put more effort toward reaching them,
especially when they were challenged by the fatigue that characterizes
their disease.

Another group of women who face disruption of goal pursuit are
cancer patients. Studies with these patients show that often their
social and recreational activities are disrupted by the fatigue and dis-
tress caused by adjustment to the illness and its treatment. However,
this disruption is less severe for optimistic women, who tend to persist
in pursuing social goals such as continuing to visit and be visited by
others and recreational goals such as continuing to do volunteer
work, go to church, or go out for entertainment.

Of course, it’s not always possible to surmount obstacles. One of
our students in the daily goals study listed “get straight A’s” as a goal,
but this might not prove achievable for this student. Even so, it would
be a bad idea for him to completely give up on this goal, because that
might threaten bigger, more important goals such as “be a good stu-
dent” or “be accomplished.” One way around this problem is to set a
new goal, such as “get a 3.5 GPA,” that can help maintain the higher-
level goals. The person who does this transfers his expectancies and
his commitment to achieving to the new goal and, more important, is
able to maintain the link between his daily goal of academic accom-
plishment and his larger, self-defining goals.

Being able to accomplish such a transfer might be particularly
important with aging, when the loss of physical capabilities means
that some activities and goals might become impossible. Some people
probably run 10 miles a day until they die at the age of 110, but that’s
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not going to be possible for most people.8 The onset of age-related
physical health problems, in particular, limits the kinds of things peo-
ple can do, including sports, travel, long outings, driving, and garden-
ing. However, it is possible to adopt new goals and activities that
accommodate physical limitations. The research on goals does not
prescribe certain goals, after all. Improving your bridge game is as
good a goal for psychological well-being as running 10 miles every
day, as long as the goal to improve your bridge game meets criteria
for well-being—that is, it allows you to meet the human needs of
engaging, growing, and mastering. As limitations take goals away,
goal involvement can be maintained by adopting new, meaningful
goals.

One study examined a large group of hundreds of people, mostly
in their 70s, whose lives were limited by chronic illnesses including
arthritis, heart disease, cancer, and sensory loss. Over 85% of the peo-
ple with illness had to give up an activity—physical activity (like exer-
cise or gardening), social outings, traveling—because of their illness.
However, optimism before the illness started turned out to be a good
predictor of whether people remained engaged after the illness
started by finding new activities to replace the ones that they had to
give up. More optimistic participants replaced the old activities like
running and traveling with new activities that included gentler sports
(walking instead of running, for example), socializing, playing games
or music, and writing. This difference in turn had important implica-
tions for quality of life. Failure to replace the old activities led to a loss
of happiness over the year after the illness started, whereas people
who replaced their activities had no loss of happiness. Although the
study did not measure eudaimonia, one might expect even larger
effects on whether these folks felt they were approaching their best
selves in their daily lives, because there are multiple paths to happi-
ness but few to eudaimonia, and those few mostly have to do with
goals. Giving up goals severely limits the ways you can achieve
eudaimonia.

Together, all these studies point to goals as a critical part of why
optimism is psychologically beneficial. In particular, optimism keeps
people involved with their goals when challenged by limitations.
These roadblocks might be physical (as in fibromyalgia or age-related
illnesses), but might equally be logistical or come from some other
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source. Optimistic people maintain well-being by staying involved
with their goals when roadblocks arise, even replacing their goals
when necessary.

But don’t let me tell you what kind of goals to have, because then
the whole thing falls in like a house of cards. Why you have a goal is as
important to your well-being as what kind of goal you have, a proposi-
tion considered further in Chapter 8. In general, people are happier
when pursuing goals that help them grow as people, have meaningful
relationships, and contribute to society, and they are less happy when
they’re pursuing goals that help them be more attractive, rich, popu-
lar, or famous. However, prescribed goals (“You should have more
meaningful relationships”; “Why don’t you go out and make a contri-
bution to society?”) lose their positive punch. You know it’s not as
much fun to go out and play when your mother tells you to as when
you decide for yourself to do it. Generally, being told to go play leads
to moping around the yard, sulking, and not having fun, much less
feeling self-actualized. On the other hand, it is possible to consider
what you are all about and compare that to the goals you pursue on a
daily basis. Sometimes we lose the intrinsic motivation that got us
started on a path, and we start thinking that we do our jobs for the
money, that we play tennis to get better muscle tone, and that we have
drinks with our friends to “network,” and it takes some contemplation
to re-connect to our meaningful reasons for doing these things: chal-
lenge, flow, and enjoyment.

Giving up on a goal, therefore, means giving up not only on one
route to benefit and happiness but also on the main route to
eudaimonia and being your best self. Conversely, being more en-
gaged with goals, as optimists are, means more opportunities for hap-
piness and well-being. Goals mean gaining resources, feeling authen-
tic, defining yourself, and giving meaning to life, and the way
optimists approach their goals is likely to be the key to those benefits.
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CHAPTER THREE

Building (and Rebuilding)
for the Future

Optimists and Their Resources

Lately it seems that people particularly want more well-being that
arises from favorable thoughts and feelings about the self—that is, self-
esteem. In the interest of being all they can be, and helping others do
the same, people are increasingly concerned with maintaining their
kids’ self-esteem, their own self-esteem, their employees’ self-esteem,
and generally making sure that everyone feels good about themselves.
It seems like a good idea, but how to do it? As with optimism, it’s easy
to envision people with high self-esteem being “positive” and those
with low self-esteem being “negative” and to conclude that improving
self-esteem is a matter of getting people who have low self-esteem to
think more positively about themselves. This should be easy—after all,
thinking positively about themselves is one of the things that people
usually do best. If you have any doubts, complete the following sen-
tence for yourself:

Compared to other drivers on the road,
I am a better driver than % of them.

There are very good odds that you put yourself in the top half of
all drivers, and there are decent odds that you put yourself in the top
10 or 20%, that is, better than 80 or 90% of the drivers on the road.
Now, I don’t know you, and you may very well be an excellent driver.
However, if you ask enough people, you will find that almost all of
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them put themselves in the top half. This is logically impossible. Not
all of us can be, like the children of Lake Wobegon, above average.
Fifty percent of people have to be in the bottom half on driving skills,
and 50% have to be in the top half. We can’t all be in the top. None-
theless, in a study that asked a lot of people this question, over 90% of
drivers put themselves in the top half. Even when they were hospital-
ized because of an auto accident, people thought they were better
drivers than average (and most of them were at fault for the accident).
This phenomenon is known as self-enhancement. Self-enhancement for
popularity, intelligence, and ability to pick lottery numbers is more
modest than that for driving skill, but across a large number of
domains, self-enhancement is the rule, not the exception. Most peo-
ple self-enhance easily and naturally.

For those few who do not naturally self-enhance, couldn’t they
work on changing their thoughts, practicing thinking a different way?
If so, then increasing self-esteem would be a simple matter of finding
people whose glass is half empty and encouraging them to see it
as half full. The reality is not that simple. One study tried self-
enhancement as a means to bolster self-esteem and thereby improve
college student well-being and performance. Students who had done
poorly on an examination received a weekly e-mail with review ques-
tions as well as messages aimed at helping them see themselves in a
more positive light. Unfortunately, these students did worse on later
tests than a comparison group of students who received review ques-
tions alone. Although self-esteem does seem to be associated with
better performance, seeing yourself in a more positive light appar-
ently isn’t enough. As was found to be true for happiness and
eudaimonic well-being, self-esteem probably arises from what you are
doing in your life, rather than how you see yourself.

FILLING THE GLASS

Self-esteem isn’t a function of merely seeing the glass as half full. It is a
function of actually filling the glass or—in anticipation of the next self-
regulation metaphor—the gas tank. In case you didn’t already feel like
some kind of cyborg, I am pleased to tell you that you not only have
cruise control and a thermostat; you also have a gas gauge. Research
shows that self-esteem is a reliable meter—an index of material, social,
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and psychological resources—and it serves an important purpose in
self-regulation.

Consider the goal of driving to Grandmother’s house. Feelings,
such as happiness or anxiety, are telling you how fast you are pro-
gressing toward your goal.1 As you know, those feelings are working
something like your speedometer, telling you how fast you are
approaching your destination, but when you are driving a car, you
don’t just need to know how fast you are going. It’s also very impor-
tant that you know how much gas is in the tank. Feelings can’t neces-
sarily be both the speedometer and the gas gauge of your life. For one
thing, feelings change from day to day. They have to, in order to pro-
vide ongoing feedback about goal progress and resource change. As
one emotion researcher pointed out, “If people are still in a state of
bliss over yesterday’s success, today’s dangers and hazards might be
more difficult to recognize.” In other words, you can’t feel good
about today’s progress forever or you will lose your motivation to
keep moving forward.

Still, it would be nice to know today whether you got anywhere
yesterday. Because feelings are busy giving ongoing information, you
need something different to tell you how full the tank is. This is where
a longer lasting sense of psychological well-being, such as self-esteem,
comes in. Satisfaction with oneself and one’s life reflects the ongoing,
cumulative effect of efforts to reach particular goals. When people
direct effort toward their goals, they build more resources and are
more satisfied with their lives. High levels of energy, many close
friends, strong family support, a close and warm romantic relation-
ship, authority, and athletic ability all lead people to judge their lives
to be close to their ideals. Conversely, low levels of these resources
lead people to wish they could live life over and change something
about it—their lives are not as satisfactory, and they don’t feel they’ve
achieved the important things they want in life.

Furthermore, if you want to change people’s self-esteem and life
satisfaction, you don’t have to teach them to be positive—you just have
to add to their resources. Being chosen to be part of a group for an
experiment (the resource of being included by others and gaining
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acceptance) causes a rise in self-esteem, and being chosen the leader of
that group (the resource of being elevated over others and gaining sta-
tus) raises self-esteem above and beyond being chosen as a member.
People in this experiment weren’t chosen to be included as group mem-
bers or elevated to leaders because they had high self-esteem (they were
randomly assigned by an experimenter to be “accepted” by the other
“subjects” or not); instead, their self-esteem increased after they were
included or elevated. Self-esteem was the consequence, not the cause.

Being an experimenter means you can dictate to your research
team—posing as the other research participants—whether an unsus-
pecting target person will be accepted and whether the same person
will be elevated to group leader. This kind of experimental control
allows researchers to carefully tease apart chicken–egg issues, such as
whether acceptance leads to a change in self-esteem or vice versa. In
real life, you can’t arrange another person’s life so easily. For one
thing, when people know you’re just giving them resources, it messes
up the whole thing (Chapter 4 discusses this unintended consequence
of social support in more detail). For another thing, most of the time
you just don’t have that kind of power. You can’t designate yourself
or the people you care about to be accepted or elevated through
wanting it to be so or through kidding yourself that acceptance or ele-
vation is the case when it is not. Self-esteem, life satisfaction, and
other kinds of long-term well-being are mostly consequences of each
person’s hard work to build resources from the ground up. If opti-
mists have higher self-esteem and life satisfaction (and they do), it is
likely because their persistence instinct and commitment to goals help
them build resources better.

TO HAVE OR HAVE NOT:
ANTELOPES, BABOONS, HUMANS,

AND THEIR RESOURCES

Why would humans be so attuned to their resources, and why would
so much of human well-being depend on them? Ask yourself what
would happen to you if you didn’t care about your resources. Better
yet, what would happen if you were a different kind of animal, like an
antelope, and you didn’t care about your resources? Like the caveman
who didn’t pay attention to the tiger, you would be lunch. An ante-
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lope that wants to survive has to be motivated to maximize its
resources to be the best-fed, strongest, healthiest antelope it can be.
That motivation would take the form of a desire to accumulate biolog-
ical and environmental resources such as good food, water, and an
environment that is good for avoiding predators (for example, a place
to eat where a lion can’t sneak up). An antelope should feel good
about itself (insofar as antelopes feel good about themselves) only
when it’s meeting those needs. In humans, the same principle applies,
and self-esteem and life satisfaction are how these good feelings mani-
fest themselves for humans.

Now take another phylogenetic step toward Homo sapiens and
imagine that, instead of an antelope, you are a primate such as a
baboon. Strength and health are only a subset of baboon resources.
Baboons live in social groups that provide two other resources: accep-
tance and status. Acceptance comes with being part of a troop of
baboons rather than a lone baboon in the wilderness. With group
membership comes better protection (more other baboons looking
out for bad guys and helping you fight them off if they show up), food
sharing, and so on. For primates, there really is strength in numbers.
Once within the troop, status comes from position in the social hierar-
chy. Baboons with more status have more access to resources like
food and mates than baboons lower in the hierarchy. In fact, one of
the ways that high-status baboons get resources like food and mates is
by taking them away from low-status baboons.

All of us—people, antelopes, baboons—need survival resources:
food, water, shelter, health. In addition, people and baboons, as pri-
mates, need “troop” resources in acceptance and status. Human
resources will turn out to differ in some ways from baboon resources,
but the basic categories remain the same.

A list of baboon resources might look something like this:

Basic (survival) resources Acceptance resources Status resources

Food Troop membership High position in
hierarchyWater

Shelter

Although modern human resources look somewhat different and
survival is less likely to be at stake, the basic themes remain:
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Basic resources Acceptance resources Status resources

Time Marriage Objects
Energy Friendships Knowledge or skill

Family relationships Socioeconomic status

These resource themes—particularly acceptance and status—
surface across all domains of psychology that touch on human well-
being. In clinical psychology, cognitive therapists think about how dys-
function in either relationships with others (sociotropy) or achievement
(autonomy) leads to mental disorders such as depression. Social psy-
chologists discuss how being with others (communion) and having an
effect on the world (agency) contribute to well-being. Personality theo-
rists consider the differences between power and intimacy motivations.
Finally, development of senses of effectiveness and belonging are major
tasks of the growing child. It is not surprising in light of these (near) uni-
versals that a close look at goals shows a similar kind of structure.

Robert Emmons, a psychologist specializing in the study of goals,
developed a guide to the kinds of goals that people in his research
were typically working toward. These goals had to do with:

Achievement: achieve, compete, do well, win
Affiliation: establish relationships, seek approval and acceptance
Intimacy: establish warm, close, communicative, loving relation-

ships
Power: impact, control, or influence others; get fame, attention,

position
Growth and health: improve physical, emotional, mental well-being
Self-presentation: make a favorable impression, appear attractive
Independence: avoid being dependent on others
Generativity: provide for the next generation, achieve symbolic

immortality
Self-transcendence: affirm something beyond or larger than the self

His list does not group goal types into categories, but it is easy to
group most of these types according to the category of resources they
will build:2
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Basic resources Acceptance resources Status resources

Growth and health Affiliation Achievement
Intimacy Power
Self-presentation Independence

Goals and resources fit into the same themes because they are
virtually inseparable. Progress toward a goal is often defined by
resources building up in that area, and resources come from goal-
directed behavior. The people who engage in the most goal-directed
behavior will build the most resources over time and enjoy the highest
levels of self-esteem and life satisfaction. We are better when we have
more resources.

Optimistic people are more persistent when working on ana-
grams, but this is just a special example of their general persistence
instinct, which also affects their behavior toward their daily goals and
their higher aspirations (like getting a college education). From the
very limited cornerstone of persistence on anagram tasks, links can be
built from optimism to all levels of well-being. By making progress
toward goals, more optimistic people feel hedonically good, and by
being engaged with their goals, they feel eudaimonically good. Now,
through building resources, optimistic people also achieve the most
stable well-being: self-esteem and satisfaction with their lives.

USING IT:
A BLUEPRINT FOR RESOURCE GROWTH

Although resources and houses are both built over time, resource
construction isn’t like building construction—starting with one brick,
putting another one on top of that one, and another one on top of
that one. Building resources is more like being a currency broker,
trading one resource for another depending on what you need and
what the market demands, striving to come out ahead at the end of
the day. Resources are, in large part, very fluid. Much of what we do
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every day is to convert some resource (especially time or energy) into
some other resource. Money can buy a bigger house, knowledge can
translate into a better job, and time spent with friends builds “capital”
in those friendships. Even social roles, such as that of child, can be
converted into resources, such as money.3 Depending on what our
needs and goals are, we marshal our resources toward meeting those
needs and reaching those goals, using resources in one area to build
resources in another or using momentum in one area to overcome a
roadblock in another. Under most circumstances, conversion doesn’t
result in a net resource loss but ideally results in net resource gain, as
when we invest energy in our jobs and relationships. The next day,
our jobs and relationships are more durable and resource laden, and
we have restored our energy through sleep and a good breakfast: a
net gain.

The most efficient resource to convert or “spend” is one that is
both plentiful and renewable. Plentiful resources can be spent with-
out going broke. If you have a lot of friends and you’ve built up a lot
of friendship capital by being a good friend to them, helping them in
their times of need, and so on, you don’t jeopardize your acceptance
resources very much by calling on a friend to help you in a time of
need. Although acceptance resources are not always easily renewable,
if they are plentiful enough, they can be called on without jeopardy.
On the other hand, if you have only a couple of friends and you
haven’t done much to build capital in those friendships, you could
risk drying up your shallow pool of acceptance and goodwill by tap-
ping those resources.

Another way to be efficient in spending resources is to use the
easy-to-renew and conserve the difficult-to-renew. Some status re-
sources, such as seniority at work, require a prolonged investment of
time, energy, and knowledge, and if lost, also have to be rebuilt over a
long period of time. Similarly, the intimacy of a long-term relation-
ship cannot be rebuilt overnight.

Energy, on the other hand, literally can be rebuilt overnight with
a good night’s sleep. Energy is an entirely renewable resource if used
wisely: bodies convert eating and sleeping into energy all the time.
Money is a renewable resource insofar as time, energy, and knowl-
edge can be converted into money through employment. Time is a
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particularly interesting resource because it is entirely renewable in
one sense (if you use up time today, you will get more tomorrow) and
entirely finite in another sense (failing the invention of a time
machine, you will never get back time you spend today). Time is the
great equalizing resource because everyone—old, young, rich, poor,
optimistic, pessimistic—gets the same amount every day. Although the
principle of scarcity (it is least efficient to use what you have the least
of) also applies to energy, money, and time, because these resources
are renewable, scarcity is less of a problem. If you have only one hour
left in the day today, it doesn’t do you any good to hoard it for tomor-
row. Although time today is scarce, go ahead and spend it! You can’t
take it with you.

Resources, in addition to being converted, also can, unfortu-
nately, be lost. Sometimes the best outcome is to minimize resource
loss by redistributing what remains effectively. In the most challeng-
ing circumstances, a single event can cause losses of many resources
at once. Consider, for example, a woman who loses her husband. She
suffers a profound loss in “acceptance” resources such as companion-
ship and love, as well as the basic and status resources she shared with
him: his knowledge (for instance, how to cook linguine con vongole),
his income, and so on. This loss is so profound that a quick infusion
of other resources will not compensate. Just as we are better when we
have more resources, we are worse when we have fewer resources: we
are stressed. As a final way of optimizing well-being, optimistic people
use the same self-regulation principles when resources wane as they
do when resources grow—in this case, persistence and commitment
help them preserve what resources they can.

LOSING IT: HOW OPTIMISTS COPE
WITH THREATS AND LOSSES

Unfortunately, life stresses like divorce, bereavement, and unemploy-
ment, which entail profound resource losses, have equally profound
negative consequences for mental and physical health. Losing a loved
one—through either death or abandonment—triples a person’s risk of
an episode of major depression, a debilitating form of depression that
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lasts weeks and tends to recur, sometimes over a lifetime. Long-term
unemployment or conflict with loved ones triples the likelihood of
getting a cold when you are exposed to the cold virus. Stress is even
associated with a higher risk of death. In one study of over 10,000
American men, unemployment or business failure increased the risk
of death by 29–46%, and separation or divorce increased the risk of
death by 23%. In a study of Danish mothers whose children had died,
bereaved mothers had a 43% higher risk of death than their counter-
parts whose children were living.

There are two ways to avoid the negative effects of stress such as
depression, illness, or even an early death. The first is to avoid ex-
periencing stressful events, that is, losing resources. Good luck.
Although some kinds of stress (for example, going to jail) are avoid-
able (for example, don’t commit a crime), it’s hard to imagine that
you can avoid all kinds of stress. Part of having resources is the risk of
losing them: no job, no relationship, no Ming vase is guaranteed to be
there for you forever. If you are going to have resources and risk their
loss, you will need some way to avoid the negative effects of stress.
Those ways are commonly and collectively called coping.

Coping is hard to define but can include anything you attempt in
order to alleviate the consequences of stress. Although the word cop-
ing implies that this attempt is effective (“How are you?” “I’m cop-
ing”), coping does not have to be effective, and in fact much of coping
research has to do with what kinds of coping are ineffective. If we
think of stress as the state of resource loss, effective coping means you
are focused on retaining resources and efficiently using what re-
sources you still have, minimizing loss and especially rebuilding what
has been lost. Ineffective coping means ignoring opportunities to
rebuild or preserve resources and perpetuating a downward spiral: if
the woman who lost her husband coped by withdrawing from other
activities, like seeing her friends, her resource losses would com-
pound, not diminish.

Predictions about optimism and coping emerge naturally from
the persistence instinct. In general, people who are more optimistic
will pursue goals more tenaciously and build more resources than
their pessimistic counterparts. A stress-related corollary of this predic-
tion is that optimists will be more likely to act effectively to rebuild
resources during or after resource loss. A second corollary is that
although a positive view of the future predisposes a person to do this,
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there is no reason a person should have to change his nature to adopt
this coping strategy.

The relationship of optimism to coping has been examined in
dozens of studies of people facing the threat or the reality of resource
loss in situations ranging from college exams to cancer diagnosis to
rescue work. From all these studies, one theme emerges. Optimists
are more likely to do something. Sometimes this something is to
attack the problem directly (which psychologists call problem-focused
coping). A good example of the kind of situation that calls for attack-
ing the problem is going away to college. Going to college poses both
academic and social challenges, many of which can be met by invest-
ing basic resources (primarily time and energy) in activities that will
improve academic performance (for example, studying) and social
relationships (for example, joining a club). People using this active,
problem-focused approach should be the most effective at coping
with college and have the highest well-being. Evidence shows that
these effective people are more likely to be the optimistic sorts. One
study followed hundreds of UCLA freshmen living in the residence
halls. These students reported on their levels of optimism, their
mood, and the ways they were coping with college during their first
few weeks on campus. True to form, optimistic students were more
likely to be using problem-focused strategies such as “redoubled my
effort to make things work” and “came up with a couple of different
solutions.”

At the end of their first term, the students also reported on a
number of aspects of their well-being, including illness symptoms,
doctor visits, how healthy they felt, how they felt about their lives,
how stressed they were, and how happy they were. Freshmen who
were more optimistic when they started school were better adjusted at
the end of their first term, and better-adjusted students were also in
better health. Most important, the most optimistic students were
better adjusted and in better health in part because they attacked their
problems head-on.

The “head-on” qualification is particularly important for this
equation. Optimistic people adjust better to stress not because they
are focused on the problem, but because of the way they are focused
on the problem. After all, there are two ways of taking care of a prob-
lem: try to fix it or walk away from it. Under the rubric of problem-
focused coping, trying to fix the problem implies being engaged, and
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walking away from it implies being disengaged. Because the basic dif-
ference between more and less optimistic people involves whether
they could be expected to engage or disengage under stress such as a
roadblock or resource loss, more optimistic people are more likely to
report problem-focused coping that has to do with engagement, not
disengagement. Among the many kinds of problem-focused coping
assessed by coping questionnaires, optimism is associated with these
kinds:

Planning what to do
Getting advice on what to do
Keeping one’s focus on what to do

And less associated with this kind:

Giving up

If an optimist moves to a new town and has no friends, the cop-
ing studies indicate that she will be thinking about ways to meet new
people and taking actions to make new friends, like joining a club or a
sports team. Conversely, a pessimist is more likely to decide that hav-
ing new friends is not going to be a goal and not make an effort to
remedy her lack of friends.

This association between optimism and head-on problem solving
is especially true when something can be done about the problem.
After all, doing something via problem-focused coping is not always a
beneficial strategy and could present a potential Achilles’ heel for
optimists. Redoubling your effort to fix an unfixable problem looks
more like a path to frustration and wasted effort than a path to well-
being. Fortunately for optimists, “doing something” does not neces-
sarily imply doing something about the situation to make it accommo-
date to them. Sometimes they do things to help themselves accommo-
date to the situation.

Take, for example, residents of Three Mile Island, the site of the
1979 nuclear power plant accident. This accident involved the release
of radioactive material in the town of Middletown, Pennsylvania.
Although the typical amount of exposure to radiation turned out to
be less than that involved in a chest X-ray, uncertainty about the dan-
ger associated with the radiation posed a threat to a very basic
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resource—health and life—and the stress and anxiety associated with
the accident turned out to be more harmful than the accident itself.
In 1982 and 1983, cancer rates were 20% higher among those people
living closest to the plant, who also perceived the greatest threat and
experienced the most distress. This increase in cancer rates was not
due to radiation exposure, which was more closely related to what
side of the plant people lived on than to how close they lived to the
plant. Furthermore, there was nothing that residents of Middletown
could do to make the environment accommodate to them. The acci-
dent had happened, and it could not be undone. When residents
were given a coping checklist, those who checked off items like
“changed something so things would turn out all right” had more
depression than those who did not, probably because they were
engaged in a fruitless pursuit of solutions that didn’t exist. Interest-
ingly, the same people were also more likely to check off the item “I
refuse to believe what is happening,” which implies they may also
have been denying the impossibility of solving the problem them-
selves.

Are optimists more vulnerable to this kind of mistake? If the pos-
sibility were limited to nuclear accidents, then it would be a fairly
irrelevant question because nuclear accidents are so rare. However,
other kinds of stressors pose the same kind of challenge. Coping with
trauma, for example, often involves dealing with something that hap-
pened in the past. Because the situation itself is over, trying to change
it will generally not be effective. Likewise, awaiting the result of a
biopsy allows for little control over the situation or the outcome. Even
mundane hassles such as sitting in a traffic jam put people in the situa-
tion of facing resource loss (in this case, time) with little they can do
about it. In these cases, directing resources toward trying to remedy
the situation itself will likely waste those resources. If optimists are
not wise, they could—like the Three Mile Island residents who tried to
undo the past—end up more depressed, anxious, and even sick.

Fortunately for optimists, it seems that they are thoughtful in
directing their coping energies. In one study, emergency rescue work-
ers who worked at the site of an airplane crash were followed for up
to 12 months after the accident. Optimistic rescue workers were most
likely to cope by recruiting social resources to help them process their
emotions. Coping strategies like this one, in which people turn to
managing their emotions, rather than the situation, are called emotion-
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focused coping. As is true for problems, there are two ways to approach
emotions: try to fix or improve them or try to avoid them. Again, opti-
mists are more likely to choose the engaged strategy over the disen-
gaged strategy. Another example of this choice is found in a study of
women awaiting breast cancer diagnosis. In this study, optimistic
women were less likely to endorse avoidance strategies such as “wish
the situation would go away.” As a consequence, women who were
more optimistic before breast biopsy were less distressed throughout
the biopsy process and, for those women who had positive biopsies,
were also less distressed through the process of surgery to remove the
cancer.

Overall, among the many kinds of emotion-focused coping as-
sessed by coping questionnaires, optimism is associated with these
kinds:

Try to accept what is happening
Try to think about it in a different way
Talk about the emotions it brings up

And less associated with these kinds:

Pretend the situation doesn’t exist
Do something to take my mind off the situation (sleeping, drink-

ing, watching TV)
Wish the situation were different

Imagine that an optimist is lonely not because of moving to a new
town but because of a job that involves living in a remote region such
as Antarctica. Trying to do something about the situation is unlikely
to help, since even her best friend is unlikely to relocate to Antarctica
just to keep her company. Instead of trying to solve the problem in
this circumstance, the optimist is more likely to try to accept the situa-
tion and make the most of it, to think of all the good things about hav-
ing a few months of peace and quiet, or to write about loneliness in
her diary as a way of processing those emotions. On the other hand,
the pessimist is more likely to use the same avoidance strategies with
unsolvable loneliness as with solvable loneliness, perhaps trying to
pretend that she is not lonely or trying to distract from those emo-
tions with alcohol, drugs, or sitcom reruns.
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Whether the situation can be changed or not, optimists are more
likely to take a head-on approach. Furthermore, the relationship
between optimism and different kinds of coping—problem-focused or
emotion-focused—changes across the kinds of situations in which opti-
mists find themselves. There are dozens of studies that relate opti-
mism to coping strategies under lots of different kinds of circum-
stances that vary in the degree to which problem focus or emotion
focus should be most useful (such as the difference between coping
with college and coping with trauma or moving to Albuquerque and
moving to Antarctica). Combining the results of all of these studies
shows that optimistic coping is sensitive to the kind of situation at
hand. When problems were generally amenable to being tackled
head-on, as with college exams, optimism was most strongly related to
the corresponding strategy (problem-focused coping). When prob-
lems were not amenable to being tackled head-on, as with trauma,
optimists were not more likely to try to tackle the problem head-on
than pessimists; instead, they were more likely to deal with their emo-
tions head-on (emotion-focused coping).

This pattern of coping, seen from a resources perspective, is one
that will preserve and rebuild resources most effectively. Compare the
effects of coping with a solvable problem head-on to the effects of
coping with the same problem by burying your head in the sand.
Head-in-the-sand might buffer you from the effects of stress in some
ways. If you can go to the movies for a few hours, you may be able to
temporarily forget that you have a deadline to meet tomorrow, but in
the meantime, you could have been using time and energy resources
to try to meet your deadline. While you are sitting in the movies with
your head in the sand, resources you could be using to solve the prob-
lem are slipping away. When you fail to meet your deadline, you
might lose even more resources (like your job). How about the unsolv-
able problem? Head-in-the-sand is equally inefficient even when
there’s nothing you can do to solve the problem. You might be able to
convince yourself for a short period of time that a situation you don’t
want to be true isn’t true, or that you are not feeling sad or angry
when you are. However, that strategy is likely to fail, because trying
not to think or feel something almost inevitably makes it prey on your
mind (to prove this to yourself, for the next minute or two, try not to
think about a white bear). When your avoidance strategy fails, you
are right back at square one. In the meantime, you might have
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been accommodating yourself to the situation and learning to love
Antarctica.

As was true of goal pursuit, being positive helps when confront-
ing resource loss because it leads to a different kind of behavior, in this
case acting wisely to rebuild resources. Just as in goal pursuit, it makes
sense to invest resources to rebuild other resources only if you believe
that it is going to work and that the stress (that is, resource loss) can
be alleviated. However, most kinds of effective coping, although they
are more likely to be used by optimistic people, do not require you to
be an optimist. They require only that you adopt the kind of approach
that optimistic people use.

TRANSCENDING MORTALITY

Even in uncontrollable, life-threatening situations, if you haven’t bur-
ied your head in the sand, you might be busy building different
resources of a special kind: existential resources. Existential resources
do not have to do with existence per se (“I wish to be”), but with the
meaning of that existence. Existential theorists identified a number of
problems that threaten the meaning of existence, which include ano-
mie, alienation from others, lack of purpose in life, and groundless-
ness. Existential resources could be considered those that serve as
antidotes to these problems.

Some emotion-focused strategies typical of optimists, particularly
optimists facing uncontrollable stressors, include:

“I look for something good in what is happening.”
“I try to see it in a different light, to make it seem more positive.”
“I changed or grew as a person in a good way.”
“I came out of the experience better than when I went in.”

These strategies don’t look like the deployment or rebuilding of
resources. They look like seeing the glass as half full, so one might be
forgiven for assuming that when optimists are using this kind of
emotion-focused approach to cope with traumas or health threats,
they are taking their ability to think positively about the future and
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applying it to a stressful event, thinking about that event as positively
as they can. However, one principle psychologists value is parsimony:
the ability to account for the largest number of phenomena with the
simplest explanation. So, rather than proposing one mechanism for
optimists’ greater use of head-on problem focus with more controlla-
ble events (their general orientation toward engagement and goal
pursuit) and another for their greater use of head-on emotion focus
with more uncontrollable events (positive thinking), we should begin
with optimists’ general tendency toward goal engagement rather than
disengagement. We can then generalize this tendency to optimists’
orientation toward retaining and rebuilding resources during stress
by continuing to pursue goals. We can also note the effective nature
of this pursuit in that coping efforts are wisely deployed based on the
possibility for change in their circumstances, themselves, or both. But
what resource is being built by strategies like those listed above?

People have (at least) one essential feature that differentiates
them from other primates: a foreknowledge of death. Everyone will
die one day, and we are all pretty much aware of that fact, although
ideally we do not think about it constantly. Knowledge of the inevita-
bility of death provides motivation to attach ourselves to things that
will outlive us, providing vicarious immortality and reducing our anxi-
ety about death. Think about the importance people put on naming
things after themselves. My own environment, the university, is chock
full of examples of people attaining vicarious immortality by having
buildings or scholarships named after them. Of course, the most obvi-
ous examples on campus are the young students, most of whom have
at least one name that will provide vicarious immortality to their pre-
decessors.

Another way to cope with the inevitability of death is to skip over
vicarious immortality and go straight to personal immortality. Belief
in an afterlife goes a long way toward alleviating anxiety about dying,
and endorsing a belief system that promises an afterlife to those who
are “good” under its precepts provides that way to defeat anxiety
about dying.

Foreknowledge of death leads to goals and resources that are
unique to humans. These goals and resources reflect the importance
for a human to be attached to something larger and longer-lived than
that individual: a nation, a church, a family. In the classification of
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goals, two of the classes identified by Robert Emmons (mentioned
earlier in this chapter) reflect that importance: generativity and tran-
scendence. In subscribing to these goals, people are attaching them-
selves to larger or longer-lived entities or increasing closeness with a
divine being who may promise them a longer life (after death).

Generativity Transcendence

Create something enduring
Give of oneself to others
Make a purposeful, positive

contribution to young people
Leave a legacy or positive influence

Relate to or gain knowledge of the
divine

Conform to social or moral ideals
Become one with a larger unit (a

culture, nature, or the universe)

In turn, pursuing these goals leads to existential resources, the
connections and contributions that will continue after death. The
kinds of emotion-focused strategies used by optimists can be con-
strued as coping that, like generative and transcendent goals, mini-
mizes stress—net resource loss—by building existential resources or, as
one set of authors put it, the sense that one is “a person of value in an
eternal world of meaning.”

As is true of other resources, high levels of existential resources
are reflected in high self-esteem. Recall that existential resources pro-
vide protection against the stress posed by the threat of mortality.
Mortality threats motivate people to confirm and build their existen-
tial resources by increasing their connection to institutions that will
either continue after their death (for example, their nation or culture)
or provide for their ongoing existence (for example, their religion).

This motivation should be strongest when existential resources
are lowest. Calling on a plentiful resource should not deplete that
resource to the point that it needs to be confirmed or rebuilt. For
example, in the acceptance domain, asking your best friend for a ride
to the airport does not motivate you to immediately do her a favor in
return because the two of you have a deep relationship with a long
history of reciprocity. On the other hand, asking an acquaintance
might motivate an immediate reciprocal gesture (a gift from the trip,
a dinner invitation, a ride to the auto mechanic) because that relation-
ship’s resources do not run as deep.
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Experiments show that people with high self-esteem are less moti-
vated to rally or rebuild their existential resources. In one study, the
experimenters increased the salience of death by having people write
about their feelings about death and what will happen to them after
they die. Those people then rated two essays: one that was strongly
positive toward their country (in this case, the United States) and one
that was negative. Typically, mortality threat leads people to increase
their favoritism toward positive views of their country over negative
views, because they are motivated to see their citizenship as including
them in something bigger, better, and longer lasting than themselves.
However, in this experiment, people with high self-esteem did not
show this increase in favoritism toward their own nation. Their high
self-esteem reflected existential resources that were high enough that
thoughts of mortality didn’t provoke immediate confirmation and
rebuilding of those resources.
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GROWING FROM GRIEF

When people confront mortality, it’s not uncommon for them to
change, grow, or shift their values—that is, to bolster their existential
resources. Here is an example from the father of an acutely ill new-
born:

Right after she was born, I remember having a revelation. Here she was,
only a week old, and she was teaching us something—how to keep things
in their proper perspective, how to understand what’s important and
what’s not. I’ve learned that everything is tentative, that you never learn
what life is going to bring. I’ve come to realize that I shouldn’t waste any
more time worrying about the little things.

This kind of change has many labels. Some people call it finding
meaning or finding benefit; others, posttraumatic growth. But no matter
what you call it, some people respond to their confrontations with
mortality by building existential strength through renewed connec-
tion to other people, appreciation of life, examination of goals and
values, or spiritual growth.

The death of a loved one affects people as profoundly and often
as negatively as almost any life event, as reflected in the increases in
depression and mortality that follow bereavement. In addition to the
loss of social resources such as companionship, the death of someone
close reminds us of our own deaths, challenging existential resources.
However, optimists respond to bereavement differently than pessi-
mists do. In one study, optimists mentioned building or confirming
social and existential resources after a loved one’s death. For exam-
ple:

Having your health and living life to its fullest is a real blessing. I appre-
ciate my family, friends, nature, life in general more. I see a goodness in
people.

and

We definitely learned a lot about ourselves and about each other within
the family circle. There was a rallying of support, and a camaraderie that
I think only shows itself when something like this happens.
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Optimists experienced these changes and in turn enjoyed pro-
tection from many of the negative consequences of bereavement.
Compared with pessimists, optimists experienced a reduction of
depression, less negative preoccupation with the death, and greater
capacity for emotion, particularly positive emotion. The psychological
protection of building existential resources after bereavement lasted
over a year after the death (and may have lasted longer, but the study
ended). Other studies found similar effects for people who had
undergone bone marrow transplant as a treatment for cancer, as well
as mothers of children undergoing this procedure. Bone marrow
transplant is an intense, risky, and stressful form of treatment that
involves long hospital treatment with a rather high risk of dying, fol-
lowed by long recuperation. Again, patients and mothers who were
more optimistic saw the treatment as having more positive effects on
their relationships, goals, and values and had greater life satisfaction
as a result.

There are many means of attaining generative and transcendent
goals and building existential resources. You can leave a lasting legacy
in your community by contributing to the local youth center or plant-
ing trees, you can aspire to another form of existence after death by
becoming closer to the divine, or you can create something lasting
such as an artwork or a family. Even confirming one’s connection to
other people in whose memory one might live on can accomplish the
task. Again, the advantage of being optimistic is in the likelihood of
engaging and building rather than disengaging and risking further
resource loss.

Here’s the problem. Some of these strategies that build existen-
tial resources don’t seem to work very well for pessimists. When a
group of women with early-stage breast cancer were divided into
those who were naturally hopeful and optimistic and those who were
not, some coping strategies worked for the optimists but not for the
pessimists. One of those strategies was positive reinterpretation, or cop-
ing with cancer by trying to gain something from the experience,
grow as a person, or see it in a more positive light. That strategy,
which helped optimistic women, did not help pessimistic women.
Likewise, pessimistic mothers of children getting transplants got
more distressed over time if they reported early after the transplant
that there were positive consequences of the experience for the fam-
ily; only optimistic mothers felt better after they had initially looked
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for and found positive aspects of the experience. If your natural ten-
dency is to see things in a negative light, engaging in wishful thinking
or forcing yourself to endorse benefits that you don’t actually believe
in will not help you.

One difference between existential resources and other kinds of
resources is that the former are, for the most part, invisible. Basic,
social, and status resources are often tangible or at least quantifiable.
If you say you hold a certain amount of basic resources, a social scien-
tist could confirm that easily by using objective measures of your
health and energy. The scientist could confirm your report of social
resources against objective measures of how large or strong your
social network is. Your status resources could be confirmed against
objective measures such as socioeconomic status (education, income,
and so on). But how does the scientist confirm spiritual capital objec-
tively? More important, how does the person who holds existential
resources confirm them? These resources exist only to the degree
that the people who hold them believe they exist. As a consequence,
having blind faith in resource growth is a prerequisite for existential
resources in a way that it is not for other resources.

Optimistic people have the easiest time building existential
resources because they have a long history of seeing their efforts to
build resources result in the tangible growth of those resources. Their
efforts toward building a career, for example, may have been re-
flected in promotions, earnings, or awards; their efforts toward build-
ing a relationship may have been reflected in expressions of affection.
Optimists have seen the self-fulfilling prophecy of positive expecta-
tions manifested over and over again in their own lives, so it is not a
stretch for them to believe that the same will be true for existential
resources. It is consistent with their experience.

Because they have not had the same kind of experience, however,
pessimists may have more difficulty believing that their efforts to
build resources will pay off. With concrete, observable resources, such
faith might not matter. Pessimistic people can reap the benefits of
optimistic behavior, because effortful persistence to be healthier or
wealthier or wiser will pay off to the same degree whether or not you
believe deep in your heart that it will. If you exercise more, you will
become fitter whether or not you believe in that increasing fitness.
The positive belief increases your odds of exercising, not the effective-
ness of the exercise itself. On the other hand, efforts to build existen-
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tial resources depend on faith in the upward spiral of effort, engage-
ment, and attainment. That faith may depend on a history of seeing
optimistic beliefs and effortful engagement play themselves out: a his-
tory that pessimists just don’t have.

Not to say that a temperamental pessimist couldn’t achieve that
history. The effects of optimism on coping and coping on resources
indicate otherwise. The evidence so far shows that optimistic people
pursue their goals more doggedly, leading them to build resources
through either goal pursuit or effective coping with stress. It seems
likely that optimists are happier and have higher self-esteem and life
satisfaction because they are building available resources, not because
they are positive people per se. The route from optimism to self-
esteem and life satisfaction in this perspective must pass through
goals and resources. Forcing self-enhancement, happiness, or benefit
finding through positive thinking tries to bypass the work of goals and
the accumulation of resources and may even put people on the wrong
track to improving well-being. The consequences of forcing yourself
to be positive are likely to misfire, as when students do worse on
exams when enticed to think more positively about themselves or
when pessimistic women with breast cancer don’t benefit from trying
to view their illness in a positive light or to grow personally from it.
The bad news is, there’s no shortcut to the benefits of being optimis-
tic. The good news is, you don’t have to be optimistic to take the long
way around, and with enough round trips, doing so might even
cause new routes—such as transcendental goal pursuit and existential
resources—to open up. When it comes to optimists and well-being,
again, it is better to try to do as they do than to be as they are.
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CHAPTER FOUR

So Happy Together
Optimists and Their Relationships

It seems technically possible that a resource is a resource is a
resource, meaning you could have a lot of one and little or none of
the others and be just fine. You can have a lot of dollars and not very
many Euros, after all, and still be rich. On the other hand, it’s difficult
to imagine a person who could be happy with only one resource, or at
least one who would be considered normal. Parables like the story of
King Midas even warn against what happens when one resource, like
gold, is valued more than another resource, like a family member.
Although a family member made entirely of gold appears to be the
perfect solution to the problem of gaining status and social resources
simultaneously, it turns out that gold that is also a family member is
not very useful as convertible currency, and a family member that is
also gold is not very useful as a social resource.

It’s important to have a diverse “portfolio” of goals, resources,
and the like, but some are more important than others. This idea is
captured nicely in psychologist Abraham Maslow’s “hierarchy of
needs.” A need has elements of both goal and resource. As a verb,
needing is an imperative way of saying “having as a goal”; as a noun, a
need is a necessary resource. Maslow proposed that some needs, like
some resources, are more basic than others. At the very least, we need
our most basic resources, such as food, water, sleep, shelter, and secu-
rity. Meeting these needs means staying alive and having physical
energy, which are prerequisites to pursuing almost all other goals and
building almost all other resources.
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After basic needs are met, the next most important need for
humans is belonging.1 Social interaction is inherent to human exis-
tence, and social resources are necessary for human survival. We are
creatures who have always lived in groups and have always relied on
each other. Human interaction is critical to the development of chil-
dren, as we’ve seen in the mercifully few cases where children have
grown up without human contact and never developed normal lan-
guage or behavior. Even among adult humans, those who are isolated
die sooner than those with more social contacts.

One reason that belonging is so important is that historically
we’ve been sources of basic resources for each other, providing food,
shelter, and protection from enemies. However, times have changed.
Although the caveman wasn’t able to live alone, the accountant can.
Why, then, are social networks still essential to well-being? Our spe-
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1Following the need to belong are esteem needs, which roughly correspond to sta-
tus, and self-actualization needs, which roughly correspond to existential re-
sources.



cies is meant to be social, to interact with others. Even if we can pro-
vide financially for our own food and shelter, we can’t buy happiness.
Money doesn’t make us happy, but relationships do. When you look
at the resources associated with greater happiness and well-being, you
find family support, close friends, and a strong relationship with a sig-
nificant other at the very top. Resources like money, intelligence,
knowledge, connections, and even health are much farther down the
list. The gain in social resources from getting married increases happi-
ness for much longer than the gain in financial resources from win-
ning the lottery. Although a variety of resources is important, appar-
ently it’s just as important that at least some of them be social. Other
people have to be part of the picture for true well-being; to quote a
well-known social psychologist, “You can’t be yourself by yourself.”

MOVING TARGETS:
OTHER PEOPLE AS GOALS AND RESOURCES

Having abundant friendship capital or social resources is a healthy
place to be. People who have more social relationships have all kinds
of better health outcomes, from lower susceptibility to the common
cold to lower risk of death. Curiously, studies of social networks often
stop at a snapshot of the quality of social networks and their relation-
ship to future mortality: at some particular point in time, some people
have good or large networks and end up living longer, and others
have bad or small ones and end up dying sooner. This static, snapshot
view of social resources is appropriate for other qualities of people,
like gender: some people are women and live longer, and others are
men and die sooner.2 However, the truth of social relationships is
dynamic. Social networks are not something you have so much as
something you do—they are the reflection of your actions to build,
maintain, or even prune back your social relationships.
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Surprisingly little research has been done on how people build
large social networks. Personality characteristics like extraversion pre-
dict larger social networks, but this analysis jumps straight from what
extraverts are to what they have, skipping over what they do. Still, you
don’t need a degree in social psychology to figure out why some peo-
ple have larger networks than other people. The more effort you put
into your social relationships, the more social relationships you have.
One study of daily events logged the number of phone calls and let-
ters participants received (the study was done in the 1970s, when the
physical rather than electronic mailbox yielded communications from
friends and family.) The best predictors: number of phone calls made
and letters written. Another study of residents of university married-
student housing found that those who attended more events in the
housing complex, knew more of their neighbors, and chatted with
and visited other residents more also knew people who would help
them with both personal problems and everyday needs. Reaching out
to someone doesn’t guarantee that that person will reach back out to
you, but failing to reach out to someone certainly makes it less likely.
If you don’t invest in friendships, you won’t build social resources.

Building social resources is not as simple as making a bank
deposit, however, because social interaction is a two-way street. Social
resources are other human beings who are pursuing their own goals
and accumulating their own resources at the same time as you are
pursuing them as the targets of your goals and the repositories of
your resources. Status resources such as money and education don’t
particularly care to whom they belong. Neither do basic resources
such as time and energy. Although it’s hard to say for sure, it’s possi-
ble that even existential resources don’t care who you are. Social
resources, however, may have very definite feelings about whether
they want to be your social resource, as anyone who has ever experi-
enced unrequited love knows all too well.

Because social resources are dynamic, all these extra factors have
to be considered. From the perspective of the resource builder,
there’s the question of whether the same strategies used to build static
resources like money can also be used to build dynamic resources like
friendships. Does the optimistic strategy of persistence work well, or
is it perceived by its target as stalking? From the perspective of said
target, there’s also the question of whether that persistent optimist
will make a good partner in building social capital or whether some-
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one else might do just as well. Is there an advantage to having optimis-
tic friends? There’s also the question of how two people trade social
resources such as favors or sympathetic ears back and forth with the
reciprocity that characterizes good relationships; if, when, and where
it’s a good idea to draw on social resources; and how optimism might
affect how social resources are spent or saved. When pursuing social
goals, self-regulation (that is, an individual’s own goal-directed behav-
ior) is important, but the interactive behavior of the dyad or group of
people, which might be called social regulation, is even more impor-
tant.

Finally, because having social resources generally means close
contact with other people, there is also the question of how that con-
tact affects how you approach and appraise your other goals. The
time you spend with your money doesn’t necessarily change the way
you think about your other goals and whether you are progressing
toward them at a satisfactory rate. Your money is not doing better or
worse than you are—in fact, it isn’t doing much of anything. It’s
money. On the other hand, your friends, family, and neighbors aren’t
just repositories for social resources. In a sense, they’re also the com-
petition. Spending time with other people influences the goals and
standards that you set for yourself. In fact, just having another person
in mind can affect your goals. It doesn’t even have to be conscious:
studies that subliminally present the name of someone important (for
example, your mother, your friend) increase commitment to the goals
connected to those people (for example, clean your room, go out for
a beer). On top of that, how other people are doing, how much prog-
ress they’re making, and how many resources they have influence the
standards you hold for your own progress and resources. Social
comparison—the process of “keeping up with the Joneses”—can be
inspiring, dejecting, relieving, or anxiety provoking, depending on
how you go about it.

A lot of things happen at once when you spend time with some-
one else. You may be pursuing your acceptance goal to make a new
friend, while at the same time the other person is evaluating you in
light of his own goals to make friends and considering whether you’ll
make a good friend. You may also be aware of how this person makes
you feel about yourself and your goals, and that will influence
whether he seems like a good prospect for friendship. Building social
resources is particularly tricky because you have to be successful on all
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of these levels to make social relationships work. On the other hand,
when the people involved are successful on all of these levels, they
pursue closer and closer relationships with each other, and they may
make faster progress than is possible when one person pursues a goal
alone. If one of your goals is to read War and Peace, you can be sure
War and Peace is not going to help you get there any faster. On the
other hand, if both you and your neighbor want to become friends,
an upward spiral can ensue. Social regulation involves more potential
pitfalls, but also more potential benefits.

WON’T YOU BE MY NEIGHBOR?:
OPTIMISM AND FRIENDSHIPS

As you might expect from the importance of social and acceptance
resources, most—if not all—people have social goals. Both Marie’s and
Jennifer’s goal lists in Chapter 2 contained social goals, including
making new friends, getting to know more people, and keeping a
strong relationship with a boyfriend. When I categorized students’
goals, many of the goals (39%) were related to status resources like
getting good grades, graduating, or going to graduate or professional
school. On the other hand, getting ahead wasn’t the only theme.
Getting along was also important: the students had a lot of goals
(22%) related to building acceptance and affiliation—that is, establish-
ing, maintaining, or repairing relationships.

In addition to querying undergraduates, I’ve also asked law stu-
dents about their goals. Like the undergraduates, the law students
listed status goals like getting good grades and excelling in law school.
Also like the undergraduates, the majority of them had at least one
social goal such as making new friends, keeping in touch with old
friends, or spending time with friends and family. More so than the
undergraduates, however, the law students were facing a roadblock
with regard to their social goals. Law school severely limits students’
free time, causing problems for maintaining a social life. One student
even said it was hard to enjoy the free time he did have with friends
outside law school because of his near-constant preoccupation with
the law (a conversational nonstarter with almost anyone other than
other law students). On the other hand, getting over these hurdles
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and putting effort toward social relationships is almost guaranteed to
pay off later because of the strong relationship of social resources to
physical and psychological well-being. This is not a resource you want
to let run dry.

Optimists’ attitudes toward their goals—their higher expectations,
their greater commitment—suggest that more optimistic law students
will extend themselves to maintain their extramural goals despite the
roadblocks that law school presents. As was true of the undergradu-
ates, optimistic law students didn’t have different goals from pessimis-
tic law students. Almost every law student had a social goal of some
sort. The question is, what does the pressure of law school do to those
goals? Are they at the top of the “to do” list, or have they been
neglected and shuffled to the bottom?

Because I didn’t assign my research team to follow the law stu-
dents around all day, watching for evidence of goal activity, I had to
infer goal activity indirectly. As it happens, if you make a list of goals,
the one that comes to mind first is likely to be one you’re actively con-
cerned with or working on and will therefore appear somewhere near
the top of the list. Conversely, if you have to mentally hunt goals
down and blow the dust off them, they are probably not your most
active goals. These less active goals, which come to mind only after
some thought, will appear closer to the bottom of the list. In the law
students, optimism was not necessarily associated with having a social
goal, but the likelihood of top goals being social was very much associ-
ated with optimism. The odds that any given goal on a pessimistic stu-
dent’s list was social were 1 in 5. Those odds for any one of the top
three goals dropped to 1 in 7, indicating that social goals were not
uppermost in pessimists’ minds. Instead, pessimists seemed to be
more narrowly focused on their achievement in law school. Law
school goals are more likely to show up at the top of all law students’
lists than other goals (after all, that is a big part of what they do every
day), but they seemed to show up to the exclusion of other kinds of
goals for the pessimistic students.3

On the other hand, the odds that any given goal on an optimistic
student’s list was social were 1 in 6 (about the same as the pessimist’s),
but the odds for any one of the top three was higher, about 1 in 3
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(twice as likely as the pessimist’s). Social goals were very much upper-
most in optimistic law students’ minds. In fact, the large difference
between pessimists and optimists suggests that optimists keep prob-
lems (such as how to maintain relationships during law school) upper-
most in their minds, where those problems can be active targets for
solution. Because pessimists aren’t as interested in actively solving
problems, they don’t keep problems active in their minds either.
Instead, they let goals slide off their to-do lists and into the realm of
the things you later wish you had done when you had the chance. If
you look back into the mists of time, there’s probably someone you
wish you had asked out on a date when you had the chance, but there
was some kind of barrier—it didn’t seem like the right time. Pessimis-
tic people are going to have lots of memories like that. Whenever the
circumstances are difficult, it will be the wrong time for them. Instead
of taking advantage of opportunities despite difficulties, they tend to
let social relationships and opportunities slide out of their minds and
into the mists.

Optimists, on the other hand, pay more attention to social goals,
even—or perhaps especially—when time and effort are at a premium,
and the consequences of paying attention to social goals are clear.
Optimists are more likely to actually put the time and effort into
friendships and other social relationships and to have more friends as
a result. In a study of Finnish college students, those who expected
positive social relationships—social optimists—were more likely to seek
out social interactions and less likely to avoid interacting with others.
The consequence was that students who were socially optimistic were
less lonely. Furthermore, when students were asked to nominate
three people they knew well and would call their friends, as well as
three students they did not know well and had not interacted with,
optimistic students were more likely to be nominated as friends. This
effect occurred because of social behavior: social optimism led to
social interaction, which led to popularity; in contrast, social pessi-
mism led to social withdrawal, which led to social neglect. Pessimistic
students were not unpopular, that is, not actively disliked. They were
just not well known enough to be liked or disliked. Similarly, in one
study of college freshmen, optimistic students had more friends at
college to whom they felt close and could turn for help and in whom
they could confide; they had developed these relationships by the first
3 weeks of their first semester; and they added even more friends by
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the end of the semester. Although more pessimistic students also
made friends during the semester, they never caught up with more
optimistic students. You will find more pessimists among the loners
in the lounge than among the social butterflies at the keg party.

In addition to having more friendships, optimists have longer
friendships. In a study that measured how long friendships lasted, stu-
dents reported that, on average, their friendships had been going on for
almost 6 years. This average varied, of course, and pessimism was one of
the things that predicted shorter friendships—for each step of increas-
ing pessimism, average friendship length dropped by over 4 months.
Why do optimistic friendships last longer and pessimistic friendships
fail over time? One possibility is that, as the evidence about the effects of
optimism on social goals and behavior suggests, pessimists stop invest-
ing in their friendships, they let barriers interfere with the maintenance
of their relationships, they let the “capital” in a friendship wane away,
and eventually the friendship ends. This might be particularly true
when two pessimists make friends, perhaps through commiserating
about where the world is going and in what kind of handbasket. What
happens when one of the pessimists gets a new job and starts working
more hours? Who’s going to go to the effort of figuring out when they
can get together? One pessimist is too busy, and the pessimist “left
behind” is likely to find the newfound neglect less an obstacle to be over-
come than a confirmation of his negative expectations.

THE POPULAR OPTIMIST
MAKES A MORE LOVABLE YOU

The social success that optimists enjoy also implies that optimists are
perceived as better potential friends. (After all, friendship takes two.
All the persistence in the world won’t make or keep friends if they
find your persistence aggravating.) The research, in fact, confirms
this. A large body of evidence shows that people want to be with
happy people more than with unhappy people,4 probably for myriad
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reasons. One big reason is that they’re avoiding “mood contagion,”
the tendency for one person’s mood to affect the other person in an
interaction. Optimism is an attitude rather than a mood, but people
who have pessimistic attitudes, like those in negative moods, are
avoided. When research participants read interviews with “people”
who expressed pessimistic views or optimistic views (the interviews
were actually made up by the experimenters), they were more inter-
ested in interacting socially with the more optimistic “person.” For
example, when an interview had to do with finding a new relation-
ship, the person who responded “There are so many people around,
I’m sure I’ll find someone” was a more desirable social partner than
the person who responded “I don’t think I’ll ever find anyone here.”
The same effect was found for positive and negative mood, but atti-
tude was more important than mood in determining whether partici-
pants were interested in spending time with the “person.” An optimist
in a temporarily bad mood was more attractive than a pessimist in a
temporarily good mood.

As suggested by reactions to the “interviews,” real social interac-
tions with optimists are more positive than those with pessimists. A
study by a group at the University of Pittsburgh had 50 women and 50
men fill out diaries every half hour over 3 days. Those who did not
tear the diary to bits with their teeth because of having to fill it out 20-
something times a day reported on whether they had had a positive,
negative, or neutral social interaction in the past half hour.5 Perhaps
unsurprisingly, people who were more pessimistic had more negative
social interactions. Furthermore, even though social interactions in
general increased happiness, they didn’t increase happiness as much
for pessimistic people. The preferences of the students who read the
“interviews” reflected a real-world phenomenon: interacting with an
optimistic person is a more positive, happy, and enjoyable experience
than interacting with a pessimistic person.

Interacting with people who are more optimistic is an attractive
proposition because they are less likely to be in a bad mood, so there’s
less risk of negative mood contagion (although the interview study
shows that people will risk negative mood contagion in order to avoid
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interacting with pessimists—you’d rather sit next to the person with a
cold than the one with tuberculosis). But there’s another, potentially
even more rewarding reason to have optimistic friends that goes
beyond mood: interacting with an optimist makes you more attractive,
like looking in a flattering mirror. A classic experiment in social psy-
chology showed that beliefs about what someone is like actually creates
those qualities in that person. In this experiment, which was ostensi-
bly about nonverbal communication, experimenters used two pic-
tures, one of a woman who was very attractive and the other of a less
attractive woman. Each man in the study was shown one of the pic-
tures and told he would be talking to that woman on the telephone.
In fact, the picture was not of the woman with whom he later talked
on the phone. That woman had been randomly assigned to the man
and didn’t know that the man had been shown an alleged picture of
her.

Attractiveness is a way to manipulate all kinds of expectancies
about what a person is like. For better or worse, attractive people are
assumed to have numerous other positive traits, so that attractiveness
creates a kind of “halo effect.” When the men thought they were
going to interact with an attractive woman, they expected her to be
more sociable, poised, humorous, and socially adept compared with a
less attractive woman. The entire plot of Singin’ in the Rain is based
on this effect. If audiences hadn’t expected Lina Lamont’s beauty to
be accompanied by wit, grace, and intelligence, there would have
been no need for Kathy Selden. By seeing a picture of an attractive
woman, the men became optimistic about her qualities and the posi-
tive possibilities for the phone conversation. In contrast, by seeing a
picture of a less attractive woman, the men became pessimistic about
her and the conversation.

Each pair talked for 10 minutes on the telephone, and then
judges rated the woman’s qualities based on a recording of only her
side of the conversation. Despite the fact that each woman was actually
assigned randomly (rather than on the basis of attractiveness or per-
sonality) and that she didn’t know her conversation partner had good
or bad expectations for the conversation, there were marked differ-
ences in the woman’s side of the interaction. When the man thought
the woman was attractive, the woman was actually more confident,
more animated, and showed more enjoyment of the conversation and
more liking for her partner. The man’s expectations manifested them-
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selves in the woman’s behavior, even though she didn’t know those
expectations existed. Men with positive expectancies brought out the
best in their partners, whereas men with negative expectancies did
not.

Nothing makes you more attractive than falling in love. Why is
that? Are you sending off some kind of love pheromone that people
suddenly can’t get enough of? That is certainly possible, but some of it
may be attributable to your own behavior. It’s not that you are in
love—it’s that someone is in love with you. Without knowing it, the
new boost to your lovability quotient (that is, your expectation that
you will be found lovable) might be causing people to react to you in a
way that confirms that expectation.

Optimists may have more friends and more positive interactions
in part because they enter relationships with more positive expecta-
tions. By approaching social interactions and real or potential friends
with positive beliefs about the future (and, particularly, about how the
interaction or friendship will go), people who are more optimistic act
in a way that brings that positive future about. Furthermore, because
people expect more positive interactions with optimists, and optimists
expect more positive interactions with others, the possibility for their
interactions to fulfill their expectations may be multiplied. The inter-
action goes more positively, and the positive prophecy is fulfilled.
This prophetic effect occurs for all kinds of social relationships,
including marriages, teacher–student relationships, and so on.

The fulfillment of this prophecy, like other positive effects of
optimism, does not come about just by our wishing it to be so. A
study of newlyweds shows that it has to be backed up by optimistic
behavior. The study followed newlywed couples for 4 years, tracking
their satisfaction with their marriages and linking that satisfaction to
their initial expectations for satisfaction with their marriages and with
their partners—that is, optimism about their marriages. The good
news for optimists: people who were more optimistic about their mar-
riages at the outset were also more satisfied with their marriages. The
bad news: satisfaction fell over time, by about 5 points on a 90-point
scale, and optimism didn’t protect against this fall in satisfaction.

The most interesting effect in this study had to do with behavior
in marriage. Although there are a number of potentially nice things
that you can do for a partner, like scratch a back or clip toenails, this
study focused on two more important things that might happen when
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there are bumps in the marital road. The first behavior was interact-
ing positively when discussing a disagreement. Do you talk about the
in-laws without degenerating into name-calling? The second behavior
was giving your spouse the benefit of the doubt. If your spouse starts
to spend more time at the office, is it because of being given extra
work, or is it a deliberate attempt to get out of washing the dishes? As
it turns out, optimism helps maintain marital satisfaction only to the
degree that it is backed up by these two behaviors. Optimistic couples
who behaved positively in disagreements and tended to give their
partners the benefit of the doubt had high, stable satisfaction across
the 4 years. Optimism is self-fulfilling if you act to fulfill those expecta-
tions. A positive vision of the future creates the capability of creating
that positive future, but does not automatically bring it about. On the
other hand, without that vision, the future does not get realized. Peo-
ple who were capable of being positive and forgiving but were pessi-
mistic about their marriages not only started out more dissatisfied,
but they became more dissatisfied over time. It seems that although
they were capable of acting in positive ways in their marriages, pessi-
mists probably were not living up to their capabilities. Without the
motivation, the reason to use those skills in marriage, that is to say,
without optimism, the possibility for positive behavior and a more sat-
isfied marriage was not realized.

DRAWING ON THE FRIENDSHIP BANK

Having built up social resources, what is the best way to use them?
After all, resources can not only be built up but can also be converted
into other resources, depending on what is needed most. When bad
things happen, social networks can provide material support (a loan
to get you through to the next payday when your car breaks down, a
ride to the repair shop or to work), emotional support (sympathy over
the failure of your starter motor, reassurance that a bad starter motor
does not make a bad person), or both. If stress can be conceptualized
as a loss of resources, then other people buffer against stress by filling
in when and where resources are threatened.

Because people are moving targets, however, a lot more steps are
involved in spending social resources than in spending money. Conse-
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quently, social support can be broken down into three steps or stages,
and optimism could influence the outcome of each of the different
steps. The first stage is perceived or potential social support. How many
people would be available to help you if help were needed? Positive
expectancies could lead people to expect more positive responses
from more people in their social networks. The second step is seeking
social support. People don’t always try to solve problems by them-
selves; they recruit their social networks to help them. Positive expec-
tancies could lead people to tap into their social networks to help
them solve problems because they believe the problems can be solved.
Why recruit others to help you unless you believe you can be helped?
The final step is actually receiving social support—that is, other people
actually providing help. Because people like optimists better and get
along with them better, they might be more willing to help an opti-
mist when called upon.

Although there are good reasons to predict that optimists will
perceive, seek, and receive more social support, the only consistent
finding is that more optimism leads to higher perceived social sup-
port, that is, the belief that more social support is available if needed.
Optimistic college students expected more emotional (for example,
listening to feelings) or tangible (for example, providing a ride) sup-
port if they needed it than did their pessistic counterparts; optimistic
emergency workers perceived more support from close others; opti-
mistic men caring for their partners with HIV and AIDS perceived
more social validation (for example, people approve of the way you
do things), love, respect, and support; optimistic adults in cardiac
rehabilitation perceived more support in the form of sympathy, infor-
mation, and tangible help; and optimistic women with breast cancer
perceived more love, emotional support, and tangible support. These
are vastly different kinds of people and circumstances, but in all of
them, people who were more optimistic thought more social support,
ranging from emotional validation to a ride to the garage, was avail-
able to them.

This is a somewhat unsurprising finding. After all, asking people
about their perceived social support is asking them to imagine what
would happen if they needed support, and the definition of optimism
is expecting a positive future. In this case, optimistic people are imag-
ining a positive future in which other people are ready and willing to
help them.
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When we come to the next link in the chain of social support,
however, a surprise emerges. In general, a large social network and a
high level of perceived support should predict drawing on those
resources to deal with stress, that is, using social support to cope. This
appears not to be the case when the person holding those resources is
optimistic. Only one study has found that college students who were
more optimistic about how their friends would respond to an appeal
for help were also more likely to ask for help. Another study with col-
lege students found that although students who were more optimistic
had more friends and perceived more social support, they were not
more likely to cope by asking for social support. Several other studies
with diverse groups have concurred with the second college student
study: although optimistic people perceived more social support to be
available to them, they were not more likely to ask for that support or
to receive more support from others. For example, the optimistic
AIDS caregivers perceived more social support both before and, par-
ticularly, after the partner’s death, but optimistic and pessimistic care-
givers actually received the same amount of support from their net-
works.

In fact, perceiving social support but not using it turns out to be
the best way to use social resources, because perceiving social support
benefits happiness and health more than seeking and receiving social
support do. Perceived social support goes along with lower stress, less
depression and other psychiatric symptoms, higher self-esteem, better
sleep, and better health. Seeking social support, on the other hand,
does not, and receiving social support can even lead to poorer adjust-
ment. For one thing, when people actually step in and help, they may
not give the kind of help that is needed. For example, the helper may
empathize with the difficulty of having one’s car repaired when what
is really needed is a ride to the garage or a loan to help pay for a
rental.6 Conversely, a helper might offer to help solve a problem
when what is really needed is a sympathetic ear. If you’re feeling put
upon at work, the solution might not be a smaller workload but a
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more appreciative audience. Social support that offers the wrong kind
of remedy isn’t very good support at all.

For another thing, having someone step in and help might also
be a signal to the person being helped that she is not capable of deal-
ing with the problem independently. This deals a blow to the person’s
self-esteem. Still, people need real help, and just having someone who
could be supportive cannot be enough, can it?

It just might be. Recall that stress can be defined as a net loss of
resources, and requesting and receiving social support means using
social resources. That use may offset another need (for example, hav-
ing a shoulder to cry on, getting help moving your sofa), but receiving
social support depletes social resources. Resource depletion is not
associated with feeling better—rather, it typically leads to feeling
worse.

The difference between having support and calling on support
is very important, as psychologist Niall Bolger and his colleagues
showed among a group of lawyers and their spouses. Bolger followed
the couples daily from a month before the lawyers took the New York
state bar exam through a few days after the exam, assessing whether
each spouse had supported the other and how distressed they were.
Consistent with the idea that spending social resources is not psycho-
logically helpful, on days when the lawyers said their spouses sup-
ported them by listening to them, comforting them, or both, they had
more anxiety and depression the next day. This time course of social
support followed by distress is an important aspect of the study
design, because otherwise it would be possible that the increased lis-
tening and comforting was caused by the anxiety and stress, not the
other way around.

More unexpected was the fact that on days when the spouses said
they listened to and comforted their partners, but the lawyers didn’t
perceive that it had happened, the lawyers had less anxiety and depres-
sion the next day. “Invisible support,” support given under the radar,
is the best kind of support to have. Social support can be helpful, but
only when it is not accompanied by the perception of having spent
social resources. When we, as psychologists, ask people about the
social support they have requested and received, we are really asking
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the degree to which they perceive themselves to have drawn on their
bank of social resources. Put that way, it’s not surprising that the
answers don’t point to tremendous psychological benefit, because
benefit comes from building resources, not spending them.

Other intriguing phenomena suggest the benefit of social re-
sources is in the getting, the building, and the having, not in the
spending. First, the lower mortality risk associated with a larger social
network may be a function of the support given within that network
rather than the support received. In one study, people with more social
contacts had a 19% decrease in mortality risk, consistent with all the
other findings that larger social networks contribute to better health.
What was surprising about this study was that people who gave more
social support to others had a 43% decrease in mortality risk after
holding physical health constant. Receiving social support had no
effect—if anything, it increased mortality risk slightly. When it comes
to relationships, to give may be better than to receive because it builds
rather than depletes social resources. Furthermore, giving leads to the
most beneficial kind of social support, the perception of social support.
Among the residents of married student housing mentioned at the
beginning of the chapter, the biggest contributor to perceived social
support was the number of people a participant had helped. Helping
others, then, might give you the sense of being involved in a network
of people who help each other, and this perception buffers you
against stress.

That act of perception does more than act as a check on the
amount of friendship capital in the bank. Thinking about supportive
ties actually protects us from the negative physical effects of stress.
Consider your best friend or another person who is supportive of you
and answer the following questions:

What do you value or appreciate most about this person?
What does this person value or appreciate most about you?
What does this person do for you that is supportive or helpful?
How do you feel when you see this person after being away from

him or her for a few hours or days?

If you were now to go do something stressful, like give a speech,
you would have already buffered yourself against its negative effects
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just by thinking about your relationship and the social resources
inherent in it. One study had people think about either a supportive
relationship (as you just did) or an acquaintance. Each person then
gave a speech in the lab. Compared with people thinking about mere
acquaintances, those who thought about meaningful and supportive
relationships felt less anxious and had lower heart rates and blood
pressures during the speech.

You can’t go through life without ever calling on people for help.
For one thing, people need to demonstrate dependence on each
other, if for no other reason than to affirm the strength of their rela-
tionships and give each other an opportunity to do what is most
beneficial—to help. There are always times when we need to call on
other people to help us. On the other hand, to be like Blanche
DuBois, dependent on the kindness of strangers without necessarily
giving anything back, seems to undermine well-being.

UPWARD INSPIRATION

Optimistic beliefs fulfill themselves in the social domain because they
lead to all the necessary steps to accumulate social resources: opti-
mists act in a way that makes relationships grow (being withdrawn or
not making an effort would certainly not build relationships), they act
in a way that makes them more attractive relationship partners (other-
wise, step one might lead to stalking, not friendship), and they use
social resources to cope with stress without depleting them.

Social relationships can also help optimistic people fulfill their
positive expectancies for other goal domains. When pursuing goals, a
major way to judge goal progress is to look at how others are doing.
Social comparison occurs when you look around you and see other peo-
ple doing better or worse than you are: they are more or less attrac-
tive or productive7 than you are, or one of you has a BMW and the
other doesn’t. Every time you check to see whether you are keeping
up with the Joneses, you are engaging in social comparison. One
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important function of social comparison is to provide a standard
against which you evaluate your goals and your progress. When you
see that you’re doing better than others, that feedback indicates
you’re doing well, maybe even better than you need to. When you see
that you’re doing worse than others, that feedback indicates you’re
doing poorly, maybe worse than you should.

I started playing the violin at age 9, which is considered old in the
violin-learning world (although young in the world at large). My mem-
ory is that I was a fine violinist as a kid. I could read music better than
most of the other budding preteen violinists, and I was making great
progress through my workbooks. I had no idea who Isaac Stern or
Itzhak Perlman was, and although I had a vague idea that there were
“prodigies” out there, I certainly didn’t know any, and I had no idea
of how good such a person would be. I just kept on playing the violin,
and at some point I got to be good enough that my parents and, even-
tually, even nonrelatives could bear to hear me play.

People who take up instruments like the violin as adults don’t
have it so easy. Some disadvantages to learning a musical instrument
as an adult arise from being an adult per se; for example, it’s harder
to adjust to what are sometimes awkward physical poses involved in
playing an instrument like the violin or flute. However, I think adults’
biggest disadvantage is the same as the biggest motivation when trying
to learn an instrument: they love to listen to it. Prospective adult vio-
linists have in their mind not the average beginning violinist’s perfor-
mance of “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star,” but a professional soloist’s
performance of the Brahms Violin Concerto. In terms of social com-
parison, it’s like living in a hut next door to a mansion—very discour-
aging.

Upward comparison (in which you are doing worse than others)
can result in dejection, because you seem to be falling behind others.
You might start to doubt your abilities and personal qualities and
ruminate about your lack of progress. Conversely, downward compar-
ison (in which you are doing better than others) can result in happi-
ness, because one of the sources of happiness is the perception that
you are progressing quickly toward your goal. In this case, you seem
to be racing ahead of others. As a consequence, in many circum-
stances downward comparisons are preferred to upward compari-
sons. For example, women with breast cancer generally prefer to com-
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pare themselves with others who are worse off8 rather than others
who are better off. Feeling that you’re doing well compared with
other people could protect against anxiety and provide a sense of
hope.

Nonetheless, upward comparisons are not necessarily harmful,
and downward comparisons are not necessarily beneficial. In particu-
lar, when your own effort is critical to bringing about good or bad
outcomes, upward comparisons (Ms. Y sold more widgets than I did)
can be more helpful than downward comparisons (I sold more wid-
gets than Mr. X). Upward comparisons do not have to be discourag-
ing. They can be inspirational. Comparing yourself with someone
who is doing better than you are can give you ideas about how to do
well yourself. In contrast, comparing yourself with someone who is
doing worse can make you complacent.

These highly optimistic law students illustrate inspiration from
upward comparison:

All throughout this semester I always looked to see what somebody else
was doing to see if I could improve what I was doing. If I thought they
were doing something better, then I’d adopt the way that they were
doing it. I was most curious about these students who spent all their time
in the library, to see if they would do well. They had a better work ethic
than I did, and it made me think about how I could be more disciplined
about my studying.

I think there were people who did better than I did in preparing for
exams, and they got better grades, and they seem to be getting more job
interviews. It doesn’t make me feel that I’m not as adequate as they are;
I’m just going to do things differently personally in getting ready for
exams. I’m going to focus more on preparing.

In contrast, this pessimistic student failed to be inspired:
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People who were doing better, they were paying more attention in class
and reviewing the material a lot. I didn’t feel very competitive with them;
I just wanted to get by. I guess I should have felt more competitive with
them, because it probably would have helped my grades.

Upward comparisons, although potentially informative, can also
be threatening. Especially in the face of stress or failure, they can
make you feel inadequate. When people feel their own performance
is threateningly bad, they forgo the inspiration of upward compari-
sons and instead engage in downward comparisons in an attempt to
feel better. This is particularly true when the prospects for better per-
formance in the future look dim. Therefore, the combination of poor
performance and pessimism about the future leads people to try to
feel better about their performances by comparing themselves with
people doing even worse. The problem with this strategy is that down-
ward comparison doesn’t improve performance and leads to a down-
ward spiral. Pessimistic college students with declining GPAs lowered
their comparison levels so they always compared themselves to people
doing worse than they were, which led them to get even worse grades.
In the long run, downward comparisons provide examples only of
how to do worse, not how to do better. At this point in my musical
career, I will not make myself a better violinist by listening to record-
ings of preteen beginner violinists, because they won’t give me any-
thing to shoot for in my own playing.

Conversely, upward comparisons can provide examples of how
to do better and avoid stress or failure in the future. Optimistic stu-
dents with declining GPAs continued to compare themselves to stu-
dents getting better grades than they did, and their GPAs improved.
Optimism, therefore, keeps people inspired by making them more
inclined to examine and learn from the behavior of people doing
better than they are. For an optimistic violinist who is ready to take
her playing to the next level, listening to recordings of professional
soloists could inspire learning new techniques or using different
vibrato or phrasings.

But what about those negative consequences of upward compari-
son? Is it possible, when comparing yourself with a better-off stan-
dard, to feel inadequate (“Why am I not that good?”) rather than
inspired (“I could be that good”)? Absolutely. However, optimists
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appear to use their comparisons to extract the most beneficial kind of
information. Upward comparisons are more likely to yield inspiration
to optimists and discouragement to pessimists. When pessimistic stu-
dents did make upward comparisons, they tended to be depressed
rather than inspired.

This phenomenon has also been demonstrated in an experiment
in which a student would work alongside a “peer” (actually an experi-
menter) who did either much better or much worse than the student
at solving anagrams. When the student worked next to a slower
“peer,” she tended to rate her ability higher and was in a better mood
after the experiment. The downward comparison was reassuring (“It
could be worse”). Reactions to the faster “peer,” however, were quite
different for optimists and pessimists. Pessimists rated their ability
lower and were in a worse mood, because the upward comparison was
threatening to them (“Why am I not that good?”). Optimists also
rated their ability lower, but optimists who worked next to the fast
peer had just as much improvement in mood as the students who
worked next to the slow peer. Even though they weren’t denying that
they might not be good at anagrams, they didn’t seem to be discour-
aged about that. It seems reasonable to conclude that they were
inspired rather than threatened by their faster peer (“That could be
me”).

Optimists can also extract the least depressing information from
downward comparisons. Although downward comparisons did not
seem to be particularly threatening and could be ego-protective for
students, they also have a potential downside that might emerge when
the stakes are higher: when life and health, rather than just a GPA, are
on the line. For example, multiple sclerosis is a chronic degenerative
disease of the nervous system, and downward comparisons (that is,
with worse-off others) have potential for threatening meaning (“That
could be me”). Pessimistic patients with multiple sclerosis were
depressed when they made downward comparisons, probably because
they tended to interpret downward comparisons in a threatening and
depressive way (“That could be me”) rather than in an ego-protective
way (“It could be worse”). Optimists, on the other hand, were not
depressed by downward comparisons.

In all these studies, optimistic expectations about the future let
people look upward for inspiration without being threatened by their
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current performance and look downward for comfort without being
threatened by a potentially negative future. The kinds of information
optimistic people get from the way they compare themselves with oth-
ers helps them stay engaged with their goals and perform better in
the future.

Yes, we are a social species, but social relationships can have both
positive and negative consequences. We can have negative, conflict-
ridden interactions with others, we can feel inferior to them, and
their help can even make us feel inadequate to life’s tasks. The posi-
tive expectancies that come from optimism, however, seem to lead to
positive relationships in which believing the best of others brings out
the best in them, people who are excelling become sources of inspira-
tion rather than envy, and the perception of support buffers us
against stressful events. The mortality data suggest a particularly
intriguing possibility: if optimism leads to better social relationships,
and better social relationships decrease mortality risk, does optimism
actually lead to a longer life? Read on.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Mixed Blessing
Optimists and Their Health

I remember my first exposure to health psychology—in my under-
graduate Abnormal Psychology class—vividly. In the course of his lec-
ture on health psychology, the professor, Dr. Tom Schoeneman,
described a study in which psychological factors affected surgical
recovery. I was astounded that such a thing could be true: states of
mind actually affected how fast people’s physical bodies healed. It
seemed magical, almost improbable, and immensely intriguing. As a
consequence, when it came time to choose a graduate school, I chose
a place where I could study health psychology, particularly the phe-
nomenon that struck me as an undergraduate: how states of mind
affect physiology. Much of my career has been absorbed with that
phenomenon, and I hope Tom will forgive my having forgotten much
of the rest of the lecture and take credit for starting me on this path.

Almost 20 years later, there are many more people familiar with
the “mind–body” phenomenon than there were at that time. None-
theless, some people are still skeptical. Last year I gave a lecture at a
series of educational events for family practitioners. The lecture
focused on how “mind–body” phenomena could account for some of
the complaints that practitioners see all the time, like chest pain, diffi-
culty breathing, and headache. After every event, at least one evalua-
tion form expressed disbelief. Not scientific, it would say. Not real.

This attitude comes from a long tradition in Western thought
that separates mental and physical phenomena. Originally intended
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to give church and science their own domains—the soul and the physi-
cal body—this thinking has come down to us as a skepticism that the
“mind” and the “body” can affect each other. In fact, this skepticism is
untenable, because we have progressed well beyond the stage when it
is possible to believe that anything about the mind is not based in the
physical body. We know that thoughts, emotions, attitudes, and states
of mind are based in the brain in the same way that walking is based
in the legs, breathing is based in the lungs and diaphragm, and circu-
lation is based in the heart and blood vessels. The brain—and there-
fore the mind—is part of the body, and so even the term mind–body is
weird. It’s like saying there’s a walking–body connection. Walking is
just something the body does, and so are thoughts, emotions, atti-
tudes, and states of mind.

The mind being based in the brain, the “mind–body” connection
is really the “brain–body” connection, which turns out not to be mysti-
cal but anatomical. Given anatomical connections between the brain
and other parts of the body, like the legs, the lungs and diaphragm,
the heart and blood vessels, and the immune system, things that the
brain does, like thinking or feeling, might affect the function of other
parts of the body that are doing other things, like circulating blood or
fighting a virus. The ultimate question in the context of this book, of
course, is whether the thoughts and feelings that occur in the optimis-
tic brain create an optimistic, healthy body.

MAKING THE CONNECTION

The fact is, the brain is connected to other organ systems in myriad
ways. Communications from the brain travel neurologically—that is,
directly through nerves—and endocrinologically, through the blood-
stream via molecular messengers. We are most aware of the connec-
tion between the brain and the rest of the body when we undertake
voluntary movement. When I want to type a word, my brain sends a
signal via motor neurons to my fingers, and they press the appropri-
ate keys (most of the time). When I want a drink of water, I stand up
and go to the sink, and I get a drink of water.

There are also connections from the brain to other body parts
that affect involuntary functions (such as what the digestive system
and the kidneys do with the water I drank), and the brain controls
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those systems as well. There is a special branch of the nervous system
that sends messages from the brain that control many involuntary
functions. This branch, the autonomic nervous system, controls activi-
ties such as respiratory rate, heart rate, digestion, blood flow (via con-
striction and expansion of blood vessels), and perspiration. There are
two branches of the autonomic nervous system: one that coordinates
these functions to meet short-term demands on the body (the sympa-
thetic branch) and one to foster long-term projects by the body (the
parasympathetic branch). To understand the nature of these projects
and demands, think about the circumstances under which the sympa-
thetic and parasympathetic branches of the nervous system devel-
oped, when goals didn’t have to do with meeting deadlines or keeping
the house clean, but with survival itself. Long-term goals included
finding food, shelter, and mates, for example. Under most circum-
stances, these goals would take priority. Sometimes, however, you
might have had to abandon the pursuit of those goals to meet short-
term demands. These demands would take precedence because if you
didn’t deal with them immediately, you would be dead, and the long-
term goals would therefore be superfluous. Dead men not only tell no
tales; they also have a very difficult time finding food, shelter, and—
perhaps especially—mates. Short-term demands might be imposed by
predators who want to make progress toward their food goals by eat-
ing you, storms or floods that can drown you, or even other humans
who want your food, shelter, and mate and are willing to hit you in
the head with a club to get them.

When facing these kinds of short-term demands, you basically
have two behavioral options: fight or flee. These options engender
the famous term fight or flight. The fight-or-flight response occurs
when the autonomic nervous system shifts to sympathetic responses
to meet short-term demands. Respiration and heart rate increase,
blood vessels in the viscera (internal organs such as the intestines and
liver) and the distant extremities (like fingers) constrict, blood vessels
in the heart and large muscles dilate, and sweating increases. All of
these changes occur so the parts of the body you will use to fight or
flee—the large muscles—are getting lots of blood carrying oxygen and
nutrients, and the parts of the body you don’t really need at the
moment aren’t using up as much. For example, energy can be redi-
rected from digestion to meet the physical demands of fighting or
fleeing.

The brain uses the endocrine system to help in fight or flight as
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well. The endocrine system usually works on long-term physical proj-
ects, releasing substances into the bloodstream that direct metabolic
rate, sexual development, growth, and so on. When long-term proj-
ects are put on hold to meet short-term fight-or-flight demands, the
brain instead causes the release of a hormone called cortisol. The main
effect of cortisol is to cause the liver (among other sites) to provide
glucose, the source of energy that the heart and large muscles will
burn in fighting or fleeing.

Through these changes in the autonomic nervous system and the
endocrine system, the body maintains allostasis. Many people are
familiar with the idea of homeostasis, the maintenance of physiologi-
cal competence through stability—keeping a steady blood pressure,
for example. Allostasis means maintaining physiological competence
through change rather than stability—raising blood pressure to fight
or flee, for example, and then lowering blood pressure again when
the crisis is over. In a perfect allostatic world, the body responds to
short-term demands when needed and reverts to long-term projects
otherwise, maintaining allostatic balance. In modern life, however,
short-term demands are the exception rather than the rule. Rather
than predators or storms, we are more likely to be confronting social
conflicts, stressful jobs, or chronic illnesses. Rather than allostatic bal-
ance, these demands result in allostatic load, in which the body’s typi-
cal short-term response to short-term demands persists long-term.
When the same changes that are helpful in meeting short-term
demands occur over long periods of time, they can be damaging to
health. For example, higher blood pressure caused by sympathetic
nervous system activity can, over long periods of time, damage blood
vessels and lead to atherosclerosis (hardening of the arteries), heart
attack, and stroke. Higher cortisol over long periods of time sup-
presses the immune system, damages parts of the brain, and reduces
insulin sensitivity, potentially leading to adult-onset diabetes, among
other negative consequences.

Optimism comes into the picture because—as I argued in previ-
ous chapters—optimism is psychologically beneficial in lots of ways,
including its influence on how people deal with stress. When social
conflicts, stressful jobs, or chronic illnesses befall them, the optimists
are more likely to address those situations actively and therefore lose
fewer net resources compared with pessimists—that is, optimists expe-
rience less stress. If long-term stress negatively affects health via
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immune suppression or high blood pressure, and optimism can
reduce the amount of stress that people experience, then optimism
should be one of those aspects of the mind that positively affect the
body.

OPTIMISM EMBODIED

A number of studies have examined whether optimists benefit physi-
cally from their beliefs in a positive future. These studies have looked
at whether optimism is of benefit when health is challenged by heart
disease, cancer, or HIV. That is, does someone who is optimistic live
longer with cancer or HIV or recover better from cardiac surgery?
Based on folk wisdom, the answer seems obvious. People with a “posi-
tive attitude” or “will to live” recover better and survive longer.1 Scien-
tific wisdom also points to a potential benefit specifically from
dispositional optimism. Anatomical connections between the brain
and the cardiovascular, endocrine, and immune systems mean that
optimistic beliefs that reduce stress—and therefore the stress-related
changes in the brain—could also affect allostatic load and health. For
example, better-regulated cortisol predicts longer survival with breast
cancer. If optimism reduces stress and improves cortisol regulation,
perhaps optimistic women with breast cancer will survive longer.

One of the earliest studies to examine the health effects of opti-
mism was published in 1989 and tested whether optimism could pre-
dict recovery from surgery—the health outcome that had interested
me so much as an undergraduate just a couple of years before. In this
case, the surgery was coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG,
pronounced “cabbage”). CABG surgery becomes necessary when
atherosclerotic plaques obstruct the arteries that supply blood to the
heart. Surgeons typically take vessels from the leg and, after stopping
the heart, use them to reroute blood around the blockage. These
bypasses provide better blood flow to the heart. CABG is a major sur-
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gery that lasts several hours, requires several days in the hospital for
acute recovery, and takes several months for complete recovery.
Nonetheless, it usually offers good relief from cardiac symptoms such
as chest pain, and so it is performed rather frequently. Over a half-
million CABG operations were performed in the United States in
2001.

This study followed about 50 men undergoing CABG surgery
through the surgery and the 6 months afterward. In the short term,
during the surgery, optimists showed fewer indications of damage to
their hearts—a serious surgical complication—than did pessimists.
These indications were limited to subtle changes in a cardiac enzyme,
except for the most pessimistic person in the group. He showed more
serious indications of heart damage (changes in his EKG during the
procedure that indicated a possible heart attack). In the longer term,
during the days after the surgery, the more optimistic men were up
and walking around their hospital rooms sooner than their more pes-
simistic counterparts, which is important because it reduces the risk
of blood clots, and the staff members in charge of cardiac rehabilita-
tion rated optimists’ progress more advanced. (The staff did not know
who was an optimist and who was a pessimist in terms of question-
naire scores, although they may have observed signs that a man was
optimistic or pessimistic, such as his outlook on the future and atti-
tude toward rehabilitation, while working with him.)

In the even longer term, after 6 months, optimistic men were
more likely to have resumed exercise, more quickly returned to their
recreational activities, and had fewer cardiac symptoms. From the
beginning of the surgical process to the end, men who were more
optimistic had advantages over less optimistic men. Very likely, as the
preceding chapters have illustrated, their optimistic beliefs helped
them to cope better with the challenges of rehabilitation and to make
the most of their social networks, social comparisons, and social sup-
port. The accompanying reduction in stress would reduce unneces-
sary demands on the heart (that is, allostatic load). Moreover, because
they were the first to start recovery, optimistic men probably worked
harder on recovery goals, which ranged from walking to participating
in recreational activities.

Over the next decade, more studies appeared showing the bene-
fits of optimism after CABG surgery. The initial CABG study was fol-
lowed by a second study of over 200 patients (this time both men and
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women) that reported that the most pessimistic quarter of these
patients were more than three times more likely than the most opti-
mistic quarter to be rehospitalized for reasons related to coronary
artery disease—the reason they had to have CABG surgery in the first
place. Another research group found that 8 months after CABG sur-
gery, patients (both men and women) who were more optimistic had
less chest pain, experienced less negative mood like anxiety and
depression, and were more satisfied with their activity levels, sexual
functioning, and life in general.

New studies also showed that optimism could be beneficial after
a less invasive kind of cardiac surgery: in this case, “roto-rooter” sur-
gery (also known to the persnickety as percutaneous transluminal coro-
nary angioplasty), in which a balloon is inflated inside the coronary
arteries to move the blockage aside rather than running a bypass
around it. People in the bottom third of an index combining various
psychologically beneficial beliefs (including optimism) were three
times more likely to have a new coronary event within 6 months of
their original surgery than people who were in the top third. That is,
optimistic people were less likely to need a repeat of the roto-rooter
surgery, to need bypass surgery, to have a heart attack, or to die of
coronary artery disease. Furthermore, over the 4 years following the
original surgery, people who were more optimistic had fewer coro-
nary events.

Even those who had a heart transplant, the most extreme cardiac
surgery, benefited from optimism. Consistent with the CABG and
angioplasty studies, transplant recipients who were more optimistic
recovered from their surgery better and took medications to prevent
rejection of the heart more reliably, and although both optimistic and
pessimistic patients developed infections, the average pessimist’s first
infection occurred 61 days after surgery, whereas the average opti-
mist’s first infection was 126 days after surgery.

Although one recent study did not find that optimism was associ-
ated with the length of hospital stay after CABG or valve replacement,
the bulk of these studies have found that optimistic cardiac patients
ultimately do better than pessimistic cardiac patients. A skeptic could
argue that those who were in better shape before surgery (for exam-
ple, as indicated by less pain or fewer blockages of the coronary arter-
ies) would be most optimistic and that being in better health before
surgery leads to both optimism and better health after surgery. That
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is, better health is both cause for optimism and a predictor of better
recovery; optimism does not cause better recovery.2 The evidence,
however, says otherwise. First, all these studies statistically equated
patients on their presurgical status, so the results come from testing
the effects of optimism given equal presurgical health. Second, the
transplant study takes advantage of a phenomenon called “clean
slate.” In essence, a heart transplant gives each patient a new start,
because the amount of disease in the old heart is not really relevant to
how well the patient does after the transplant (after all, the diseased
heart is now gone). Even with the clean slate, expectations for recov-
ery before the transplant predicted health after the transplant.

Optimism is also associated with better outcomes in a very differ-
ent domain: pregnancy. As it turns out, stress during pregnancy
affects not only the mother’s psychological well-being but also the
development of her baby. Mothers who have stressful pregnancies
produce excess stress hormones like cortisol, and these stress hor-
mones can contribute to early labor, which produces smaller babies,
and inhibit fetal growth so that even full-term babies are smaller.
Smaller babies, in turn, have a higher risk for health problems.3 Two
studies that included over 300 women found that mothers who were
more optimistic benefited in that their pregnancies were longer and,
after equating pregnancy length, their babies were bigger.

As in the cardiac surgery studies, optimism benefitted physical
health; in this case, it contributed to longer pregnancies and bigger
babies. These studies also showed that optimism reduced the amount
of stress experienced in the latter part of pregnancy, which could
reduce the amount of stress hormones produced. One of the studies
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also showed that optimistic mothers exercised more, which helped
contribute to their longer pregnancies. Like the optimistic cardiac
patients, optimistic pregnant women were both less stressed and
more physically active, and their relaxed, active approaches to preg-
nancy helped them and their babies be healthier. As in the cardiac lit-
erature, an exception exists—optimism and stress didn’t predict out-
comes in early pregnancy as well as they did in later pregnancy—but
the preponderance of the evidence supports optimism as beneficial.

THE OTHER SHOE DROPS

For cardiac patients and pregnant women, optimism seems to make
a positive contribution to recovery and health. What about other
health problems such as cancer and AIDS? Studies of cancer patients
yield much less consistent evidence of a beneficial effect. Three stud-
ies have examined whether optimism affects survival with cancer,
and each produced different results: one study found that optimism
increased survival for some people but not others, one study found
that optimism did not increase survival at all, and one study found
that optimism did increase survival. The first study, published in
1996, included patients with diverse cancers (breast, lung, head or
neck, gynecologic, prostate, colorectal, and gastrointestinal, among
others). Eight months after the beginning of the study, almost 30%
of these patients had died. The question was, were optimists more
likely than pessimists to survive? The answer was yes, but only
among the youngest patients, those under 60 years of age. Among
these younger patients, survivors were about two-thirds as pessi-
mistic4 as those who died. However, among older patients, those
who died and those who survived over the 8 months of the study
were equally pessimistic.

A second study, published in 2003, also suggested that optimism
could prolong survival with cancer. This study focused only on head
and neck cancer. One year after the study began, almost half of the
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original 101 patients had died. The study showed that the most pessi-
mistic patients (those who would be categorized as very to moderately
pessimistic) were the most likely to die: 2 out of 3 had died after a
year. Patients who were moderately to very optimistic, on the other
hand, were less likely to die: only 2 out of 5 had died after a year.
These survival rates indicate that pessimists were over 50% more
likely to die during the 1-year study period compared with their opti-
mistic counterparts.

The third study, published in 2004, focused on lung cancer
patients. The advantage of the study was a very long follow-up period
of several years, as opposed to a year or less in the previous studies.
Over that period, 96% of the 179 patients in the study died, and the
study focused on how long people lived. For the first couple of years
after the study started, it looked as if very optimistic people had a sur-
vival advantage over moderately optimistic or pessimistic people. At
year, about 75% of very optimistic people were alive compared with
about 60% of moderately optimistic and pessimistic people; at 2 years,
about 35% of very optimistic people were alive compared with about
25% of moderately optimistic and pessimistic people. However, by 3
years, only 20–25% of all groups were still alive, so being optimistic
did not confer an advantage over the long term.

Apparently some people had been waiting for the other opti-
mism shoe to drop and therefore had what could only be described as
gleeful reactions to the results of the lung cancer study. I got a photo-
copy of an article from the Wall Street Journal with a happy note
attached from one of my faculty colleagues that proclaimed, “There is
hope for curmudgeons like myself.” The title of the article: “Fighting
Cancer with a Frown: Research Questions Role of Optimism in Beat-
ing the Disease: ‘The Tyranny of Positive Thinking.’ ” Newsweek
weighed in with an article on its website called “The Trouble with
Optimism.”

Were the tough headlines warranted? On one hand, it would be
easy to discount a single study that failed to support a survival advan-
tage for optimists. You will notice that I did exactly that a few pages
back with the one cardiac surgery study and the one pregnancy study
that failed to show benefits of optimism. Science is like sports in this
way: in any given study, like any given game, anything can happen. It
usually doesn’t, but the possibility of an underdog having a good day
against the favorite exists in science as in sports.5 No one study is per-
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fect, and so no one study reveals the whole truth. So, even given this
one finding that optimism doesn’t increase cancer survival, there are
arguments in favor of optimism being beneficial: First, the study did
not show that “fighting cancer with a frown” made pessimists health-
ier or live longer. It only showed that there was not a large survival
benefit to optimism. No study to my knowledge has shown a survival
advantage to pessimism. Fighting cancer with a frown does not help,
although it might not always hurt very much. Second, the earliest
study, which studied several different kinds of cancers, suggested that
the advantage of optimism is greatest in younger people. Why? It
could be that cancer poses a greater threat to younger people’s goals
and resources (for example, the possibility that they might not see
their young children grow up) and is therefore more stressful for
them. If stress is a bigger issue for younger people than for older peo-
ple, optimism may be more important in influencing survival. It could
also be that cancer in younger people is biologically different from
that in older people and so differently susceptible to stress hormones,
for example. Most people (75%) in the head and neck cancer study
were under age 65, but only about half of the people in the lung can-
cer study were under age 65. Perhaps the age difference between the
samples affected the outcomes of these two studies. Third, maybe
lung cancer is the wrong kind of cancer to study. Cancer is actually
not one disease, but dozens of different diseases. Some of them are
more influenced by the autonomic nervous system, the endocrine sys-
tem, and the immune system than others, and perhaps lung cancer is
one of those that is not influenced very much.

Despite these very good arguments, it would be premature to dis-
miss the lung cancer study. You have to take the inconsistency seri-
ously because there is another disease for which optimism has incon-
sistent results as well: HIV infection. In a way, inconsistency in the
HIV literature has to be taken even more seriously than that in the
cancer literature because alternative sources of inconsistency in the
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cancer literature (for example, those arising from the type of cancer
studied) are not issues when studying HIV. Although HIV makes peo-
ple vulnerable to a lot of different diseases, the underlying pathology
is the same. HIV infects immune cells called helper T cells or CD4 T
cells, which conduct or direct the immune system. As the disease pro-
gresses, fewer and fewer of these cells survive, leaving the rest of the
immune system aimlessly sitting around waiting for instructions. As a
consequence, infections are able to run rampant and, eventually, kill
the infected person.

The argument for why optimism should be protective against
HIV progression is the same as for other diseases: optimism leads to
less resource loss and therefore less stress, and because stress acceler-
ates HIV progression, optimism should slow HIV progression. How-
ever, even more frequently than in cancer studies, dispositional opti-
mism does not seem to benefit health in HIV studies. In one study of
HIV-infected men, dispositional optimism was unrelated to how fast
helper T cells declined over 2 years. In another study, dispositional
optimism was unrelated to how long HIV-infected men survived after
they were diagnosed with AIDS.6

Most recently, optimism’s potential for benefit in HIV has been
rehabilitated a little bit. A study of HIV-infected patients in Los
Angeles public health clinics found somewhat more promising results
in a more heterogeneous group (for example, women were included)
that separated out the effects of pessimism and optimism in predict-
ing changes in the amount of HIV virus in the bloodstream (viral
load) and the number of helper T cells over about 18 months. In this
group, lower pessimism predicted lower viral load. Higher optimism
predicted higher numbers of helper T cells, but only up to the point
of moderate optimism. Being very optimistic did not offer any advan-
tage over being moderately optimistic. This study was the first to show
a health advantage for optimists with HIV; another study has recently
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also found higher optimism to predict higher numbers of T cells in a
diverse sample.

One rule of thumb for the scientific literature is that the more
robust an effect is (for example, the effect of optimism on health), the
more often it should show up. To return to the sports analogy, when a
team is very strong, although it will occasionally lose, it should beat its
opponent most of the time. On the other hand, if the team is not very
strong, it should win only occasionally. In sports, one way to judge the
strength of a team is by seeing how often it wins. In science, one indi-
cator of the strength of an effect is how often it shows up. In the case
of optimism, a benefit shows up more often than not for heart dis-
ease, especially in recovery from surgery, and for pregnancy, suggest-
ing that optimism has a fairly strong beneficial effect on these condi-
tions. For cancer, however, the home team won only two out of three
games (and one of those might be better characterized as a draw), and
for HIV, only two out of four. Because of the work I do, I can’t help
noticing that the more the immune system gets involved (essentially
in HIV, sometimes in cancer, and more peripherally in heart disease
and pregnancy), the less beneficial optimism is for you.

CAN OPTIMISM SUPPRESS IMMUNITY?

That brings me to the second reason I could not immediately dismiss
the new cancer findings. I study the effects of optimism on the
immune system, and I know optimism has unusual effects on immu-
nity. This is not a conclusion I came to easily. When I first began to
study optimism and the immune system, I started with the premise
that I keep coming back to in this chapter: stress has negative effects
on health, including the immune system; optimism predicts less
stress; therefore, optimism should protect against negative effects on
the immune system.

In my first study on this topic (my dissertation research at
UCLA), I found evidence for exactly that. First-year law students who
were more optimistic before they started law school had higher num-
bers of immune cells and more effective cells than students who were
more pessimistic. This was mainly true for optimism about law school:
the more students thought they would be successful in law school and
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achieve what they wanted, the more helper T cells they had, the better
tumor-killing ability their natural killer cells had, and (to a lesser
extent) the more cytotoxic T cells they had.7 Dispositional optimism
was less beneficial than law school optimism, predicting only slightly
higher numbers of cytotoxic T cells. This was the first published study
to report a relationship between optimism, stress, and the immune
system in healthy people, and it was well received in the scientific
community and in the popular press.

Flush with this success, when I started as a new faculty member at
the University of Kentucky, I was eager to continue in this line of
research, so I collected some preliminary data on a class of first-year
law students and went to work applying for research funding for a
large study of optimism and immunity, using these preliminary data
to demonstrate that my ideas were sound and I was capable of collect-
ing this kind of data. Analyzing those data, however, was somewhat
dismaying. Optimism and immune function were related in the UK
law students, but the relationship was not as strong as in the UCLA
law students. I thought about that a lot. Why? Was there some differ-
ence between UK students and UCLA students that made optimism
more important at UCLA than it was at UK?

My first (and, we shall see, lucky) guess was that perhaps UCLA
recruited students nationwide, whereas UK recruited more local stu-
dents. Maybe when students had to move far away from home, they
had to rely more on their own optimism to adjust to law school,
because they had left resources like social networks back home. I went
back to my UK sample and separated the students into those who had
moved away to go to law school and those who were already living
nearby. Sure enough, for the students who had moved away, the
strong relationship between optimism and the immune system re-
emerged. Hooray! I had figured it out. Optimism predicted better
immune function—in this case, response to an immune challenge in
the skin—but mostly among students who had to rely on their opti-
mism to cope with the stress of law school.

Still waiting for that other shoe? I had imagined that for students
with more access to social resources because of their proximity to
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friends and family, the relationship between optimism and immunity
would be trivial. Pessimistic students would have social resources to
make up for their lack of optimism. That would explain the small
effects I had found in the entire sample. Good-sized effect (among
students who moved) + trivial effect (among students who did not
move) = small effect (in the sample as a whole).

Boy, was I wrong. Not only was there an effect among the stu-
dents who were already living nearby, but it was strong, and it was neg-
ative. That is, students who went to law school in their hometowns
had worse immunity when they were more optimistic. This, despite the
fact that they were not only optimistic but also had social resources
close at hand.

Now, the possibility existed that this negative relationship was a
fluke. Even the underdog can win the game under the right condi-
tions. So I went back to my original data from UCLA. Surprisingly,
there were more students who were already living in Los Angeles than
I had remembered, so my initial guess (UK students were more likely
to go to law school near home than UCLA students) was wrong
(about an equal proportion stayed home in both samples). However,
my “fluke” finding turned out to be no fluke at all. At UCLA,
dispositionally optimistic students who stayed home had fewer helper
T cells than pessimists; and the reverse was true of students who
moved away.

I am not the only person to observe diverse effects of optimism
on the immune system. Two other studies have found essentially the
same thing outside law school. The first study was a laboratory study
that was mostly about the ability to control stress: in this case, intermit-
tent blasts of white noise. One group in this study could control the
noise by pressing a button sequence (which they had to discover for
themselves). The second group couldn’t control the noise, but they
thought they could, because they had the buttons and no one had
told them they couldn’t. The third group couldn’t control the noise,
and they had no buttons. They knew they had to, as the experiment-
ers instructed them, “just sit and listen to the noise.” The main find-
ing of the study was that when people could control the noise, the
noise had no effect on their immune systems. Believing they could
control the noise was nearly as good. Only when they could not con-
trol the noise did the stress adversely affect their immune systems (in
this case, natural killer cells).
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Tucked away at the very end of the research report was an inter-
esting tidbit: the way optimism affected these changes. When people
had control over the noise, either real or illusory, optimism had the
“expected” relationship with the immune system, so that people who
were more optimistic had higher natural killer cell numbers than
those who were more pessimistic. However, the reverse was true when
there was no control—people who were more optimistic had lower
natural killer cell numbers than those who were more pessimistic.
Optimism was protective against the stress’s effect on the immune sys-
tem, but only when dealing with the stress was easy. When dealing
with the stress was difficult, optimism made people more immunolog-
ically vulnerable.

Another paper studied the effects of everyday stresses on
women’s T cell counts. Again, optimism had an unexpected effect.
When stresses lasted less than 1 week, optimism had the “usual”
effect: more optimism equaled more T cells. However, if the stress
lasted more than 1 week, the reverse was again true. Optimistic
women had fewer T cells than pessimistic women with this longer-
lasting stress. As in the laboratory study, it looked as if optimism was
beneficial only when things were easy (that is, stress resolved quickly).
When things were hard (that is, stress did not resolve quickly), opti-
mists were vulnerable.

RUNNING ON EMPTY

Both of these papers had an explanation for why optimists were vul-
nerable: their positive future didn’t come true. The researchers
thought that when optimistic people encountered difficult situations
in which they couldn’t control stress or make it end within a short
period of time, they basically fell apart and their immune systems suf-
fered.

This explanation made no sense to me for two very basic reasons.
First, optimistic people typically do very well psychologically under all
kinds of stress. Second, some studies had actually looked at what hap-
pens to optimists when things go wrong, typically in the context of
bad medical news. In one study, optimism was measured before cou-
ples underwent in vitro fertilization procedures. Now, usually by the
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time a couple undergoes infertility treatment, the partners are highly
invested, both emotionally and financially, in conceiving a baby. How-
ever, the procedures are far from fail-safe, because only one out of
three in vitro fertilization attempts succeeds and the odds are worse
the older the prospective mom is (according to the American Preg-
nancy Association, less than 1 in 10 if she is over 40 years old). Most
important for the question of optimism, it’s a basically uncontrollable
procedure because little the prospective parents can do will affect
their odds of conceiving. If optimists are likely to fall apart under
uncontrollable stress, this is the place it should show up. What the
study actually found was that optimistic people were more resilient
when in vitro attempts failed. The pessimistic people—those who
didn’t believe in a positive future to start with—were nonetheless the
ones who were most depressed when that positive future failed to
manifest.

If disappointment wasn’t the answer, I had to figure out why opti-
mistic students close to their friends and family would have worse
immunity. This effect goes against the whole idea that optimism and
social resources provide double protection, because in this case they
seemed to cancel each other out. The best clue came from my oldest
data. Before I did my dissertation, I collected some questionnaires
from law students about what they found most stressful about law
school. Here is the Law School Top 7 Most Stressful Things list:

7. Difficulty of subject matter
6. Not enough time for recreation
5. Not enough time for family and friends
4. Infrequency or lack of feedback
3. Not enough time to cover all the material
2. Not knowing how to prepare or study the material
1. Amount of time required for studying

Obviously, there are some aspects of law school that are just about law
school: the material is hard (#7), and it comes in a form that most stu-
dents are seeing for the first time (legal documents) and in language
that they don’t understand (what the heck does res ipsa loquitor mean?)
(#2). If you want a good description of how unnerving this can be,
especially for students who mastered the material in their undergrad-
uate courses with a relative degree of ease and hence got into law
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school, read Scott Turow’s account of his first year at Harvard Law
School, One L. Here is how he describes the disconcerting experience
of trying to learn legal material:

It’s obvious, in looking back, that one of the things which made me feel
most at sea initially was the fact that I barely understood much of what I
was reading or hearing. . . . What we were going through seemed like a
kind of Berlitz assault in “Legal,” a language I didn’t speak and in which
I was being forced to read and think sixteen hours a day.

Another aspect of law school that is particularly difficult for first-
semester law students is the fact that they generally don’t get any
grades until their final exam (#4). Again, most of these students are
used to getting almost all A’s in their classes (if not straight A’s). Now
they are struggling with the material, they’re not sure if they’re get-
ting it right, and they won’t find out until it’s too late to do anything
about their grades (that is, after final exams). Not knowing whether
they’re going to get a good grade particularly stresses first-year stu-
dents because first-year grades have a big impact on some stepping
stones to a good job after graduation: getting on the law review (the
editorial board of the school’s legal journal) or getting a good job for
the summer between first and second years. Even worse, law school
professors grade on a strict curve, which means that only a certain
percentage of students will get A’s regardless of how well or poorly
the class performs as a whole. This causes students to wonder not
only about their own mastery of the material, but also about how they
stack up against everyone else. As we’ve seen, sometimes these kinds
of social comparisons can be beneficial (upward inspiration or down-
ward consolation), but other times they can be devastating (upward
and downward threat).

These are important aspects of why law school is stressful, but the
thing that really sticks out about the law school Top 7 list is time.
Because the material is difficult and there is a lot of it, law students
spend an average of 40 hours a week studying outside class. (To get
an idea of just how much time that is, 40 hours translates to 4 hours
every weeknight and 10 hours per day on weekends.) Free time is
almost unheard of. Hence, a lot of law school stress comes from the
fact that there are only so many hours in the day, and it’s hard to fit
law school time demands (#1, #3) with any kind of life outside law
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school (#5, #6). Here is how one of the law students in my study
described the weeks leading up to finals:

The most stressful part has, obviously, been preparing for finals, just
because for weeks straight, all you do is get up as soon as you can in the
morning and open a book. And you read all day long, every day, until
you finally actually get to go in and take the test. And I think that’s one
of the most stressful things because especially at the end of the semester,
everybody else is doing other things, getting ready for Christmas, that
kind of thing. But you are studying from the time you wake up in the
morning until you go to bed at night. That was the most stressful thing.

And here is where the difficulty comes in, because (as you already
know) although doing well in law school is often a law student’s top
goal, it’s not his only goal. Especially if the student is optimistic, it’s
not even his only top goal. Law students, like anyone, want some time
to play sports, go to the movies, go out with their friends, or spend
time with their families. The result is conflict between law-school
goals and non-law-school goals, but the degree of conflict varies
depending on whether students move away from home to go to law
school. For students who do move away from home to go to law
school, that process has already forced them to change a lot about
their goals, particularly with regard to spending time with friends and
family. Instead of having a goal to go out with friends every weekend,
a relocated student’s goal might have changed to keeping in contact
with old friends via e-mail. Those two goals make very different
demands on time. As a result, law students who move away from
home escape some of the conflict between their goals that comes
from the limited amount of time they have to spend on anything
other than law school. Law students who don’t move away from
home, on the other hand, experience higher levels of conflict, and
these were exactly the students for whom optimism seemed to have a
negative effect on immunity.

It occurred to me that trying to keep up with both law school and
extracurricular goals would be exhausting. Yet that is exactly what you
would expect optimists to do. If the critical quality of optimists is
engagement with their goals, what I was seeing in these law students
was likely to be the physical cost of that engagement and persistence
when pursuing conflicting goals.
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Imagine being in your first semester of law school. You have your
law school demands, but you also have a group of friends who get
together every Thursday night to drink beer and throw darts; you play
in the community band, which rehearses on Wednesday night (in fact,
the reason darts night is on Thursday is to accommodate your
rehearsals); and your parents live 30 minutes away and are used to
seeing you about every other weekend. What can you do? Here are
three options:

1. Just do it. Do as much of these things as you possibly can.
Even though you might have to cut back on some of your
activities, and you run yourself down sometimes, you do as
much as is humanly possible.

2. Don’t work so hard at law school. Decide that it isn’t really
worth it to spend time every day in the library, and certainly
not every weekend.

3. Give up a lot of your activities. Quit the band, cut back on
darts night (sometimes, you might show up for a little while at
the very end), and see your parents only once a month. It’s
the only way to get all that law school studying done and still
have downtime.

If you believe a positive future is not only possible but probable,
aren’t you likely to choose the first option? Optimists have high
expectations for their academic achievements, so they are not likely to
give up on law school (option #2); they also, as we saw in Chapter 4,
prioritize social goals, so they are not likely to give up on their social
activities (option #3). They are likely to be profligate with their basic
resources—time and energy—in order to protect the resources they
have already invested in: status (achievement in law school) and social
connection (close ties with friends, family, and fellow musicians).
Spend your energetic resources too profligately, however, and your
immune system may pay the price.

Not long ago, a woman who heard me speak at a medical school
function asked me to explain better how optimists could be immuno-
suppressed. I asked her to name the most stressful thing she had done
lately, and she said it was remodeling the bathroom. I probably don’t
have to tell you that remodeling is exactly the kind of thing that you
would never undertake if you were not optimistic. Anyone who has
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been through a remodel knows that it’s extremely painful, takes twice
as long as it was supposed to, and costs three times as much. Still, if
you believe that your new bathroom will be a great thing, you are will-
ing to pay the literal and metaphorical costs in the short run to bene-
fit in the long run with long soaks in your new tub.

Perhaps a less silly example comes from a colleague of mine. Dur-
ing one phone conversation, she apologized for not having been in
touch earlier and explained she was a little busy. Well, that was an
understatement. It turns out she was teaching a new class (which takes
a huge amount of preparation), working on her house (okay, maybe
there’s a theme there), and trying to change the care situation for her
mother, who suffered from dementia, which involved visiting and
interviewing a lot of potential facilities. After reciting this litany of
demands, she paused for a second, and then she said, “But it’s all
going to be great when it gets worked out.” The ultimate optimistic
statement. She shows clearly that an optimist will go to stressful and
draining lengths to realize the positive futures she envisions.

On the other hand, if you believe that a positive future is
unlikely, you’re more likely to try to avoid pursuing goals when the
process is, or is likely to be, stressful and draining. If you’re a pessi-
mistic law student, you’ll give up on law school, extramural activities,
or some of both so as not to exhaust yourself. Why would you run
yourself down for a negative future? Sure, you give up on your poten-
tial success in law school, your social connections, or some of both.
But at least your immune system still works well!

OPTIMISM AND HEALTH:
IS THERE AN ENERGY CRISIS?

It begins to look as if the one resource an optimistic law student will
willingly part with is energy. If optimists are typically misers when it
comes to spending their other resources, they are positively extrava-
gant when it comes to spending energy to keep those other resources
going. Unfortunately, the things the body does when it runs low on
energy are not always pretty.

For one thing, the immune system is an energy guzzler, and ani-
mals from bumblebees to prairie voles suffer decreases in immune
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function when energy sources (either external, such as food sources,
or internal, such as fat stores) are low. When there’s not enough
energy to go around, essential systems such as the brain and heart
take precedence, because, although it’s a gamble, you might be able
to survive without a fully functional immune system but not without a
brain to operate the rest of your body or a heart to pump the blood
that keeps it going.

A key term here is fully functional. This redirection of energy
away from the immune system is presumed to be an evolved mecha-
nism, and so it should occur in circumstances in which it would even-
tually promote survival and reproduction. Mouse studies confirm this,
showing that goals that would promote reproduction and survival—
competing for a mate, taking care of pups, and even defending
resources like nest boxes and shelves—can take priority over the
immune system when it comes to dividing up a finite store of energy.
This makes perfect evolutionary sense. After all, just sitting around
having a perfect immune system is not a very good strategy for evolu-
tionary fitness, which depends on the number and quality of your off-
spring. On the other hand, if the immune system is compromised too
much and you get sick and die, those pups aren’t going to last very
long either. Enough energy has to be taken away from the immune
system to maximize opportunities, but not so much that it’s likely to
kill you. Consistent with this balance, even among our optimistic stu-
dents with high levels of conflict, not one has gotten deathly ill or
dropped dead. Maybe the optimistic students are living on the edge,
immunologically speaking, but every one has managed to keep a safe
distance from the precipice. Immunosuppression might not be the
ideal state of affairs, but it might just be the best choice under the cir-
cumstances.

For some people, however, this choice might not be as optimal.
The bad news about the immune system is that it ages relatively
quickly. As we progress through our 50s, 60s, 70s, and, we hope,
beyond, our immune systems become less and less responsive. We
become more and more vulnerable to infectious diseases such as
influenza and pneumonia. Older adults get priority for flu shots for
exactly this reason. With regard to optimism, the cancer survival stud-
ies suggest that optimism may be healthier for younger than older
people. One possible explanation for this difference is that older peo-
ple’s immune systems have a more difficult time absorbing energetic
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costs and living on the immunological edge. Furthermore, the evolu-
tion of the mechanism that diverts energy away from the immune sys-
tem to pursue other goals could not have been slowed if it was harm-
ful only to older people whose reproductive years were mostly behind
them. By the time such a mechanism started to be costly to health, the
genes that directed it would have already been passed on to the next
generation.

In addition to immunosuppression, low energy may have detri-
mental effects on the body if it causes cortisol release. Psycho-
physiologists are accustomed to equating cortisol production with
stress, because that’s the primary context in which we study cortisol
release. Because cortisol is a fight-or-flight hormone, it is also correct
to call it a stress hormone. However, this limited definition gets away
from the basic function of cortisol, which is not to provide fighting or
fleeing per se but to promote glucose release and therefore provide
energy. The body needs more energy during stressful times, but there
are other such times as well. For example, when experiments varied
the number of hours that healthy people slept, higher cortisol produc-
tion also occurred after sleep restriction. When energy had not been
fully restored by sleep, more cortisol was produced to compensate.

The anagram persistence study that Lise and I conducted (see
Chapter 2) demonstrated cortisol release in response to energetic
demands. Recall that we found that students who were more optimis-
tic worked quite a bit longer on the anagrams than those who were
more pessimistic (about 50% longer on the first, unsolvable anagram
and about 20% longer on all the anagrams put together). The primary
question we hoped the experiment would answer was whether dis-
positional optimism would predict persistence the way that specific
expectancies had in the original persistence studies, which it did. We
had another question, though, and that was whether optimistic persis-
tence came at a physiological cost.

By the time we started to plan the anagram study, I had already
observed an immunological cost to optimism in the law students and
in a laboratory study of law and medical students as well. In that
study, two graduate students and I looked at the relationship of opti-
mism to immune function under easy and difficult circumstances.
Easy circumstances consisted of a brief resting period, and difficult
circumstances consisted of counting backward from ridiculous num-
bers (like 1,317) by other ridiculous numbers (like 7). Furthermore,
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the better the participants did at the difficult task, the more ridicu-
lously difficult it got (count backward from 4,672 by 13), so that they
were never able to master or control the level of difficulty. As in all
the other optimism studies, under easy circumstances optimism was
associated with higher immune function, and under difficult circum-
stances optimism was associated with lower immune function.

I got lucky again8 in that a colleague and one of his graduate stu-
dents were interested in the personalities of people who go to law
school and medical school, and so they had given a broad personality
inventory to all the people in the study. Because we had personality
data, we were able to look at two personality characteristics associated
with optimism. As you’ll recall from Chapter 1, neuroticism is about
being negative, and conscientiousness is about being hardworking
and engaged with goals. If you think of stress as unhappiness and
negativity, then you would predict more signs of stress (such as
immune changes) with greater neuroticism. If you think of stress as
exertion, on the other hand, you would predict more signs of stress
with higher conscientiousness. When we incorporated these other
personality data, the evidence said optimism’s effects were more like
those of conscientiousness than those of neuroticism. The immune
systems of optimistic participants appeared to be suppressed by the
task because they were working harder at it, not because they were
distressed by it.

So, when Lise and I planned the anagram study, we were already
thinking about exertion and energy as the reason optimists some-
times showed more immunosuppression than pessimists. We espe-
cially wanted to see what the physical cost of goal engagement, exer-
tion, and energy expenditure was. After we had measured how long
people worked on the anagrams on their own, we made them go back
and keep working on the ones they had skipped or failed until every-
one had worked for 20 minutes.9 Then we measured their physiologi-
cal recovery from the task. The same people who had shown more
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engagement with the anagram task—self-aware optimists—also had ele-
vated cortisol following the task, which implies the body was trying to
restore the energy spent doing the anagrams.

These laboratory tasks are just snapshots of optimistic behavior,
but they point to something very interesting: Optimists, by working
harder and using more energy, sometimes increase their cortisol lev-
els and decrease their immune function. When it comes to health
effects, it doesn’t matter why you produce cortisol. Cortisol produced
in response to challenging circumstances (effort or exertion) has no
different physical effects from cortisol produced in response to
threatening circumstances (fight or flight). Both will suppress the
immune system, kill brain cells, and so on if produced for long
enough periods of time.

Thinking back, then, the apparent inconsistencies in the relation-
ships between optimism and health may not be inconsistencies at all.
There are, as it turns out, two pathways at work. The pathway that
people (including me) think of first has to do with optimism’s effect
on psychological stress. Optimism tends to promote active coping,
progress toward goals, and maintenance of resources, which in turn
prevent negative mood states, promote positive mood states, and
keep the sociometer needle on “Full.” Avoiding psychological stress
can have physiological benefit, reducing sympathetic activation (in-
creased heart rate, blood pressure, and so on, in preparation for fight
or flight) and cortisol release. The other pathway has to do with the
psychological and behavioral tendencies of optimistic people to be
engaged with and try to overcome challenges, conflicts, and stresses.
This pathway can be energetically costly. If you’re young, healthy, or
both, you can probably absorb this cost. If you’re not, energetic costs
might offset psychological benefits, leading to zero net effect of opti-
mism on health. It all depends on which pathway is acting with the
greatest force and the particular vulnerabilities of the people being
studied.
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CHAPTER SIX

Everything Good, Especially the Bad
Optimists and Their Vulnerabilities

OPTIMISM, n. The doctrine, or belief, that everything is beautiful,
including what is ugly, everything good, especially the bad, and
everything right that is wrong. . . . Being a blind faith, it is inaccessible
to the light of disproof—an intellectual disorder, yielding to no
treatment but death. It is hereditary, but fortunately not contagious.

—Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary, 1911

I find it an interesting paradox that most people are optimists, and at
the same time, they are incredibly willing to believe that optimism is a
setup. The immunosuppression that occurs when optimistic people
vigorously pursue difficult goals indicates that some vulnerability goes
along with optimism, but in my experience the vulnerability is much
less than some people are eager to believe. I try to explain to journal-
ists, for example, that optimists do not get more immunosuppressed
than pessimists because their positive beliefs set them up for a big let-
down. Yet very often the story that comes out includes at least a line
or two about how optimistic people do end up somewhere between
disappointed and devastated when they get, for example, bad medical
news—exactly the opposite of what I try to convey and not what the
scientific literature says.

On the other hand, no personality characteristic is a magic bullet
that will give you an advantage all the time, under every circumstance.
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Every kind of personality characteristic has its Achilles’ heel. When I
look at optimism, I see a set of positive beliefs about the future that
lead to engagement and persistence with goals, which in turn lead to
well-being. Other people see optimism as a set of positive beliefs
about the future that either arise from or lead to denial, ignorance,
and vulnerability and believe that, even if you can get past that vulner-
ability and see engagement and persistence, those qualities aren’t nec-
essarily good either. Perhaps, they speculate, optimists are not so
much persistent as they are stubborn, a quality that can lead to bang-
ing your head against a wall and expending energy fruitlessly, maybe
even compromising your immune system.

Fortunately, there is research evidence to resolve this paradox.
Studies have addressed, first, whether optimistic people pay insuffi-
cient attention to negative information—a risk, a threat, or a sign of
being stalled—and, second, whether optimists keep going when it
would be wiser to stop. These studies mostly show that optimists are
not vulnerable in the ways that skeptics seem inclined to believe they
are, but they also show that there may be some circumscribed ways
in which optimists are more vulnerable. Before charging ahead,
optimist-like, into the next chapters and the ways in which you could
rearrange your life to maximize your optimism and the good qualities
that come along with it, it seems prudent to pause and consider
whether there are costs that come along for the ride.

DO ROSE-COLORED GLASSES
DISTORT YOUR VISION?

To him this is the best of all possible worlds, and the best of all
possible times. He refuses to believe in disorder or evil. . . . But such
inveterate and persistent optimism, though it may show only its
pleasant side in such a character as Emerson’s, is dangerous doctrine
for a people. It degenerates into fatalistic indifference to moral
considerations, and to personal responsibilities. . . .

—A shipboard companion
of American optimist Ralph Waldo Emerson

Optimistic people expect positive futures (Chapter 1) and feel good
about themselves and their lives (Chapter 4). But is that always the
best strategy? Positive beliefs about yourself and your future could
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lead you astray. Believing you’re a good driver could lead you to drive
faster and without a seat belt; believing you’re unlikely to have a heart
attack could make you think you don’t need to exercise or watch what
you eat; and believing you’re unlikely to become an addict could lead
you to experiment with potentially addictive drugs.

More alarming, people are most optimistic about events that can
be controlled by their own behavior, such as getting venereal disease,
diabetes, or sunstroke. These problems can be averted by practicing
safe sex, eating a good diet, exercising, and staying out of the sun.
What if optimistic beliefs about the likelihood that you will have these
problems make you careless? What if your feelings of invulnerability
to sunstroke make you insensible to signs that you’re getting over-
heated and dehydrated? This would lead to a rather ironic conse-
quence of optimism: optimism makes you more likely to experience
exactly the kinds of problems that you could have avoided.

Recall from Chapter 2 that paying attention to a threat and rumi-
nating about a problem can actually protect you. Looking for that
tiger in the bushes or spending time thinking about what’s going
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wrong can, in the best case, lead to avoiding a bloody confrontation
or coming up with a solution to a problem. Likewise, feeling vulnera-
ble to problems increases your worry about them, and worry can lead
to increased interest in changing behavior to reduce the risk (and the
worry). In contrast, people who feel least vulnerable to getting a dis-
ease like venereal disease or cancer are also least interested in getting
written information about how to prevent such diseases. There are
lots of examples of things that you really ought to worry about at least
a little bit, because that worry can motivate you to do things like fill
your gas tank when it’s running low, eat better if your pants are get-
ting too tight, or write more papers if your tenure review is coming
up.

If optimists don’t pay enough attention to signs that their pants
are getting too tight, they might keep hitting the cream puffs until
they can’t get those pants on at all. On the other hand, there are lots
of useful things to do with your attention, and not all of them have to
do with waistbands. Paying either too little or too much attention to
threat can be problematic. Perhaps optimists, although less attentive
than pessimists, pay adequate attention to risks.

The world is full of things that could draw your attention, but if
you paid attention to all the sights and sounds of daily life, you would
quickly become overwhelmed. To prevent this, your brain filters out
those things that appear to be irrelevant and lets things through that
seem important. This is pretty much an unconscious process: you
don’t look at everything and then consciously decide to pay attention
to one thing but not another (dust bunny under sofa, no; bunny
under sofa, yes). Instead, those things that your brain “decides” are
important get through, and those that are irrelevant don’t. Parents
learn this when they sleep through traffic noise, TV noise, and thun-
derstorms, but immediately wake when they hear their child cough in
the next room.1

Do optimists tune in only to positive input from their environ-
ments and filter out all the negative input? Because the attentional fil-
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ter is unconscious, you can’t just ask people whether they pay more
attention to positive or negative things. You have to somehow sneak
in the back door and measure biases in their attention (for example,
the tendency to attend to positive or negative signals) without their
knowledge. There are a number of interesting ways to do this, but
one that intrigued me is called the emotional Stroop test.

The regular Stroop test is a test of how well you can inhibit auto-
matic impulses, a major task of the frontal lobes of your brain. With-
out this ability, you would act on every impulse and generally make an
ass of yourself.2 In the regular Stroop test, you are given a list of color
words written in different colors of ink. When you look at a word,
your automatic response is to say the word—when you see the word
green, you automatically think green. Your charge in the Stroop task,
however, is to inhibit saying the word itself (“green”) and say the color
of the ink the word is printed in (“red”). You have to inhibit your
automatic response and perform an alternate response. This is sur-
prisingly hard. You can try it yourself by writing a longish list of three
or four repeating color words (like green, blue, and red) in different-
colored pens or crayons, without writing words in the colors to which
they refer (don’t write green in green ink). Then name the ink colors
as fast as you can. The faster you can name the ink colors, the better
you are at inhibiting your impulse to read the words.

The emotional Stroop test is much the same, except that when you
devise it, instead of writing color words in different-colored inks, you
write words with emotional qualities in different-colored inks. De-
pending on the nature of your mental filter, when you are trying to
name the colors, certain words will automatically draw your attention
more than other words, the same way certain sounds (crying or
coughing) automatically draw a new parent’s attention more than
other sounds (thunderstorms or traffic noise). Once your attention is
drawn to the word, it will take time—only milliseconds, but time
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impulsive. He lost his job with the railroad and died 12 years later, apparently
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nonetheless—to turn your attention away from the word and back to
the ink color. Therefore, words that capture your attention will cause
you to name the ink colors more slowly. Conversely, if the words
don’t capture your attention, you can read the ink colors faster.

The emotional Stroop test seemed to be an ideal way to see
whether dispositional optimism affected how much attention people
pay to positive signals in their environments, such as signs of prog-
ress, and negative signals in their environments, such as signs of
threat. I had students fill out an optimism questionnaire at the begin-
ning of the semester. Later in the semester and not knowing that the
study had to do with optimism, they came to my lab and did a series
of emotional Stroop tests: one with negative words like failure, threat,
and death; one with positive words like succeed, happy, and love; and
one with neutral tool words like hammer, screwdriver, and pliers. I then
linked their levels of optimism to how much more slowly they named
the colors of positive and negative words than neutral words. Naming
the colors of positive words more slowly than neutral words shows an
attentional bias toward positive aspects of the environment; naming
the colors of negative words more slowly than neutral words shows an
attentional bias toward negative aspects of the environment.

The graph on page 136 shows my results.3 As you might have pre-
dicted, people who are more optimistic pay more attention to positive
than negative words, and those who are more pessimistic pay more
attention to negative than positive words. What’s particularly interest-
ing, though, is the absolute amount of bias toward positive and nega-
tive words. Even the most optimistic people paid some attention to
negative words; it was just that the pessimistic people paid more atten-
tion.

It’s important to pay attention to negative, threatening stimuli in
the environment, so skeptics are being reasonable when they say fail-
ure to do so could be dangerous. They’re wrong, however, to assert
that optimists don’t do this at all. In fact, you could argue that pessi-
mists do it too much. Ask yourself this: how much attention to the
negative is healthy? There is such a thing as too much attention, as
when you get fixated and can’t disengage from thinking about the
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negative. People who worry too much don’t solve problems and may
even be fixated on problems that can’t be solved, like things that hap-
pened in the past and can’t be undone. They can’t disengage from
their negative thoughts. Pessimists tend to be worriers. They spend
much more time than optimists thinking about things they’ve done
wrong, things that are wrong with them, and things that could go
wrong in the future. Their pronounced bias toward seeing negative
signs in their environment may even convince them they’re doing
worse than they really are. Disapproving looks, errors, and slights will
be noticed more by pessimists and therefore seem more frequent to
them, even when they are actually doing just as well as everyone else.

I know several teachers who either don’t read the comments on
their teaching evaluations anymore or suffer from the one-critic syn-
drome. This syndrome occurs when you get 110 evaluations, some of
which say things like “Great class, I loved it”; “The teacher was very
knowledgeable”; or “I never understood this topic before this class—
thanks for making it easy” and one of which says “Boring speaker,
monotone voice, too repetitive, couldn’t stay awake.” Because it’s
impossible to be everything to everyone in large classes or seminars,
even very good teachers or speakers get a few negative evaluations. A
pronounced attentional bias toward the negative, however, makes the
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some interference from negative words, but the most pessimistic people
have virtually no interference from positive words.



one critic stand out and can prompt prolonged thoughts about why
you are so thoroughly hated and what you could have done wrong.
The answer is “you’re not” and “nothing,” but it doesn’t seem that
way when attention keeps turning back to the negative. The problem
gets worse when there is no competition from the positive. Pessimistic
people paid virtually no attention to positive words, implying that the
positive evaluations and praise wouldn’t have the magnetic force for
them that the one negative evaluation would. In fact, the positive
feedback might not have any more magnetism than evaluations that
didn’t say anything at all. Sadly, the only way that some teachers have
to avoid the sole critic’s assault on their attention is to avoid reading
evaluations altogether. A consequence of this avoidance is that they
don’t get feedback that could help them improve or feedback that
helps them see when they do well or make progress. Lacking guid-
ance and encouragement, it is no wonder pessimists are pessimistic,
give up on their goals, and are less happy.

In contrast with the pessimists, attention to the positive was bal-
anced with attention to the negative among moderately optimistic
people, and attention to the positive was even higher among very
optimistic people. In terms of being out of touch with reality, then,
the evidence points to the pessimists, not the optimists. Optimists,
although more attentive to the positive, still attend to the negative;
they strike a balance. Although criticism will draw their attention,
praise will be just as sticky. Optimists won’t get bogged down in the
one-critic syndrome because they have some perspective.

Negative attentional bias can lead pessimists to attempt to avoid
threatening news, but optimistic beliefs may conversely help people
take in potential threats without feeling overwhelmed, helpless, or
despondent. The possibility therefore arises that optimists could actu-
ally be more willing than pessimists to consciously decide to see or
hear threatening information, such as negative teaching evaluations
or, in a study that examined this possibility directly, information
about health risks. In this study, two groups of students—one that
used vitamins and one that sunbathed or used tanning booths—were
given the opportunity to read information about potential health risks
or benefits of their behavior on a computer. The computer recorded
how long each person had information about risks or benefits open
on the screen. Overall, people chose to read benefit information
(which they had open for an average of 95 seconds) over risk informa-
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tion (which they had open for an average of 86 seconds), but one
group chose to read more risk information than benefit information:
very optimistic people.

Instead of denying the negative and avoiding threatening infor-
mation, evidence shows that optimists acknowledge both positive and
negative and take in information about their risks (as well as their
benefits). The argument that rose-colored glasses are distorting is
based on a view of optimism that stops at seeing an optimist as a posi-
tive person. However, the argument of this book is that being positive
is only the beginning for optimists. Their positive thoughts about the
future seed an approach to the world that emphasizes overcoming
obstacles. From this perspective, the desire to overcome obstacles
should be accompanied by a desire to know exactly what those obsta-
cles entail so as to come up with a better plan to get past them. The
evidence that optimists do pay attention to the negative fits with a
desire to engage and overcome problems, not to ignore them.
Although a good way to accomplish what you want is to play to your
strengths, you don’t get to be a better teacher, spouse, or poker
player by ignoring your weaknesses either.

EXPECTING THE WORST TO ACHIEVE THE BEST:
DEFENSIVE PESSIMISM

Optimistic people expect the best. They believe that things won’t go
wrong for them. They expect things to go their way. But things do go
wrong. The best doesn’t always occur. When things go wrong in a big
way, the optimist may be particularly vulnerable.

—Psychologists Howard Tennen and Glenn Affleck, in an article
entitled “The Costs and Benefits of Optimistic Explanations
and Dispositional Optimism”

Anticipating potential problems is a wise move, because if you
see something bad coming, you can take steps to avoid it. In fact,
there are people who anticipate bad things coming in order to motivate
themselves to prevent those very things from happening. These peo-
ple are called defensive pessimists. Instead of expecting the best, defen-
sive pessimists expect the worst and imagine all the things that can go
wrong.
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Unlike dispositional pessimism, defensive pessimism can be a
very effective strategy for good performance. In one study, dart
throwers were told to prepare for a darts test by using a defensive pes-
simistic strategy, thinking about possible problem throws and their
solutions (that is, missing the target and trying to correct those mis-
takes). Others were told to prepare by using a typically optimistic
strategy, thinking about possible good throws (that is, hitting the mid-
dle of the target). A final group imagined soothing, relaxing images
such as lying on the beach. Performance on the darts test was actually
very similar for people using all of these strategies, unless you looked
at the kind of people who were using them. People who reported that
they often used defensive pessimism to deal with problems were most
accurate at throwing darts when they were given a pessimistic strategy
in which they imagined missing the target beforehand. Making them
imagine perfect performance or relax before throwing actually made
them perform worse. Other people threw darts best when they
relaxed. Making them think about the task beforehand—either poor
or perfect performance—made them perform worse.

A similar effect occurred in real life among honors college stu-
dents. Thinking about the possibility of failure in college (that is, wor-
rying) was associated with higher GPA for defensive pessimists. Stu-
dents who were optimistic about school, on the other hand, had lower
GPAs if they worried. Even though anxiety and worry are generally
considered detrimental to performance, if you’re a defensive pessi-
mist, trying not to worry is exactly the wrong strategy for you.

Right now you should be asking yourself this question about how
defensive pessimists overcome their obstacles by imagining the worst:
If defensive pessimists are really pessimistic, why do they bother to try
to overcome obstacles at all? One characteristic—maybe the most
defining characteristic—of dispositional pessimists is that they give up.
But defensive pessimists don’t give up. In their responses to potential
problems, defensive pessimists resemble dispositional optimists more
than dispositional pessimists. Both dispositional optimists and defen-
sive pessimists think about how to overcome problems and keep
working toward their goals. Dispositional pessimists prefer to avoid
thinking about the problem or to give up altogether. Furthermore,
although defensive pessimists think about the possibility of failure as a
way of preparing themselves, they do not have the experience of fail-
ure that might lead them to conclude that it is inevitable. Both
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dispositional optimists and defensive pessimists have a history of suc-
cess, whereas dispositional pessimists have a history of failure.

Consider Amy, a defensive pessimist, and May, a dispositional
pessimist. Both are unsure they can be successful at work. Amy con-
siders all the ways her performance might be found lacking, takes
steps to improve it, and gets a good review. Although she continues to
focus on problems she has at work, she also sees the possibility of
overcoming those problems and making successes happen for herself
by averting problems. May, like Amy, also considers all the ways in
which her work might be found lacking. Unlike Amy, she considers
her weaknesses inevitable, so she doesn’t take steps to correct them
and then gets a poor performance review, which only confirms her
belief that bad things are going to happen to her.

I think defensive pessimism is actually a likely strategy for
dispositional optimists. How could a dispositional optimist actually be
a defensive pessimist? Being generally optimistic doesn’t guarantee
you’ll expect the best in every domain of your life. A lot more than
personality disposition goes into what we expect from our relation-
ships, our endeavors at work, or our driving skills. Experiences and
feedback from the environment play large parts as well. For example,
law students who did well on the LSAT had more confidence in and
positive expectations for their success in law school than those who
did less well—a rational response, given that this standardized test was
designed to predict how well students will do, especially early in law
school. Similarly, how optimistic University of Kentucky freshmen
were about their academic potential was related not just to their level
of dispositional optimism but also to their high school GPA. Students
who had been successful in high school expected to be successful in
college. The narrower the expectancy, the less dispositional optimism
seems to play a role. When students predict their grades in a specific
course, dispositional optimism accounts for only 2.3% of their expec-
tation for this very narrow domain.

Even if you are dispositionally pessimistic, you can be confident
about specific outcomes—maybe you have a long history of chess
championships, for example, that gives you an island of optimism
about chess in your sea of pessimism about other things. Likewise,
even if you are dispositionally optimistic, you can be skeptical about
isolated pockets of your life: that your tennis game will ever improve,
that you’ll win an election, or that you can get along with difficult peo-
ple. Our goals data, which assessed degree of optimism about specific
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daily goals, showed clearly that pessimists had a few goals that they
felt confident about and optimists had the occasional goal that they
were uncertain they could reach.

Optimistic people are not in denial. The Stroop results indicate
that they pay adequate attention to negative and threatening informa-
tion, so if the future seems to hold potential for things to go wrong,
dispositional optimists should be aware of that potential. What is
interesting, though, is what dispositional optimists and dispositional
pessimists would be expected to do when both anticipate the worst in
a very specific area, such as losing weight. There is actually some rea-
son for pessimism in this area, because most people have difficulty
losing weight and those who do lose weight are prone to gain most or
all of it back. The dispositional pessimist, true to his nature, would be
likely to give up on a weight loss goal. But the idea of giving up might
rub the dispositional optimist the wrong way. Optimists are generally
used to applying engagement and persistence to solve problems.
When you combine the tendency to approach and engage with nega-
tive expectations, what do you get? A person who not only imagines
all the potential pitfalls (Danishes on the coffee cart, cheesecake on
the dessert tray) but also imagines ways to avoid or overcome them.

Defensive pessimism: the optimistic approach to pessimistic ex-
pectations. In response to a vision of getting hammered by an oppo-
nent’s cross-court backhand, the dispositional pessimist concedes the
game in her mind before it even starts. The defensive pessimist sets
up the ball machine and practices returning the shot. Maybe the prac-
tice will be effective and maybe it won’t, but in the long run, this
approach will certainly be more effective than walking off the court
before the game even starts. Expecting to lose an election induces a
dispositional pessimist to throw in the towel, but a defensive pessimist
stays up all night making more campaign posters.

WHEN THE GRASSHOPPER SEEMS WISER
THAN THE ANT

The place where optimism most flourishes is the lunatic asylum.

—Physician Havelock Ellis

Defensive pessimism addresses the situation that arises when you
anticipate problems but feel you can overcome them. What about the
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opposite situation, when you feel the future should be positive, but
you can’t make that future come true? This could happen if you
didn’t have the skills to bring it about (no matter how hard I practice,
I will probably never dunk a basketball) or if the situation wasn’t
responsive to your efforts (you can lead a horse to water, but you
can’t make him drink). The skeptic might say the optimist would try
and try to achieve a goal that just isn’t achievable, wasting time and
energy and getting a whopper of a headache in the process.

The concept of the unreachable goal does not always reflect well
on the optimist. Here’s another word for persistence: stubbornness.
Whereas the word persistence conjures visions of success, the word
stubbornness conjures visions of working unproductively on some proj-
ect that will never pay off. Can you persist too long? And if so, are
optimists less persistent than they are stubborn? After all, there can
be costs to persistence. Consider the uncontrollable situation or the
unsolvable problem. Some people would suggest that the fact that
optimists work longer on unsolvable anagrams in experimental stud-
ies means they’re stubborn rather than persistent. Some problems will
never be solved, no matter how long you work at them. Under those
circumstances, the time and effort spent trying to solve them never
pays off. Giving up is the better part of valor.

Business students learn this idea in terms of “sunk costs,” which
is the business school equivalent of “throwing good money after bad.”
Imagine you’re designing a new widget. You’ve invested $200,000 in
developing your widget, when another widgeter at your company
comes up with a better widget. You need to spend only $20,000 to get
the old widget into production. Do you spend it? Are you so com-
pelled by the $200,000 you already spent (the sunk costs) that you
have to take it to completion? In fact, the development of the new
widget in effect makes the $200,000 in sunk costs “bad money,” and
persisting in spending the last $20,000 is throwing good money after
it. More persistence in developing the old widget isn’t going to pay
off. You have to know when to give up.

Overpersistence incurs opportunity costs, that is, things you
could have done with the $20,000 other than spend it on finishing the
development of an obsolete widget. In other contexts, this might
mean you’ve spent time and effort on a problem that you can’t solve
or a goal you can’t achieve. That time and effort could have been
spent on some other problem or goal that is solvable or achievable,
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and by overpersisting you missed the opportunity to solve that other
problem or achieve that other goal. The costs of your persistence
(stubbornness) include not only the wasted time and effort but also
the loss of something else you could have achieved.

Do optimists waste effort and incur opportunity costs? The
experimental studies, in which optimists work longer on unsolvable
problems, indicate that they do. Or do they? Giving up is not a typi-
cally optimistic response in laboratory experiments, but laboratory
experiments are strange. Lisa Aspinwall, a psychologist at the Univer-
sity of Utah, pointed out that in experiments in which optimists
seemed to be persisting too long, there are some serious problems
with interpreting that persistence as unproductive, unwise, or costly.
First, in laboratory studies there are no alternatives to working on the
“unproductive” task; real life offers both alternative goals and alterna-
tive pathways to goals. The only alternative to persisting in the lab is
to quit and sit there doing nothing. Second, there is no real opportu-
nity cost to persisting in laboratory studies. The person has commit-
ted a certain amount of time to participating in the study, and that
time is committed whether she persists or quits. It’s not as though she
can stop working on the study tasks and study for her chemistry exam
instead. It’s like being in a mandatory staff meeting that lasts for an
hour. Whether you pay attention or contribute to the staff meeting
doesn’t affect the opportunity costs of that hour. You are stuck there,
and you can either participate or not, but you won’t get the hour
back.

If you set up an experiment to look less like a staff meeting and
more like a free hour, the effects of optimism also change. Lisa set up
a study in which people could either keep working on the fruitless
task or change to something else. Participants in her study were given
a set of unsolvable anagrams and 20 minutes to work on them.
Some of them were also given an alternative task—a different set of
anagrams—to which they could proceed, if they wanted to, by giving
up on the unsolvable anagrams. In the group that had only the unsolv-
able anagrams, almost everyone spent the entire 20 minutes working
on them. However, in the group that had the choice to proceed, the
average person chose to move on after 12 minutes. This in itself
shows that the availability of alternatives affects how people approach
nonproductive tasks (for example, you could choose to work on some-
thing else instead of participating in the staff meeting—an alternative
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that in my experience is quite commonly exploited, sometimes dis-
creetly, but sometimes overtly).

What is particularly interesting about the results of the study is
that optimists were actually faster to move on to the next set of ana-
grams when they had that alternative available. The most optimistic
participants spent about two-thirds of the time that more pessimistic
participants spent on the unsolvable anagrams before moving on.
That is, optimism led people, in the presence of an alternative, to give
up sooner. Maybe reading or using your Blackberry under the table
during the staff meeting is actually a sign of optimism. It could also be
a sign that staff meetings are not particularly productive, because
what this study did not show is what would happen if progress were
actually being made. Given signs of progress, I predict that optimists
would actually work longer before switching, if they switched at all.
After all, the evidence reviewed in Chapter 2 shows that in real-life
tasks for which progress is possible, optimists are well known to keep
going longer than pessimists. Taken together, all this evidence indi-
cates that optimists are wiser than pessimists about when to pursue
and when to give up on goals.

LEARNING THE HARD WAY . . .
OR NOT AT ALL

An optimist is a guy
that has never had
much experience.

—Poet Donald Robert Perry Marquis

Even if optimists sometimes persist too long, that is a different
kind of error from the kind made by pessimists, which is not persist-
ing long enough. These two kinds of errors are not created equal, and
optimistic errors might actually lead to better judgment about what
the wise course of action really is in different kinds of situations.

For most endeavors in life, initial failure does not mean it’s time
to give up. Instead, there is a point at which it makes sense to keep
trying, even if you’ve recently failed, and a point at which it makes
sense to give up and try for something else. The first time Brian asks
Kim out and she says no, there’s still a decent chance that she will say
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yes the next time. Maybe she will reconsider, or maybe she’s playing
hard to get, or maybe her friends will convince her that he’s a good
guy. He should probably try again. After the seventh time he asks her
out and she says no, however, his odds that she will say yes on the
eighth try are not very good. Time to move on. In academia, it’s not
uncommon for an article to be rejected by the first journal to which
it’s submitted. The odds that it will be accepted by another journal,
however, are still good, even without its being submitted to a less
picky journal. I have had articles accepted by more prestigious jour-
nals that were rejected by less prestigious journals. After a few rejec-
tions, though, it might be time to consider that there’s something
really wrong with the article and no one is going to publish it.
Another way of understanding this limit is to consider how many
efforts you’ve made and the likelihood of succeeding on the next try.
I imagine this relationship looks something like the following:

The actual probabilities might change depending on what you’re
trying to do, but I think the shape of this graph is probably pretty
accurate. With each failure, you learn something about your chances.
One failure usually doesn’t mean that you can’t succeed on the next
try, and your odds might even be just as good. Elective office is lit-
tered with first-time losers, including some who eventually made it all
the way to the top. Bill Clinton lost his first bid for public office with
an unsuccessful run for the House in 1974 but was elected attorney
general in 1976. George Herbert Walker Bush lost his first race, for
the Senate, in 1964, but was elected to the House in 1976. First-time
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losses were practically the norm among the founding fathers: Thomas
Jefferson, John Adams, John Quincy Adams, and Andrew Jackson
were all defeated in presidential elections before becoming president.

With a second failure, however, the odds drop off a little, since
two failures mean you might have a project doomed to eventual fail-
ure on your hands. That’s not certain, and if you try again, you might
succeed. John Adams ran for president twice (1789 and 1792) before
winning in 1796; Ronald Reagan lost bids for the Republican presi-
dential nomination in 1968 and 1976 before winning it—and the
presidency—in 1980.

However, with more and more failures, the odds that you
will eventually succeed gradually drop off. After several failures, it
becomes pretty clear that success (at least in that domain) is unlikely
to come to you. Henry Clay ran for president five times from 1824 to
1848. He was unable to get the party nomination in his last bid, and
even his home state of Kentucky went for his opponent, Zachary Tay-
lor, in the Whig primary. The Whigs had figured out what Clay appar-
ently had not: it was time to give up.

At some point, the odds of success become low enough that they
aren’t worth the costs of persistence. Knowing when you’ve reached
that point is a matter of experience, not intelligence, and that experi-
ence comes from finding out what happens on the eighth, ninth, or
tenth try. In other words, it comes from making optimistic mistakes.
Knowing when to give up can be learned only from mapping the
right-hand side of my made-up graph. Making pessimistic mistakes
does not provide the kind of experience that leads to knowing when
to give up. How long is long enough? Someone who gives up early
never finds out. A few tries cannot tell you whether you worked long
enough or give you a map of the world that helps you figure it out.
That is, if Brian is optimistic when he pursues Kim, he is going to find
out where the line is between persistence and stalking. He now has
that knowledge to guide his behavior in the future, and he will know
when it is wisest to quit and when it might just pay off to keep going.
When the option to change course comes along (as it did in Lisa
Aspinwall’s experiment), Brian will be faster to recognize whether
changing is the better option or not. A pessimistic counterpart, in
unfamiliar territory, might actually waste more time in fruitless pur-
suit before recognizing that he is going down a blind alley.
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I consider myself a persistent person, and although I believe in
the wisdom that comes from persistence, there is one domain in
which I can’t stop even when it’s time. Every time I start playing soli-
taire and (typically) lose, I think I was just on the verge of winning and
firmly believe that if I can try just one more time, I’ll win.4 Gambling,
solitaire, and similar activities are different from much of the real
world, in that the number of times you’ve tried and your prior success
often have very little to do with your future success. In true games of
chance, your prior success has nothing to do with your future odds.
Instead of producing the curve in the preceding graph, games of
chance have functions that look like this:

Roll a die, with the goal of rolling 3. Your odds of rolling 3 are
exactly 1 in 6, or about 17%, so the odds are that you failed. Roll
again. Your odds of rolling 3 are still exactly 1 in 6. Roll again. 1 in 6.
Roll again. 1 in 6. The difference between many real-life endeavors
(getting a job, getting a date, getting a manuscript accepted, running
for president) and games of chance is that in real life, persistence can
teach you something about your odds as you go along, whereas in
games of chance, the odds are known up front—persistence doesn’t
teach you anything useful.

This difference shouldn’t matter much to pessimists: usually they
try a couple of times, and if they don’t succeed, they give up. On the
other hand, optimists usually keep trying until the odds start to fall
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off. As long as the likelihood of winning is high enough to justify the
effort, their kind of mistake—persistence—might keep them gambling
longer than a pessimist because the odds never fall off in games of
chance.

Furthermore, because optimists are more attentive than pessi-
mists to positive signs of progress, they should be more vulnerable to
“near misses.” In a “near miss” you almost but not quite reach your
goal. Not surprisingly, the people who design games of chance aren’t
insensitive to the effect of a “near miss.” One of the most popular slot
machines is called “Wheel of Fortune,” which people feed upward of
one billion dollars each year. When you play Wheel of Fortune, you
can win in the usual slot machine way, by getting three cherries or
whatever, but if you reach the “bonus round,” you can also win more
money when you electronically “spin” the “wheel” at the top of the
machine. In the analog Wheel of Fortune on TV, you have equal odds
of landing on any of the slices of pie on the wheel. In the digital, elec-
tronic Wheel of Fortune in Las Vegas, however, you don’t. The
machine is programmed to land on some pieces more than others. It
doesn’t take much thought to predict that it will land on smaller
amounts of money more than on larger amounts, but it might sur-
prise you to find out that the machine is also programmed to land fre-
quently next to the largest amount. This slot machine essentially tells
you, “Oooh, near miss. You were so close. Better put in another quar-
ter and try again!”

I found another example in my grocery cart just last week. Some-
one had bought a lottery ticket called “Almost Lucky,” scratched it,
and abandoned it in the cart. The ticket has a tic-tac-toe pattern with
numbers in it, and if you get three 3’s in a row any direction, you win.
The ticket I found had this pattern:
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According to my calculations, the unlucky purchaser of this ticket
nearly won (that is, had two of the three necessary 3’s) in two of the
three columns, two of the three rows, and two of the two diagonals.
The point of this ticket is that the purchaser wasn’t unlucky, but
nearly lucky. Designers of games of chance know that an unlucky
someone is less likely to try again than a nearly lucky someone.

Research shows that optimistic people are especially vulnerable
to the near miss. In this study, people played a slot machine game that
was manipulated by the experimenters (the same way the ones in Las
Vegas are manipulated by the game designers). Optimists were defi-
nitely suckers for this game. First, they didn’t stop betting just because
they were losing. These optimists were like the optimists who worked
on unsolvable anagrams: they kept persisting even in the face of fail-
ure. Second, optimists were more influenced by near misses, as indi-
cated by more memories of “nearly winning” after the study was over
(this was especially true if they were actually losing).

Optimism, like every other personality trait, is not adaptive in
every situation, and here is a blind spot for optimists. Optimists are
bigger suckers than pessimists when it comes to games of chance.5

Their modus operandi seems to be to keep trying until the odds fall off,
indicating that the smaller likelihood of succeeding is no longer worth
their effort. Because the odds of games of chance never fall off, opti-
mists gamble longer. They are also more susceptible to near misses,
and if the game is able to manipulate those near misses to occur more
often, optimists will be particularly drawn to that game.

On the other hand, cases in which there is no change in the odds
of success over time seem to be the exception rather than the rule in
life. Even endeavors we might call “gambles,” like moving to Holly-
wood to get discovered and become a movie star, aren’t really like
gambling in that if you’ve been hanging out on Hollywood Boulevard
for 10 years and no one’s taken a second look (even to arrest you for
soliciting, which would be the more likely outcome), that sends you a
message about the likelihood that you will get discovered in the next
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believe I can make money in the long run.” Other people gamble because “I like
the ‘rush’ ” or “I like the possibility of changing my life with a big win”—sensation
seekers. Yet other people gamble because “it helps distract me from other prob-
lems I might be facing in my life”—avoidant copers. Optimists are not more likely
to gamble for these reasons.



year (nearly nil). The advantage to making optimistic rather than pes-
simistic mistakes is that persistence is educational, even when it
doesn’t succeed. Giving up doesn’t teach you anything, and you very
often will miss the payoff.

GOAL VERSUS GOAL: CAN YOU STILL WIN?

A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity; an optimist sees
the opportunity in every difficulty.

—Statesman Winston Churchill

Imagine that you are highly engaged with two goals: that is, you
have high expectations of achieving them both and you are highly
committed to both. On the other hand, there are only 24 hours in a
day, and you’re only one person. If there were unlimited time, you
could be in two places at once, and the goal to spend more time work-
ing in the garden and the goal to spend more time practicing your
golf game would not conflict. Likewise, the goal to get a better grade
in Biology 101 and the goal to get more involved in extracurricular
activities would not conflict. Unfortunately, there are only so many
hours in the day, and there is only so much energy, money, and other
resources to spend pursuing goals. When two or more goals are com-
peting for the same resources, resource conflict occurs. The bad news is
that optimism and goal engagement are both associated with higher
resource conflict. People who are more optimistic are more engaged
with their goals, are less likely to give them up, and experience more
conflict as a result.

Resource conflict involves two potential problems. First, there is
the energy cost of pursuing conflicting goals. For the optimistic law
students in Chapter 5, conflict between the desire to spend time and
energy reaching law school goals and the desire to spend time and
energy maintaining social relationships resulted in decreased immune
function. Second, opportunity costs come into play. If two goals are
competing for time and energy, then allocating most of those re-
sources to one goal means less of those resources allocated to the
other goal.

How can we best balance competing goals? It may be helpful to
take a big step away from human goal pursuit and look at animal for-
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agers. Foragers find their food by going out and looking for it, finding
it, and consuming it. A forager could be a bird looking for seeds and
berries or a fox looking for mice. To survive, foragers have to balance
benefits and costs. The benefits of foraging come, of course, from the
nutrition in the food found during foraging. Costs of foraging come
from the time and energy spent looking for and consuming that food.
An efficient forager spends little time and energy to find a calorie-rich
food source that doesn’t take a lot of time and energy to consume. An
inefficient forager spends a lot of time and energy to find a calorie-
poor food source that takes a lot of time to consume.

Time and energy are important because foragers, like pursuers of
goals, incur opportunity costs with regard to these resources. Looking
for berries uses resources that could also be spent looking someplace
else for seeds. Looking for mice uses resources that could also be
spent looking someplace else for stoats.6 There’s actually a formula
that specifies the best foraging strategy. The formula7 is:

R
e s

h
=

+
λ

λ
–

1

R is an index of how efficient the forager is. What this formula means
is that efficiency increases when λ (the probability of finding a food
source) is big, e (the energy obtained from that food source) is big, s
(the cost of search, including opportunity cost) is small, and h (the
time it takes to consume the food source) is small. That is, bigger val-
ues of R reflect good foraging strategy in that the strategy leads to a
plentiful, rich food source that’s easy to find and eat.

Goal pursuers are like foragers. They are efficient when they pur-
sue achievable goals, analogous to plentiful food, that will bring a
meaningful reward, analogous to nutrition. They are also efficient
when resource conflict is low, meaning they aren’t giving up re-
sources that could also be applied to other goals. Optimists actually
have higher values for all the components of the foraging equation,
however, so it’s not immediately obvious that they are doing the right
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6Do foxes eat stoats? I don’t know. It just sounded good. If I were a fox, I think I
would eat a stoat, but it’s getting pretty close to lunchtime now and the list of
things I would eat is expanding accordingly.
7There will not be a quiz on this formula. I include it here for fellow formula geeks
who are interested in this kind of thing.



thing. On the one hand, optimists have a higher likelihood of achiev-
ing their goals (λ) and expect more joy when the goals are achieved
(e), so they are efficient when considering that part of the equation
(λe). On the other hand, they also have more resource conflict, so
they are less efficient when considering that part of the equation (–s).
The question is, how well do they balance one against the other?

By substituting expectancy for probability of success, joy for
energy obtained, and resource conflict for opportunity cost,8 the for-
aging equation can illustrate whether optimists balance their costs
and benefits better than pessimists do. In the everyday goals study,
optimism clearly led to higher values of R, that is, more efficient goal
pursuit and better balance of costs and benefits. The figure below
shows the increase in R as you go from being highly pessimistic to
being highly optimistic. Yes, optimism is associated with higher costs,
but the association with benefits is so much higher that it more than
makes up for the expenditure.
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8Consumption cost is assumed to be 0. Unlike eating a stoat, getting a good grade
on an exam or spending more time with the family doesn’t take extra time in
achievement as opposed to pursuit. That is, once you’ve achieved a goal, you typi-
cally don’t have to take a lot of extra time and effort to enjoy it.

The relationship between optimism and R, the foraging function that weighs
benefits and costs in goal pursuit.



I became an optimist when I discovered that I wasn’t going to win any
more games by being anything else.

—Baseball manager Earl Weaver

Lots of evidence shows that optimism benefits people and
improves their well-being by engaging them with their goals and
building their resources, but there are some drawbacks to being opti-
mistic and doing as optimists do. These drawbacks are not the ones
that people have typically proposed, such as vulnerability to disap-
pointment and fruitless persistence. Rather, they seem to be well-
defined Achilles’ heels, such as the propensity to play roulette longer
and the tendency to be spendthrift with energy to pursue competing
goals (albeit in an efficient way).

How much do these vulnerabilities cost optimists? In the grand
cost–benefit analysis, the proof is in the pudding. I concluded in
Chapter 5 that the ultimate cost of immunosuppression due to pursu-
ing conflicting goals could not be prohibitively high because, in the
end, optimism didn’t lead to higher rates of illness or mortality. Like-
wise, I conclude here that the ultimate cost of the circumscribed vul-
nerabilities associated with optimism cannot be prohibitively high
because the long run shows a greater likelihood of optimists reaching
goals and achieving higher well-being (Chapter 2) and satisfaction
with life (Chapter 3). If optimistic vulnerabilities were fatal flaws, it
just wouldn’t happen that way. The benefits of optimism ultimately
outweigh the costs.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Is an Optimist Born or Made?
The Optimistic Character Revisited

When it comes to the disposition to be optimistic, most people
don’t end up where they started out. Other personality characteristics
have a good deal of basis in infant temperament; for example, relaxed
babies tend to grow up into sociable children and adults, and tense
babies tend to grow up into inhibited children and adults. Dis-
positional optimism, on the other hand, appears to develop in differ-
ent ways for different people over their lifetimes, so that what an
infant or child is like probably has only partially to do with how opti-
mistic that person will be as an adult. If you aren’t born optimistic,
how do you end up there? Partly it’s because of the world around you,
but it’s also a result of the world you create.

THE WORLD AROUND YOU:
CULTURES OF OPTIMISM

Most people in the United States are optimistic, but this is not true of
people in many other countries of the world. Since 1976, the Gallup
organization has been asking people in dozens of countries whether
they think the next year will be better or worse than the present year.
The United States is near the top of the list for the percentage of peo-
ple who think the next year will be better rather than worse. Over a
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10-year period, an average 50% of Americans thought the next year
would be better (in one year, fully 70% of Americans thought the next
year would be better).

Examining these lists, we find—consistent with the ideas first
introduced in the Prologue—that being rich is not the answer. Some
of the most optimistic countries are associated with national wealth
and privilege (the United States, Canada, white South Africa), but so
are some of the most pessimistic countries. Geographic location has
something more to do with it, since the most optimistic countries
have predominantly Western cultures. On the other hand, two of the
top three—Asian South Korea and Mediterranean Greece—do not,
and many of the most pessimistic countries are also Western.

Most optimistic and most pessimistic countries (with average percentage
of people thinking that the next year will be better)

10 most optimistic countries 10 most pessimistic countries

South Korea (54%) Austria (10%)
Argentina (51%) Belgium (11%)
Greece (51%) West Germany (17%)
USA (50%) Japan (20%)
Brazil (48%) Luxembourg (20%)
Australia (44%) Netherlands (21%)
Uruguay (42% France (22%)
Canada (38%) Denmark (24%)
Chile (38%) Portugal (25%)
South Africa (whites only) (35%) Finland (26%)

South Korea, the most optimistic country, is an interesting excep-
tion to a rule that people in countries located in Asia, such as Japan,
Singapore, and China, are more pessimistic than people in countries
located in North America, such as Canada and the United States. This
is a very robust cultural difference that is maintained even among eth-
nic groups living in the United States: Americans of Asian descent are
more pessimistic than Americans of European descent, even though
they are living in the same country. Even fairly homogeneous groups,
like college students, show this difference.

Why is Asia more pessimistic than North America? Psychologists
often think about the cultural differences among countries along a
dimension of individualism to collectivism. Individualist countries in-
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clude the United States, Canada, Australia, and (to a slightly lesser
degree) Western Europe. Values in these countries emphasize the
individual; most people are concerned with maximizing their individ-
ual well-being, standing out from the crowd, and being independent
and self-sufficient. Each person is considered an entity unto himself.
Collectivist countries include most Asian countries, as well as (to a
somewhat lesser degree) Eastern and Mediterranean Europe. Values
in these countries emphasize the group; most people are concerned
with the well-being of the social groups to which they belong, fitting
in with the crowd, and being interdependent and integrated into a
social group. Each person is considered primarily to be a component
of a larger social group, like a family or a workforce.

It can be hard, as a member of a fiercely individualist society, to
understand what it would be like to live in a collectivist society. In the
United States, we’re so socialized to think of ourselves as entities unto
ourselves that we see collectivism as alien, even literally so. On Star
Trek, American suspicion of collectivism was taken to an extreme with
the portrayal of the Borg—a group of individual alien entities whose
brains were connected electronically so that they acted with eerie
coordination to advance the cause of the collective. The reality of col-
lectivist societies is less extreme, but it’s true that in these societies
people are more likely to define themselves as members of groups
(the Star Trek crew, the Borg) rather than individual entities (like
Captain Picard).

Collectivism is not eerie, just different. A helpful analogy to indi-
vidualistic and collectivistic cultures is the difference between certain
Olympic events. Living in an individualist culture is like running the
100-meter dash; living in a collectivist culture is like synchronized
swimming. You “win” at individualism by running faster than other
people and setting yourself apart from them, but you “win” at collec-
tivism by fitting in with others. A synchronized swimmer who is faster
than her teammates not only doesn’t win but harms the team and
thereby herself.

This difference affects how important it is that predictions about
the future be personally motivating versus technically accurate. In the
100-meter dash, knowing exactly what all the other people in the race
will do is less important than thinking about what you might do as an
individual. Uncertainty in the race doesn’t hurt you, and it might even
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help you (if the world champion gets a hangnail that slows her down
by a fraction of a second). Runners would do well to think about what
might be and to be less concerned with accuracy in predicting the
outcome of the race than with motivating thoughts about the possi-
bility of winning. In synchronized swimming, on the other hand, it’s
very important to know exactly what everyone else is going to do
and when. Synchronized swimmers would do well to think about what
will be, because accuracy is more important than individual motiva-
tion.

When you ask people from an individualist culture (which, like
the sprinter, is tolerant of uncertainty) about the future, you are not
likely to get their most accurate prediction; instead, you get a predic-
tion based on the possibility that the future will be better. For them,
as for the sprinter, it is most helpful to think about how their future
might be better and how they could stand out. On the other hand,
when you ask people from a collectivist culture (which, like the syn-
chronized swimmer, is intolerant of uncertainty) about the future,
you get a prediction based on the objective likelihood that the future
will be better. For them, as for the synchronized swimmer, it is most
helpful to think about how their futures will fit in with other people’s
futures. Consistent with this view, predictions are much more closely
related to actual abilities in people from collectivist countries in Asia
than they are in people from individualist countries in the Americas.
In addition to the issue of accuracy, if you live in a collectivist cul-
ture, it does not benefit you to become more optimistic than the
social group that makes up your identity.1 It might even be a sign that
you don’t fit in and may have negative consequences for your adjust-
ment.
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ist and collectivist societies might be the spread of optimism and pessimism scores.
For example, South Korea might have a high average optimism with small differ-
ences between people, whereas the United States might have a high average opti-
mism and large differences between people.



WILL AND GRACE: TWO ROUTES TO OPTIMISM

Within U.S. culture, black Americans have a somewhat more collectiv-
ist view of life than white Americans, but, like the South Koreans, they
may also have somewhat more optimism than white Americans. What
is particularly interesting is that black Americans get to be optimistic
in a slightly different way than white Americans do, probably because
of the experience of racism. Although institutionalized racism has
been largely eliminated in America—black Americans no longer have
to sit in the back of the bus, use different drinking fountains, and
attend different schools—everyday racism, unfortunately, lives on.
Black Americans may find themselves treated in subtly racist ways: a
white woman takes a firmer grip on her handbag when she passes a
black man, or a black guest at a formal party is mistaken for a waiter.
The most important aspect of the experience of racism for under-
standing optimism, however, is the way in which racism intervenes
between goal pursuit and achievement. As one group of researchers
wrote, “racism erases at least some of the contingencies between hard
work, personal action, and positive outcomes.”

Most of this book is about how hard work and personal action
are the ways optimism is put into action. Let’s call this pathway “Will.”
“Will” is the way optimists achieve better lives than pessimists, as well
as the way the less optimistic can achieve better lives and maybe
become more optimistic in the process (coming up in Chapter 8).
When racism blocks this pathway, however, there must be a different
way for victims of racism to remain optimistic. I’m going to call this
pathway “Grace.”2 The idea of grace is central to many religious
beliefs. Divine grace means you’ll attain a positive future (such as
heaven) regardless of your own personal achievements. In fact, spiri-
tual beliefs are the way around the roadblock of racism for many
black Americans. Black Americans who report a loving, supporting,
and empowering relationship with God and who believe their lives
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radio led to the realization that Will and Grace are also the two ways to a positive
future: earn it yourself (Will) or have it given to you (Grace).



have a purpose, reason, and sense of direction given by God are also
more optimistic. The same is not as true for white Americans (their
spiritual beliefs are minimally related to their levels of optimism).
Because racism blocks “Will” for many members of minority groups,
they find their way to optimism through “Grace.”

However, Grace may actually turn into Will.3 That is, the op-
timism that black Americans and other minority groups achieve
through Grace can empower their Will. One study examined what
happens when optimists and pessimists were exposed to evidence of
prejudice, in this case, sexism. Women read a “newspaper article”
(actually written by the experimenters) about how women are discrim-
inated against. The article claimed that female students were much
more likely than male students to have sexist assumptions made about
them, to be the target of sexist remarks, and to make less money after
college. Essentially, this information said that women are less wel-
come in the university community (as indicated by sexist assumptions
and remarks) and less valued by society (as indicated by lower wages),
threatening both their social and status resources. As a consequence,
after women read the article, their self-esteem dropped and they felt
more depressed.

However, optimistic women were protected from this effect:
their self-esteem and depression were pretty much the same as
women who didn’t read the article about prejudice. This protection
came from their Will. To the degree that women thought they were
able to deal with sexism, had the resources to handle sexism, and
were prepared to rise up and meet the demands posed by sexism,
they were protected against dents in their self-esteem and depression.
In essence, they believed they could protect their social and status
resources through effort, skill, and other strengths.

Optimism that comes from Grace may translate into the Will to
deal with roadblocks, even those with a history as long as that of dis-
crimination. This is important, because the good outcomes from opti-
mism appear to come mainly from people’s efforts to make those out-
comes happen. Recall from Chapter 4 that optimism about marriage
helped to effect a better marriage only when couples acted in a way to
bring that future about. Likewise, when people confront prejudice,
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they may turn to alternative fonts of optimism, like faith, which bene-
fit them when that optimism helps them overcome the barriers that
prejudice puts up.

THE EMERGING OPTIMIST: OPTIMISTIC FAMILIES

When looking for the cultural source of optimistic beliefs, researchers
have not emphasized the effects of the broad culture of a nation or
even subcultures within nations. Mostly, they have looked for the
source of optimism in the small, idiosyncratic culture of the family. In
part, this is based on the quarter of optimism that is genetically inher-
ited from parents, but it’s also based on other parental influences.

If you’re an optimist today, it might be partly because your par-
ents modeled optimism for you. Children learn a lot about the world
by observing others (hence the concern about children’s exposure to
violent television shows and video games). They are particularly influ-
enced by their observations and likely to mimic what they observe
when they see someone rewarded for his actions. A parent who
expresses positive beliefs about the future, is goal directed, and is
apparently (to the child) rewarded for these thoughts and behaviors
could influence that child to adopt similar views. Perhaps your parent
launched a campaign to pass a new school bond or, perhaps more
influentially, launched more than one campaign until the school bond
passed (as he “knew it would”). Seeing your parent rewarded for posi-
tive beliefs and persistence could instigate your own optimism.

Second, parental relationships are important social resources for
children. Think back to Chapter 4 and how important social relation-
ships are to survival for adults. Now consider how much more impor-
tant those relationships are to children, who require adults to provide
for them. Parents who consistently provide the resource most impor-
tant to children—parental acceptance and caring—could build their
children’s confidence in their ability to garner resources in general
and support their optimism about the future. A child who finds that
loving overtures to her father are returned in kind is more likely to
make friendly overtures to other children and—via processes de-
scribed in Chapter 4—build social resources both within and outside
the family. It isn’t a long stretch to hypothesize that the same child
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might take the confidence and positive expectancies built within the
family and apply them to build resources that aren’t necessarily social,
such as sports, games, or school. A positive parental relationship that
provides the child’s most important early resource can initiate the
upward spiral of positive expectancies and resource growth.

The differences in the way optimistic and pessimistic college stu-
dents recall their childhoods supports these two routes of transmis-
sion: demonstrating optimism and providing social resources. Opti-
mists are more likely than pessimists to remember their parents being
optimistic, encouraging, and happy—that is, as role models for opti-
mism. They also remember having more social resources in the fam-
ily. Inside the home, they remember their relationships with their par-
ents as warmer and less critical, hostile, or rejecting. They also had
better relationships with their siblings, recalling less sibling rivalry.

Their answers to the question of whether they had ever wanted
to trade places with one of their siblings are also revealing. Optimistic
students are more likely to remember wanting to trade with an older
sibling, whereas pessimistic students are more likely to remember
wanting to trade with a younger sibling. Wanting to be more like an
older sibling reflects a desire for more: more freedoms, more abili-
ties, and more opportunities. Wanting to be more like a younger sib-
ling reflects a desire for less: less pressure, lower expectations. This
pattern recalls the social comparisons characteristic of optimists and
pessimists: optimists look upward (in this case, literally) for inspira-
tion, whereas pessimists look downward for solace.

A large group of almost 20,000 adult Finns recently provided
even more compelling evidence for the relationship between opti-
mism and resources in childhood. Adults who recalled warm, close
relationships with their parents during childhood were also more
optimistic. The importance of the parental resource was particularly
evident when other family resources were threatened in childhood.
Not surprisingly, these threats fall into the same familiar domains as
goals and resources: social and status. The social integrity of the
family—the primary social resource for a small child—is threatened by
conflict within the family and by divorce. Finns who had experienced
family conflict and divorce as children were less optimistic as adults.
Likewise, the status of the family is threatened by financial problems,
and those whose families had experienced financial problems when
they were children were also less optimistic as adults. However, these
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threats were buffered by warm parental relationships. Suppose young
Liisa’s parents were unemployed and divorcing, but she had a good
relationship with both of them. Her optimism as an adult would likely
be higher than Katariina’s,4 who experienced neither conflict nor
financial difficulty, but had a poor relationship with her mother. At
least in early to middle childhood, the quality of child–parent rela-
tionships is the most important resource for a child and an important
force in shaping that child’s later optimism.

One problem with studies that ask people what their childhoods
were like is that an optimistic person may remember childhood differ-
ently than a pessimistic person. Because optimists are more likely to
pay attention to positive aspects of their environment, an optimistic
child might have noticed more warmth from her mother than a pessi-
mistic child. Childhood optimism could therefore cause both a posi-
tive perception of parents and adult optimism without the former
necessarily causing the latter. Fortunately, another group of Finnish
researchers has provided evidence that the mother’s perception of
her child at ages 3 and 6 accounts for that child’s optimism at ages 24
and 27. Mothers who enjoyed being with their children more, who
were more comfortable with their children, and who felt their chil-
dren needed less strict discipline had more optimistic adult children.
The warm and accepting mother–child relationship added an addi-
tional 5% of adult optimism to the 25% genetic endowment.

However, by the time children grow to young adulthood, it seems
that relationships with parents have become less influential for a young
adult’s optimism. By the time children go off to college, parental
warmth and approval is virtually unrelated to optimism. Developmental
psychologist Erik Erikson pointed out that “there is no workable future
[for a child] within the womb of his family.” Just as much as a young
antelope or baboon necessarily becomes less and less dependent on its
mother or its natal troop as it develops, young humans evolve into inde-
pendent adults and begin to locate their resources outside the nuclear
family. It’s very likely that social and status resources in young adult-
hood are more likely to be held by one’s peers than one’s parents. As
they develop, children take more and more control over their own
behavior, their resources, and therefore their optimism.
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THE WORLD YOU CREATE:
OPTIMISM FROM THE BOTTOM UP

If you view optimism as coming only from your genes, your country,
your culture, and your parents, you’ll believe that optimism is largely
out of your control, imposed on you rather than created by you. In
personality psychology, this is considered a “top-down” definition:
personality is an invisible quality that influences what you do. For
example, having a hostile personality influences the way you see the
world and how you behave in it. If another driver cuts you off, for
example, you might think, “You a**! Learn to drive! Where do you
get off?” and you might tailgate or blow your horn or make expressive
hand gestures. On the other hand, if you have a conscientious person-
ality, when you drive you probably use your turn signals, obey the
speed limits, and eschew illegal U-turns.

This view of personality is called “top-down” because personality
is at the top of the hierarchy, influencing what you think and do.
From this perspective, you can’t change your personality. You can act
more or less in accordance with the dictates of your personality, but
you won’t really change who’s at the top. Personality is king, and
behavior is its vassal. Personality theorists who emphasize the influ-
ence of genes and temperament also endorse the top-down view of
personality, because your innate neurological functioning is seen as
influencing your ongoing thoughts, feelings, and behavior. Once
again, however, this view doesn’t apply as much to optimism as it does
to other personality characteristics, because optimism is less geneti-
cally based than many other personality characteristics. Although
some part of the well-being that comes from optimism can be attrib-
uted to its overlap with temperamental happiness or unhappiness
(extraversion and neuroticism, as reviewed in Chapter 1), there’s
clearly more to optimism than happy and unhappy temperament.

In the 1960s almost everyone adopted the top-down perspective
on how people behaved. Then, in 1968, a psychologist named Walter
Mischel published a book called Personality and Assessment, the thesis
of which sent a shock wave through personality psychology. Mischel
argued that the idea that there are global personality traits that have
broad influences on people’s behavior (such as oral dependency,
power motivation, or neuroticism, depending on your theoretical ori-
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entation) was nothing more than an illusion. Humans universally
strive to predict and control their environments, and so we’re moti-
vated to see patterns and predictability wherever they might exist, and
potentially some places where they do not. Mischel argued that one of
these places was in other people’s behavior as well as our own. He
offered evidence that although we see ourselves as behaving in accor-
dance with our character, we are actually highly changeable in our
behavior depending on the situation. A friend of mine is married to a
guy I would characterize as taciturn, but according to her, he talks her
ear off every night when she comes home from work. Mischel argued
that the idea that this guy has a “personality” that could be character-
ized as taciturn or talkative is absurd. Such ideas arise only from the
fact that, when asked, both the subjects and the researchers are moti-
vated to see the former as acting consistently.

You can only guess at the furor that this book caused among per-
sonality psychologists. I mentioned to an accomplished personality
psychologist that I assign chapters from Personality and Assessment for
a graduate seminar in personality, and you could see the steam com-
ing out of this otherwise mild-mannered guy’s ears. He was just finish-
ing graduate school when Mischel’s book came out, and he still
blames Mischel for “practically killing personality psychology” just as
he was getting started.

Personality wasn’t dead, though. Instead of killing personality
psychology, Mischel’s arguments stimulated rebuttals and reconsider-
ations that changed the way we look at personality. One of these
rebuttals was based on what we might call the law of reliability, which
is similar to the law of averages. The law of reliability says you can’t
generalize from a single instance, and if you want to see an underlying
pattern, you have to accumulate lots of different instances and take
the average. How many times do you have to ask a person how she is
feeling before you know whether you’re dealing with a happy or
unhappy person? A psychologist named Seymour Epstein set out to
use the law of reliability to show that Mischel was wrong—that there
are consistencies in behavior. He found that if you asked people on a
couple of days, there wasn’t very good evidence for happy or unhappy
people. A small sample of days increases the probability that you will
accidentally catch someone happy on an unhappy day (or vice versa),
which makes them look unreliable. Increase the number of days to 10,
however, and you find that people can be characterized reliably as
happy or unhappy.
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Emotion was not the only characteristic that provided this evi-
dence for personality. The ways people behaved were reliable as well.
Once you looked at a period of about 10 days, there were clear differ-
ences between people in the degree to which they affiliated with other
people, solved problems, relaxed, or daydreamed. Some people were
problem solvers, and other people were not; some people were day-
dreamers, and other people were not. Again, these people were not
identified by a questionnaire like the Daydreaming Styles Question-
naire or genotyping (presence or absence of the daydreaming gene);
they were defined by patterns in their own behavior.

This more democratic definition of personality is referred to as
“bottom-up.” In this view, the power to define personality lies in
behavior much as the power of democratic government lies in the vot-
ers. Individual acts, like voters, combine to decide who will be at the
top. From this perspective, how you behave is your personality. In
fact, what you do from day to day, or even from hour to hour, defines
the kind of person you are. Change the pattern of voting, and the
leader is changed by definition. If you consider how you spend each
day as “voting” for personality characteristics, you can easily imagine
regime change. Even some influences that are traditionally consid-
ered top-down can be reconceptualized in this more democratic
framework. For example, culture might define the acceptability or
consequences of different behaviors, thereby shaping a pattern of
behavior that is identified as personality. Imagine that you were born
with the disposition to be emotionally demonstrative, but you were
born into a culture that values emotional restraint. As a result, you
learn to express little emotion in your day-to-day life. From a bottom-
up perspective, you are an emotionally restrained person, because
that is how you behave on an ongoing basis. You could imagine the
opposite scenario, in which a dispositionally restrained person learns
to be more expressive in his daily life to meet cultural expectations,
becoming an emotionally expressive person from the bottom up.

The same principle is true for optimistic beliefs and behavior. In
Chapter 6, I noted that even very optimistic people can have pessimis-
tic expectations about a particular goal, like a happy person having an
unhappy day. As a result, if you look only at one particular goal, like
getting a good grade in a particular class, dispositional optimism
doesn’t seem to have much influence. If you look over a larger num-
ber of goals, though, dispositional optimism is strongly related to
beliefs about particular goals. The question is, which came first? Does
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dispositional optimism cause people to be optimistic about particular
goals (top-down), or does an aggregation of optimistic beliefs create
dispositional optimism (bottom-up)?

Personally, I favor the bottom-up view because it reflects where
optimism goes and where it came from better than the top-down
view. If dispositional optimism is to have any meaning, it has to influ-
ence how people behave in real life, and global beliefs can’t translate
directly into specific behaviors. When people pursue goals, they don’t
pursue some kind of global goalness or goalitude; they pursue specific
goals about which they have specific beliefs. Optimism as an aggrega-
tion of these specific beliefs makes more sense in terms of its day-to-
day influence. What’s more, the greater part of optimism, which is
not a consequence of “nature,” must come mainly from “nurture” or
experience. Experience is not global; that is, your experience with
goals was not an amorphous “success” or “failure” but rather an
aggregation of the outcomes of specific goals. You have not suc-
ceeded or failed in life, but at individual goals such as getting good
grades, getting a good job doing what you want to do, doing tasks
within that job, meeting people, staying close to friends, making the
team, winning the match, giving the speech, almost ad infinitum.

When I ask people to judge on an optimism questionnaire
whether they believe that more good than bad things will happen to
them, I am asking them to distill their beliefs about all the potentially
important parts of their futures into their responses. Although there
is some speculation about whether people do this accurately or not,
they seem to do pretty well in this case. For example, our undergradu-
ate goal pursuers responded to the dispositional optimism question-
naire in a way that reflected their aggregate attitudes toward their
individual goals. If you turn the equation around, if I asked people
about their attitudes about their individual goals, I would be asking
them to apply their dispositional optimism to that specific response.
Doesn’t that seem backward? Bottom-up is a more sensible definition
when it comes to optimism.

If I brought you into the lab 10 times and gave you difficult tasks,
how would a pattern of persistence on those tasks define you? Using
common trait labels, you might be identified as conscientious, and from
the true bottom-up perspective a pattern of persistence needs no other
label than persistent. Could you also be defined as optimistic? That’s a
more difficult question. Because the optimism label applies to beliefs
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rather than behavior, it might be inappropriate to use the term optimism
to refer to your persistent behavior. On the other hand, it might be an
appropriate hypothesis about you because optimism is so closely associ-
ated with persistence and because it is so unlikely for a truly pessimistic
person to consistently keep trying. It might even turn out to be irrele-
vant to your well-being whether you are called conscientious, persistent,
or optimistic because it is the pattern of behavior—the bottom-up
process—that probably accounts for much of optimism’s benefit (not to
mention its costs, such as immunosuppression).

The bottom-up perspective on personality gives us reason to
believe that if you are not at what you would consider to be an opti-
mal level of optimism, you can still gain the benefits of being optimis-
tic: you don’t have to be inherently optimistic to live optimistically.
The thesis of this book is that optimists are happy and healthy not
because of who they are but because of how they act. Optimists have
an advantage because their personalities lead them to do the optimis-
tic thing naturally, but if you know what the optimistic thing is, you
don’t have to be an optimist to do it. You can stay the same person
(thereby being recognizable to your family, friends, and coworkers—
something that most people would want), just a more optimistic-
acting version of yourself.

OPTIMISM’S DYNAMO

To get to the bottom of optimism, that is, the daily behaviors and
experiences that add up to it, I want to return to the self-regulatory
loop of Chapter 2. Recall that this is a negative feedback loop, in
which a difference between your current state and goal state is closed
by actions you take to get closer to your goal. Note on page 168, how-
ever, the new loop, which has some extra pieces. The first piece is a
“success” box that gets activated when current state and goal state are
the same. A second change is in the action oval. In the simpler loop,
action was an automatic response to a discrepancy between your cur-
rent state and your goal state. In the current loop, action is an option.
You can choose either to take action to reduce a discrepancy, or to give
up, which implies failure to reach your goal. This is an important part
of self-regulation; without it you would be running around madly try-
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ing to reduce every gap between what you have and what you want at
once. Generally we take goals one at a time, depending on which one
takes priority at the moment. This brings us to the third change,
which is a box that contains some of the determinants of whether you
choose to take action or not. These include whether the goal is a high
priority and whether the resources are available to reach the goal. In
the simplest case, the question is, is there enough time and energy to
take action? If it’s the end of the day and you haven’t practiced the
piano yet, you can try to take action, but you might end up asleep on
the keyboard. This is a bad idea because you likely aren’t sleeping
well, you certainly aren’t practicing well, and you could drool on the
keys, which is not good for them.

The fourth change, of course, is the addition of optimism. As
we’ve seen repeatedly, one of the main things optimism does is to
energize action to reach goals. It is at this action choice point that
optimism influences daily behavior. When we start to look for opti-
mistic personality in everyday life, therefore, we look for the propen-
sity to keep taking action to reach goals. If you were to look at this fig-
ure with the eyes of a bottom-up personality theorist, you would say
that the energetic essence—the dynamo—of optimism is action.
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This, of course, brings us back to the previous definitional prob-
lem in which persistent behavior is called persistence and doesn’t need
a new name (optimism) that actually means “positive thoughts about
the future.” To solve this problem, let’s add a few more pieces to the
model. Let’s add positive or negative expectations about goal accom-
plishment arising from success or failure. This addition does two very
important things. It provides a home for a bottom-up perspective of
optimism, and it closes the loop from optimism to self-regulation and
back.

Without the loop closed, optimism had a top-down quality
because it imposed its influence from above. With the loop closed,
optimism becomes the bottom-up aggregate of individual beliefs that
in turn are influenced by the outcomes of actions you choose to take
or not to take. Optimism is embedded in this whole system, and
although the label optimism is applied to a part of the system that has
to do with beliefs, the phenomenon of optimism cannot be isolated
from the system as a whole. Imagine that you took out the self-
regulatory loop and drew arrows from optimism directly to failure or
success. This is how many people think about optimism, but half the
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optimism system is gone! It would be like a car that has a frame,
wheels, a great paint job, a leather interior, but no engine. You would
probably still call it a car because it looks like a car, but it certainly
wouldn’t work like a car.

Unlike the initial self-regulatory loop, which is a negative feed-
back loop, the new, expanded loop that includes action, success, goal
beliefs, and optimism is a positive feedback loop. The more action
you take, the more likely you are to be successful, the more you will
believe in succeeding at those goals, and the more optimistic you will
be, which leads back to more action. Although the arrow isn’t shown
in the figure for the sake of simplicity, success will also build
resources, which can also provide more fuel for action. This suggests
an upward spiral over time.

The best data I have to show what happens to optimism over
time are the 10-year follow-up questionnaires from the participants in
my dissertation research. In Chapter 1, I told you that dispositional
optimism was pretty stable over time, since about two-thirds of people
changed by 10% or less. But what can we learn about the people who
changed more than 10% and, in the case of one person, completely
changed categories from pessimist to optimist?

First, average optimism increased over time for the sample as a
whole. It was only a gradual increase, 5% over 10 years, but the group
average did change toward the optimistic. If most people are optimis-
tic (see Chapter 1), and optimism is a positive feedback loop, this is
what you would expect: a generally optimistic group becoming a little
more optimistic with each passing year. Another way of looking at this
change is to compare the number of people who changed by 10%
toward optimism versus pessimism: Three times as many changed
toward optimism as toward pessimism.

Second, it was interesting to look at how the people whose opti-
mism increased most were faring in terms of their resources 10 years
later. If the system shown in the preceding figure is right, high levels
of resources should go along with increases in optimism because both
come out of the self-regulatory loop. One of the lawyers whose opti-
mism increased quite a bit over 10 years provides an illustrative case.
In terms of social resources and activities, she had a wide social net-
work and activities including coworkers, family, friends, church, vol-
unteering, and a club, and she rated her satisfaction with her relation-
ships at the top of the scale. In terms of status resources, she had an
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excellent position within the legal field, as well as two other entrepre-
neurial endeavors on the side. The only area in which she was in the
bottom half of the law student group: income. She made less than half
as much as the top-earning lawyer in the group. On the other hand,
she worked 40 hours a week, which was also below average for this
group, and she was clearly using the rest of the time to build other
kinds of resources that, not incidentally, add more to life than money
does.

This illustrative case is supported by the pattern of change in the
optimism of married working mothers. In a mirror image of the
upward spiral enjoyed by many of the law students, loss of or threat to
social and status resources among these women led to a loss of opti-
mism over the subsequent year. In particular, problems in what is
arguably an adult’s most important relationship—with her spouse or
partner—were associated with decreases in optimism over time, as
were problems with her role as an employee. The cycle of optimism
and resources rolls on.

When you look for evidence of your own personality, you have to
look no further than your daily life. Your emotions, thoughts, goals,
and behavior are dynamic, changing over the course of time, but
across long periods of time, patterns emerge in the kinds of emotions,
thoughts, goals, and behaviors that characterize you. Although the
term optimism refers to thoughts, the entire system that includes opti-
mism would consist of a tendency to think positive thoughts about the
future and the likelihood of accomplishing goals, to be persistent in
commitment to goals and goal-directed behavior, and to experience
more positive mood and higher psychological well-being as a result.
Furthermore, because this system is a positive feedback loop, gaining
momentum one way or the other makes it possible for people who
are optimistic to become pessimistic (if for some reason they stop
engaging their goals and building their resources) and for people who
are pessimistic to become optimistic (if they start engaging their goals
and building their resources). This is not an easy proposition, because
in a positive feedback loop, change is initially going to require swim-
ming upstream against the momentum of one’s history. On the other
hand, it is possible to swim upstream, and in this case, the farther you
swim, the more the current will change its direction and start to
sweep you along.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Doing Optimism
Optimists, Pessimists,

and Their Potential for Change

I recently had cause to read some Web log (“blog”) entries by people
with broken legs (that cause being my own tibial plateau fracture and
subsequent surgery to repair it), and I was struck by how many of the
bloggers on the site struggled through recovery. Not incidentally,
many of them were preoccupied with either underambitious or
frankly pessimistic ideas about recovery from a broken leg. Many
entries elaborated on how “old” they had become (“my doctor told
me I had a 40-year-old knee before the accident and now I have a 60-
year-old knee”) or how long it took them to be able to drive, walk nor-
mally, and the like.

Now, a site like this is unlikely to attract people who are experi-
encing simple recoveries or have optimistic attitudes, because those
people are less likely to be writing about their broken legs and more
likely to be getting on with their lives. Optimistic people don’t rumi-
nate about what might have been; they act to bring about what might
be. I was surprised to find so many bloggers who thought themselves
ambitious to be driving again months after their accidents; one of the
first things I did after my accident—in fact, at my first appointment
with my orthopedic surgeon—was to get the paperwork completed for
handicapped parking permits, because I was looking forward to get-
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ting around again and expected that I would be driving in short
order.1 Just over a week after my surgery, I am not quite ready to
drive myself, but I do my physical therapy exercises religiously so that
I will be flexible enough to get myself behind the wheel as soon as
possible. I sometimes think about the long-term implications for my
knee, but not as often as I think about when I will be able to start
physical therapy in earnest and start rebuilding the muscles in my leg
or about my ambition to be off crutches and use only a cane when my
husband and I go on a second honeymoon later in the year.

Are pessimists with broken legs doing themselves a disservice
with their blogs? Would they recover faster if they focused on the
roadblocks to their recoveries less? I feel that they would. Further-
more, I have reason to believe that if they used their diaries somewhat
differently, they could actually start to reverse the self-fulfilling proph-
ecies of low expectations, and that the most pessimistic of them might
even benefit the most.

Optimism can be defined from the bottom up as a collection of
thoughts (positive expectations for the future) and behaviors (persis-
tence, directing energy toward goals, and the like). The consequences
of optimism arise from this collection of individual thoughts and acts:
when people have positive thoughts about their futures, they are
more likely to pursue goals that will make those futures come true.
They are more likely to feel happy because they are making progress.
They are more satisfied with themselves and their lives because they
are building resources. They may even be healthier in the long run. I
offer this reminder of what optimism in essence is and does because
whether you can become more optimistic, happier, healthier, and the
like depends on which statement is truer:

1. Optimism and happiness come primarily from genes, and
although the leopard can get a dye job, it cannot change its
spots.

2. Optimism and happiness come from your daily choices.

What if pessimism were nothing more than a habit that you
could change?
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Changing your thoughts, behaviors, and emotions just because
you want to isn’t all that easy. Ask anyone who’s tried to get physically
healthier by exercising more, eating better, or quitting smoking.
Often people make several attempts at change before it sticks. Thera-
pists who help people change their behavior, whether health behavior
like exercise or emotional behavior like avoidance or passivity, know
it’s not just a matter of willpower, although being determined to
change certainly helps.2 Fortunately, psychologists have developed
techniques that help people make difficult changes, and as it turns
out, these methods can also be used to change pessimistic thoughts
and behaviors. I’m not suggesting you change your essential nature to
reap the benefits of optimism, however. It’s like trying to teach a pig
to sing: disappointing for you and frustrating for the pig. Nonethe-
less, there is evidence to suggest you can develop a more optimistic
attitude, and if your “nature” is really just your habitual attitudes,
changing your habits could actually change your nature.

THE HABIT OF OPTIMISTIC THINKING

Richard joined a study of whether people could increase their opti-
mistic thoughts because he felt anxious and worried all the time. A
decade away from retirement, he was already anticipating that it
would be a personally and financially difficult transition. Certainly,
attention to threats and defensive pessimism can be helpful (as con-
sidered in Chapter 6), but only when they initiate action, and in Rich-
ard’s case, his vision of retirement was so pessimistic that there was no
incentive to act. Perversely, although his pessimism did not motivate
him to do anything about retirement, he felt that his worry and rumi-
nation were going to help him, and he was wary of more optimistic
thoughts, claiming that such thinking created dangerous complacency
and illusory hopes.

Richard was correct to be skeptical of fantasy. Fortunately, the
research that he participated in was offering an experimental treat-
ment to make people more optimistic, not one to get them to indulge
in fantasy. In fact, he was encouraged not to fantasize. Research has
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shown that fantasies have the opposite effect on motivation and
action that optimism does. Fantasies encourage people to linger on a
dream, whereas optimism encourages people to act to achieve it.
Optimism involves consideration of the contrast between what is now
and what could be: an optimistic Charlie Brown might think about
the fact that he hasn’t introduced himself to the little red-haired girl
yet, the fact that he wants to meet her, and the odds of a successful
meeting. Fantasy, on the other hand, involves immersion in an enjoy-
able but entirely simulated future world that doesn’t admit the con-
trast between what is and what could be. If you’re not aware of that
discrepancy, you have no motivation to reduce it. As a consequence,
when people only visualize already having what they want, they often
disengage from actually trying to get it. If Charlie Brown wants to
meet the cute little red-haired girl, sitting around imagining what it
would be like to hold her hand or planning their wedding doesn’t get
him very far.

Beliefs such as “I’ll just be disappointed if I think too positively,”
“I’ll overlook something and fail,” or “If I think too positively, I won’t
work hard” are not going to get you very far either. These beliefs are
patently not true—optimists are not disappointed, they pay adequate
attention to potential problems, and they work harder than
pessimists—and they obviously inhibit attempts to have more optimis-
tic thoughts. Richard’s therapist suggested alternative thoughts about
optimism, because until Richard let go of his optimism-suppressing
beliefs, there was little possibility of actually starting to envision
a more positive future. Once he substituted optimism-supportive
beliefs, such as “optimism can decrease inertia” and “optimism can
give you something to work toward,” he was able to imagine his ideal
retirement and consider the steps he would need to take to get there.
Eventually, Richard admitted that “wishful thinking is not all undesir-
able.” Faint praise, to be sure, but it reflected real change in psycho-
logical functioning: when tested at the end of the program, he and his
fellow optimism trainees had more positive thoughts, felt more capa-
ble of solving problems, and generated more creative solutions to a
real problem-solving task than people who had not been through the
program.

In addition to undoing optimism-suppressing beliefs and learn-
ing to imagine a more positive future, good optimism training
addresses automatic attention. The Stroop study discussed in Chapter
6 showed that optimists are automatically more attentive to positive
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aspects of the environment than are pessimists. Although automatic
seems to imply “uncontrollable,” automaticity is merely a function of
practice. You can play a piece on the piano without thinking about
where your fingers are or hit a tennis ball without thinking about
what your elbow is doing only after consciously practicing the action
over and over. If you have a bad habit, like biting your fingernails, the
cure is to consciously substitute a better habit (even clenching your
fists will do) until it automatically overrides the bad habit. When
someone like Richard worries and ruminates, he is essentially practic-
ing thinking about the negative aspects of his future and ignoring the
positive. As a consequence, he develops the habit of pessimism. To
undo this habit in pessimistic people, optimism training instructs peo-
ple to deliberately focus on the positive, much as a nail-biter might
deliberately clench his fists rather than bite his nails.

One simple way to train attention to the positive is to keep a log
of three good things that happen each day. It’s pretty safe to say that
everyone experiences at least three good things—even if they are just
little things—every day. Not everyone pays attention to them, though.
Those who don’t unfortunately miss the motivating and inspiring
aspects of their lives, not to mention reminders of their progress and
even their resources. Here are three positive things listed by an opti-
mism trainee: seeing a pretty flower, being told he did a good job, and
getting a good night’s sleep. These are signs of a beautiful environ-
ment, professional progress, and energetic renewal, which are all
resources that can lead to greater life satisfaction. Noticing these signs
every day can help people to realize that they have more resources
than they were aware of and to feel different about their lives.

In fact, this attentional change is one of the things that can lead
to long-term changes in happiness, potentially allowing a person to
escape the hedonic treadmill, psychological immune system, and
other mechanisms that bring people back to their set points. A large
study compared the effectiveness of several different 1-week exercises
on happiness 6 months later. The exercises included thinking about a
time in the past when you were at your best, identifying your personal
strengths (such as gratitude, kindness, modesty, or curiosity), using
strengths in new ways, expressing gratitude to someone you have
never properly thanked, or writing down three good things that hap-
pened each day. All these exercises made people feel happier, but for
the most part that happiness dissipated over time. The “three good
things” exercise, though, actually increased happiness over time, so
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that people who did that exercise got happier and happier over 6
months. Why? First, people who did that exercise were more likely to
keep doing it after their mandatory week ended. Second, as they did
that, they probably got better at it. That is, over time, their attentional
habits became more optimistic. Third, noticing the positive probably
helped energize the loops shown in Chapter 7, leading to an upward
spiral. A simple exercise, but one with complex, positive, and lasting
effects.

OPTIMISM FOR EEYORE

For the true pessimist (or even the die-hard skeptic), changing
thought habits from pessimistic to optimistic may not be as simple as
retraining attitudes in the way Richard did. It’s always easier to build
on an existing foundation than to start from scratch, and so optimism
training might be most effective for people who are already somewhat
optimistic and want to expand or maximize that optimism and less
effective for people who just don’t feel that optimism is “them.” I was
in school with a couple of graduate students who were dedicated to
being more positive in their attitudes, and I mean, they really worked
at it. I’m sorry to say, however, that I don’t think it ever really “took,”
because the positive veneer they put on seemed to be so easily shat-
tered. One of them was on the verge of dropping out of graduate
school whenever an obstacle or difficulty arose, which was—not atypi-
cally for difficult graduate study—about once a year. His friends and
professors were pretty good at talking him down from the metaphori-
cal ledge, but it was hard to see him as a positive or optimistic person
down deep. Another problem both people had was that they were
chronic giver-uppers who would start relationships or projects and
abandon them a short while later. As a consequence, they failed to
grow the kind of academic or social capital that you really need to
keep you away from the ledge during graduate study.

Perhaps part of the problem is that being positive is not enough
to get the entire optimism system working. Some evidence for the
missing piece comes from studies that asked people to write journal
entries about important situations in their lives. Many people think of
a journal as a place to express their deepest thoughts and feelings,
and there is interesting evidence that when people write about their
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deepest thoughts and feelings, a number of positive outcomes can
ensue: better health, better immune function, better mood, and so
on. Not all people improve through expressing their deepest thoughts
and feelings, however, and emotional expression might not be good
for people when their deepest thoughts and feelings are pessimistic.
Instead of progressing toward a meaningful understanding of those
thoughts and feelings, pessimists might get mired in rumination and
depression. Rather than celebrating a return to weight bearing or
appreciating lessons learned by breaking a leg,3 pessimists are likely to
dwell on the deficits they experience and dire predictions about their
futures. Fortunately for pessimists, although it is the typical use of a
journal, you don’t have to use a journal to explore the deepest
thoughts and feelings you already have. You can use a journal to cre-
ate new habits of thinking.

One possibility is to use the journal to refocus on the possibility
of a positive future, which is sort of the journal equivalent of noticing
three good things because it gets you in the habit of thinking posi-
tively about the future. For example, one study asked HIV-infected
women to write journal entries that focused on a future in which their
treatment regimens were simple—one pill daily—which would be a sig-
nificant improvement over the complex regimen currently available.
Although very effective in reducing mortality, the currently available
medication regimen involves taking a large number of pills on a strict
schedule, some on an empty stomach, some on a full stomach, and so
on. A simpler treatment regimen would significantly decrease the
logistic burden of controlling HIV infection. Pessimistic women who
focused on this possibility became more optimistic over the 4 weeks
during which they were writing the entries.

You can also use a journal to better self-regulate, that is, to be
aware of your goals, to behave in a way that is consistent with your
goals, and to explore ways to overcome obstacles. Imagining not only
what you want but also how you are going to get it—that is, substitut-
ing “mental simulation” (a mental practice of the steps you’re going
to follow) for fantasy—activates the self-regulatory loop and actually
increases the odds that you’ll get what you want. This way of using a
journal should be particularly helpful for people who are not very
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optimistic and therefore don’t already do this on their own and who
might get mired in negative thoughts and feelings if they were to
focus on expressing them. Another research study assigned college
freshmen to (1) write about their deepest thoughts and feelings
(expression), (2) write about their problems and challenges in college
and ways they could cope with them (self-regulation), or (3) write
about trivial aspects of college life (experimental control). As it
turned out, the self-regulation task had the most beneficial effects.
When it came to feeling better, people at all levels of optimism felt
better if they did the self-regulation writing task rather than express-
ing their emotions or describing trivia. Optimists’ health benefited
from both self-regulation and expression, but pessimists’ health bene-
fited only from self-regulation and not from expression. Pessimists
who expressed themselves had just as many visits to the doctor for ill-
ness as pessimists who focused on trivial topics.

The most interesting thing about these journal studies is that
they were most effective for people who were the most pessimistic.
On one level, this is unsurprising. After all, you wouldn’t expect to
dramatically influence the optimism level of someone who was al-
ready relatively optimistic. On another level, however, it’s encourag-
ing. Sometimes it’s easier to build on an existing strength than to rem-
edy a deficit—a new exercise program will be easier for a person who
is already somewhat fit than for a person who is entirely sedentary. In
the case of improving positive expectations and self-regulation, how-
ever, it appears to be possible to build from the ground up. By writing
about their goals, ambitions, and plans to get there, the pessimistic
bloggers might smooth the path to their own recovery and literally
standing on their own two feet.

CHANGE YOUR LIFE
AND YOUR THOUGHTS WILL FOLLOW

The true diehard pessimist might still be skeptical that changing
thoughts is possible for her. In fact, someone who is that pessimistic
in general would be very likely to be pessimistic specifically about the
possibility of change. Fortunately, you don’t always have to believe in
change for change to occur. I have seen a book entitled Change Your
Thoughts and Your Life Will Follow. But what if the opposite were also
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possible? Can you change your life and have your thoughts—that is,
optimism—follow?

Therapists who treat phobias see this all the time. People who
have spent a lot of time and energy talking about their phobias with-
out seeing any improvement can be especially pessimistic because
they perceive themselves as untreatable. When I did my clinical
internship, I treated a man named Jake who had developed an
unusual phobia of hearing sirens. He worked in his home office near
a busy thoroughfare, so he would hear sirens several times daily.
Unlike those who fear dogs, spiders, or heights, he did not believe
that the feared objects, the sirens, were going to hurt him, but he felt
assailed by the noise. The more the sirens made him feel this way, the
more upset he would be by subsequent sirens, which created an
upward spiral of agitation. He took steps to eliminate the noise such
as trying to soundproof his home office, but this only muffled the
noise, and the failure to eliminate it made him feel more out of con-
trol. By the time he got to me, he had been to see several therapists
and had tried our clinic only on the insistence of his family doctor,
who had known another of his patients to improve there. As a conse-
quence of his experiences, Jake felt quite pessimistic that I would be
able to help him.

Fortunately for both Jake and me, I didn’t need him to change
the way he thought or felt about the sirens to help him get over his
phobia. I only asked him to change the way he behaved. Instead of try-
ing to avoid the sirens, I instructed him to try to hear as many sirens
as loudly and as often as he could, even to the point of buying his
daughter a toy ambulance with a siren (needless to say, siren toys had
not been allowed in the house). That is, instead of avoiding sirens, he
was now supposed to approach them.

Your thoughts, behaviors, and emotions are interrelated. The
diagram on page 181 shows Jake’s constellation of thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors. The critical aspect of this constellation is that what you
think, how you feel, and how you behave all influence each other.
When Jake thought about how the sirens were both intolerable and
uncontrollable, he naturally felt anxious and irritable. In turn, his anx-
ious and irritable emotional state made him think and behave differ-
ently. Recall from Chapter 2 that emotions have signal value, and
feelings of fear, anger, anxiety, and irritability signal threat. As a con-
sequence, thoughts and attention will naturally be focused on poten-
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tial threats in the environment. Left to their own devices, the
thoughts and emotions will naturally spiral upward, as they had for
Jake.

Now recall that Jake had also acted to reduce the impact of the
sirens on his environment by soundproofing his office and forbidding
toys with sirens in the house. This is not a surprising consequence of
anxiety—after all, the point of feeling fearful of a saber-toothed tiger is
not to induce you to go up and pet it (you might die trying). Unfortu-
nately, however, the behaviors that arise from anxiety often either
prolong or even create the feared outcome. For example, people who
are insecure in their relationships often try to reassure themselves
and cement their relationships by doing things like frequently asking
their partners if they love them. This can, however, be perceived as
nagging or clinging and can actually put the partner off. When the
partner backs off, insecurity-driven behavior increases and the rela-
tionship gets on a downward spiral. Another example is the nervous
speaker who tries so hard to look relaxed that she comes off as stilted.
In both cases, the behavior that was intended to alleviate the problem
actually creates it.

Unfortunately, the kind of behavior that Jake was pursuing
to control his anxiety—avoidance of sirens—virtually eliminated the
mechanisms that could actually change his anxious thoughts and alle-
viate his emotional distress. Getting him to pursue exposure to the
very thing that made him anxious, done properly, could be an incredi-
bly effective remedy. Why?
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On a very basic level, we might define it as effective because it
undoes the problematic behavior. The definition of phobia includes
avoidance of the feared situation that impairs the person’s ability to
live his life. If you can eliminate avoidance, impairment is decreased
by definition: a person with social phobia is now talking to people at
parties, a person with agoraphobia is now going to the grocery store.
This is the psychopathology version of a bottom-up definition: What
you do is the nature of your problem.

Exposure can, however, produce more benefit than behavioral
change, because feelings and thoughts are linked to behaviors. The
more experience people have with the situations they fear, the more
they realize that the imagined consequences are not likely to come to
pass and, if they do, they are not as catastrophic as feared. They
become less anxious and fearful in those situations, which makes anx-
ious thoughts and behaviors less likely. As thoughts and feelings
change to be less anxious and anxiety provoking, exposure to the situ-
ations becomes easier, leading to greater cognitive and emotional
change: an upward spiral that leads to overcoming fear.

In essence, when using exposure therapy, therapists are sending
patients out into feared situations to collect data. If the sirens went all
day, would you really go crazy? One of my favorite training experi-
ences as a therapist was a workshop with the British psychologist Paul
Salkovskis, an expert in treating anxiety disorders. In the workshop
we watched a video of Salkovskis collecting data on the hypothesis of
a patient with anxiety that any atypical behavior (like having a panic
attack) would cause people to gather, sneer, point, and so on.
Salkovskis did this by taking his patient to the mall. The patient gath-
ered data by watching while Salkovskis did a Monty Pythonesque silly
walk right through the middle of the mall. (How many people gath-
ered, sneered, pointed, and so on? Try it for yourself sometime.)

Trying to change your feelings by changing your behavior has
two advantages. First, behavior is easier to change than thoughts or
emotions. Emotions are notoriously difficult to change through an act
of willpower. In fact, if emotions have signal value, the ability to
change them at will would actually be a pretty big design flaw in the
human self-regulatory machine. What good would it be to voluntarily
stop the hair on the back of your neck from prickling if, as a conse-
quence, you missed the fact that a saber-toothed tiger was about an
inch from said neck? Using the analogy between people and thermo-
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stats in Chapter 2, being able to change emotion at will would be
something like being able to change the room temperature reading
on the thermostat without actually changing the temperature in the
room. This would be pretty stupid, because not only would you still
be too hot (or too cold), but you would actually stop doing anything
about it because the gauge said everything was okay.

If your therapist tells you, “Don’t worry, be happy,” find a new
therapist (if for no other reason than that given in the very first point
in the Prologue of this book, that trying to be happier can backfire on
you). Find one who will teach you ways to change your behaviors to
escape the downward spiral. Don’t worry about the emotions. They
will take care of themselves.

Second, when you target behavior, you don’t have to believe in
the possibility of cognitive and emotional change for change to occur.
It helps, but it’s not necessary. Over a period of weeks, Jake’s attitude
toward the sirens changed. By actively pursuing exposure, he found
that just listening to the sirens was not intolerable after all; he could
tolerate as much noise as they could produce. He felt more in control
and able to cope, and his anxiety decreased. Jake reversed the down-
ward spiral he had been on by taking control of the behavioral part of
the spiral and letting thoughts and emotions come along for the ride.

Behavior change may also be the best route to the benefits of
optimism because it does not require the adoption of thoughts that
for some people may feel foreign. Furthermore, the loops in Chapter
7 suggest that the truest route to optimism is to act like an optimist
until the positive feedback loop kicks in and starts growing optimism
from the bottom up. That is, if you really want to develop optimism,
“fake it till you make it.” People can learn to be more optimistic by
acting as if they were more optimistic. In this case, that means being
more engaged with and persistent in the pursuit of goals. What are
your goals? What is important to you?

Make a list of your goals or write a description of what you want
yourself and your life to look like in a few months or years. Every
once in a while, look at it. In the self-regulation study, students wrote
in their journals on only three occasions. For only 5 minutes on each
occasion, they listed three things that they could do to help them deal
with the problems and challenges they were facing in the transition to
college. Those 5 minutes, however, were critical to the benefit that
accrued to their happiness and health. Even brief reminders about
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important goals and brief plans about how to go about reaching them
can make a big difference. Get a little chalkboard or even a sticky note
and write down three things you can do to help you get to your most
important goal. Next week, evaluate whether any of them are working
and whether they should be continued, modified, or replaced. This
may be all the “journal” you need.

Behaving optimistically can also translate into trying one more
time (or maybe more) when you feel like giving up, because that’s
what an optimist would do. Be ready for the possibility that you might
succeed more than you expected. Also be ready for the possibility that
you might not succeed even when you persist. See those as learning
experiences: even if persistence doesn’t pay off, you start to learn the
signals that differentiate trying hard to get a date from stalking.4 Next
time, you will be wiser. Keep it up long enough and you’re on your
way to optimistic behavior and all that comes with it.

TAPPING YOUR INNER MOTIVATION

As Jennifer’s and Marie’s goals in Chapter 2 showed, optimists and
pessimists don’t necessarily have different kinds of goals. Nonethe-
less, I’d be remiss if I did not address the effects of the kinds of goals
you have and where they came from, because both are very important
for a goal’s effect on well-being.

Each year my students and I interview each of the law students
participating in our ongoing optimism–immunity research. The inter-
view focuses on their perceptions of what has been challenging or dif-
ficult (stress processes from Chapter 3), whether they compared
themselves with others (social comparison processes from Chapter 4),
and so on. The interview opens with a “warm-up” question, which was
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originally intended to let the students relax and get used to talking on
tape before the hard questions start. We begin this way: “Tell me
about why you decided to go to law school.”

As we’ve found, students go to law school for all kinds of differ-
ent reasons. Some enjoy the intellectual challenge, some want to use a
law degree as a means to a career in another field such as govern-
ment, some are going into the family business (everyone else in the
family is a lawyer), and some want to be able to help and protect oth-
ers using the legal system. Some even go to law school as a default
professional degree—medicine wasn’t appealing (all those sick peo-
ple), and a PhD takes too long. Although all these students were work-
ing toward the same goal—to graduate from law school—that goal had
very different origins for different students.

When you think about what goals you have, be sure to think also
about why you have them. Self-determination theory says that people
have three basic psychological needs: competence (doing well), relat-
edness (connecting with others), and autonomy (acting freely). Well-
being and healthy development arise from pursuits that meet these
needs. When a goal arises from a person’s own values and identity, it
is called “self-determined” (hence, self-determination theory). Self-
determined goals provide their own reward and motivation because
they meet autonomy needs (you are acting freely in adopting the
goal). That is, goals you choose yourself are inherently rewarding.
Macaroni art is not a good money-making proposition but, when
intrinsically motivated, offers an opportunity for the exercise of cre-
ativity and skill (forms of competence) and autonomy. Goal pursuits
that are extrinsically motivated—that arise from the pursuit of external
rewards or punishments, to avoid guilt or shame, or because of rules
(real or imagined)—can never offer the same reward.

Furthermore, people make better progress toward intrinsically
motivated goals than extrinsically motivated goals and feel better while
doing it. Students who are intrinsically motivated learn better than stu-
dents who are extrinsically motivated. Churchgoers who are intrinsi-
cally motivated have greater well-being than those who are extrinsically
motivated. Among our law students, we would expect that those who
went to law school for intrinsic reasons (they enjoy the law, they want to
help people) to be better adjusted and more successful than those who
went to law school for extrinsic reasons (my husband wants me to make
more money, Grandpa always wanted me to be a lawyer).
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Providing external reasons for doing something can even under-
mine existing intrinsic motivation. In one classic demonstration of
this effect, when children who were interested in drawing were told
they could get a certificate by doing more drawings, they eventually
lost interest in drawing, spending about half as much free playtime
drawing after the certificate offer as before. Children who were unex-
pectedly given a certificate or who did the extra drawings “for free”
stayed interested in drawing. Once kids expected that they should get
some kind of reward apart from their own enjoyment, they stopped
being rewarded by their own enjoyment.5

In adulthood, cultural messages about the importance of extrin-
sic rewards may also undermine our best motivations. When students
start law school, most of them pursue academic goals because they
think those goals are important and they find them enjoyable and
stimulating. As law school progresses, however, a number of mes-
sages, explicit and implicit, begin to take a toll on these students. Stu-
dents start hearing more and more about money and status and not
as much about public service, intellectual stimulation, or other per-
sonal reasons for studying the law. Consequently, they start to pursue
certain goals and pathways because of the money or status, because
other people think they should, or because they would feel guilty if
they didn’t. Intrinsic motivation falls as much as 25% in the first few
months of law school, a change that leads to a loss of well-being and
an increase in physical symptoms such as insomnia and headaches.
When law students’ intrinsic interest in the law is supplanted by
expectation of extrinsic rewards, they suffer.

Unhappily for those who become absorbed in extrinsic mo-
tivators for their behavior, this change in motivation works against
them, since extrinsic motivation also predicts lower grades in law
school, and lower grades means less ability to pursue the “status”
careers. The pursuit of extrinsically motivated goals may be self-
defeating.

If you were to make a list of your goals, it might be tempting to
idealize it:
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Write a guaranteed best-seller novel
Run for Mrs. Jessamine County
Keep up correspondence with 300 best friends (reminder: buy

more engraved notecards)
Have four perfect offspring
Teach four perfect offspring to play violin, viola, and cello for

perfect offspring string quartet
Host elaborate dinners for 40 (reminder: dig wine cellar)

However, when you consider your goals, you do yourself a disser-
vice if you edit yourself or try to limit yourself to what you think are
good or admirable goals. If you want to learn macaroni art, don’t
leave it off the list. No one can tell you what your goals should be.
Other people may have goals for you, but those are their goals and
not necessarily yours. In fact, these two sets of goals are so distinct
that people who study the self actually separate out two possible selves,
which are people’s views of what they might look like in the future: an
“ideal” self that incorporates a wished-for future self based on one’s
own values and goals and an “ought” self that incorporates a future
self based on other people’s imposed wishes, values, and goals. The
goals that drive you may be either your own or other people’s. Maybe
other people have very good ideas for what you should be like, but
the research evidence suggests that when it comes to happiness, your
goals are better for you than other people’s goals.

Like goal engagement, intrinsic motivation is something you may
be able to maintain through a simple process of reminding yourself.
Psychologist Ken Sheldon and his colleagues have suggested some
strategies for increasing intrinsic motivation that may help you:

1. Own the goal. Think back to the core value, important re-
source, or ideal self that the goal expresses. What does maca-
roni art do for you? Does it tap into your desire to create?
Does it allow you to unleash your inner Impressionist?

2. Make it fun. Pursue the goal in a context you enjoy. Find peo-
ple, times, or settings that maximize enjoyment. For example,
while riding the stationary bike one day, I was reading an
interesting book on self-regulation.6 For perhaps a better
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example, the author of that book wrote about how, when he
lived in Europe, his morning jog seemed effortless because his
route took him through a park known for topless sunbathing.

3. Remember the big picture. If you have a relatively narrow goal
(“lose 10 pounds”), what broader purpose does it serve (“live a
longer, healthier life”)?

The first rule of doing optimism is pursuing goals. Optimism acts
as a kind of permissive agent for all kinds of motivation, because the
ability to see positive outcomes promotes all kinds of motivation. Pes-
simism can undermine intrinsic motivation via negative expectations
for achieving competence, connectedness, and autonomy; likewise,
pessimism can undermine extrinsic motivation, if the expectation is
that external punishments are more likely than rewards. Because any
motivation is clearly better than no motivation in terms of well-being
and performance, optimism yields benefits in those areas. However,
focusing the benefit of optimistic beliefs on self-determined, intrinsi-
cally motivated goals may further increase its power by channeling the
resulting motivation into goals that will meet the basic needs of com-
petence, connectedness, and autonomy.

RESOURCE GROWTH FROM DAY TO DAY

While I was working on this book, the 2005 New Year passed. Two
days later, in the New York Times, I found the following headline:

Resolved: To Do More. Or Less. Or Something.

Guides to self-improvement can’t agree on whether to go faster
or slower on the road to happiness.

Apparently self-improvement books fall into two camps: Those
that claim you’ll be happier when you do more (wake up early, set
goals, make lists) and those that claim that you’ll be happier when you
do less (sleep late, relax, contemplate). I immediately thought of this
book and whether, if it were a guide to self-improvement, it would fall
into the former or the latter camp. It seemed likely, perhaps over-
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whelmingly so, that it would fall into the former group, the club of the
do-mores, the back-to-works, the get-after-its. I was a little chagrined
by this thought, because I don’t necessarily believe people don’t do
enough. I do, however, believe sometimes people aren’t doing the
right things.

Just a month before the New York Times article, another article
came out in the much less widely read, but equally if not more presti-
gious, publication Science. This article had the titillating title:

A Survey Method for Characterizing Daily Life Experience

The Day Reconstruction Method

The results of the survey were, fortunately, more interesting than
the title of the article. The survey included 909 daily diaries kept by
working women who recorded their activities, positive and negative
feelings during those activities, and how many hours per day they
engaged in those activities. Here are the most common activities in
these women’s daily lives and the average number of hours per day
spent in each activity:7

Activity
Average
hours/day Activity

Average
hours/day

Work 6.9 Prepare food 1.1

Talk on phone 2.5 Take care of children 1.1

Socialize 2.3 Housework 1.1

Relax 2.2 Nap 0.6

Eat 2.2 Pray/worship/meditate 0.4

Watch TV 2.2 Shop 0.4

Computer/
e-mail/Internet

1.6 Intimate relations 0.2

Commute 1.6 Exercise 0.2
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This seems like a very ordinary way to spend your day, and I
would say my day often looks similar. What is extraordinary is to com-
pare the relative amount of time spent in each activity with the rela-
tive amount of positive and negative mood experienced during that
activity. If this is a typical day, then we all look a little bit like masoch-
ists, because the things we spend the most time on are often things
that make us feel the most negative and least positive (commuting,
computer) and the things we spend the least time on are mostly things
that make us feel the most positive and least negative (exercise, inti-
mate relations, prayer or meditation).

Recall from Chapters 2 and 3 that the best activities for happi-
ness and well-being are those that lead to progress toward goals and
building resources. This study was a nice demonstration of that prin-
ciple, because the women in the study were happiest when they were
engaged in exactly those kinds of activities. These women were at
their happiest when they were building basic, energetic resources by
relaxing, eating, or exercising; when they were building social re-
sources by socializing or being intimate; or when they were building
existential resources by praying.

How do the ways in which you expend time and energy resources
in your daily life correspond to your goals? If you can’t answer clearly,
or the way you’re spending resources doesn’t correspond to your val-
ues, it might be time for you to revise your behaviors so they align
with your goals. Furthermore, having established that you have to
develop and believe in your own goals, I would now like to tell you
what your goals should be. Not all goals are created equal in terms of
their potential to do good or harm. First, intrinsically motivated goals
are clearly better for you than extrinsically motivated goals. Second,
goals that build resources are clearly better for you than goals that do
not build resources.

Consider the following goals from our student goals study:

Stop biting fingernails
Save money
Be more patient with roommate
Make Mom proud
Be attractive
Strengthen religion
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Get a degree
Keep good friendships

These goals obviously differ in the degree to which they’re going
to build resources. In general, goals that self-determination theory
labels “intrinsic” (that is, they satisfy basic needs such as autonomy,
competence, and relatedness) build better and more lasting resources
than goals that are “extrinsic” (that is, they display worth to others but
may have little worth in and of themselves). In this list, intrinsic goals
include affiliation with others (for example, be more patient with
roommate, keep good friendships), which builds social resources;
achievement (for example, get a degree), which builds status re-
sources; and personal growth (for example, strengthen religion),
which builds existential resources. Extrinsic goals focus on attaining
wealth, fame, or image (for example, be attractive). If they build any
resources at all, extrinsic goals build status resources. However, self-
determination theory would predict that some status resources are
“empty”—they are not valid resource currency.8 Although wealth,
fame, and image may buy admiration, to be truly helpful they need to
be convertible into other meaningful resources. When the famous
fall, their fame may be converted into help and support, but it seems
just as likely—if not more likely—that others will respond with the emo-
tion of schadenfreude, which can best be described as a feeling of smug-
ness, satisfaction, or even glee at another’s downfall.

I believe it’s fair to say that everyone needs all kinds of resources:
basic resources, social resources, and status resources (especially cer-
tain status resources such as knowledge that help meet basic needs
such as competence). In addition to the “why” of your goals, then, it’s
worthwhile to contemplate the “what” of your goals. What resources
are you building and what is their value?
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REBUILDING YOUR DAY

Now, you’re probably saying to yourself, HA! The reason I do things
that don’t necessarily pursue intrinsic goals that build my resources
and make me happy is that I have to do things like commuting, and
that doesn’t leave me very much time to do other things like have inti-
mate relations. You have a point. If you look at things that people
have to do (food preparation, child care, housework, working, com-
muting), those things don’t make them as happy as the things they
don’t have to do (socialize, watch TV, nap, have intimate relations).
Using the difference between positive and negative mood from the
study of women’s daily lives as a “mood balance index,” optional activ-
ities averaged 3.7, whereas mandatory activities averaged 3.0.9 These
numbers are calculated including eating with mandatory activities.
Eating was the most pleasant mandatory activity by far, averaging 3.8,
so if you don’t include eating, the difference is even bigger.

On the other hand, if you include only optional activities in the
analysis, the same relationship is revealed: we spend more time doing
things that make us less happy and spend less time doing the alterna-
tives that make us more happy. It’s not a matter of doing more or
doing less; it’s a matter of picking the right thing to do.

I was very surprised when the media reports of this research
focused on how watching TV was one of Americans’ happiest activi-
ties, because that wasn’t the usual relationship between TV and happi-
ness. (I was also a little alarmed that I might have to go back and
rewrite the prologue to this book.) When I looked at the original
research report, though, I found that although people were generally
happy when they were watching TV, this happiness was a little below
average for optional activities. So, I started monkeying around with
the typical day. First I took out TV and redistributed that time to
activities that were more positive, the same ones that have the greatest
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capacity to build resources.10 As you might expect, mood balance
improved, and the relationship between time spent on activities and
mood balance became neutral, so that now a more pleasing activity
was not associated with less time spent in that activity.

Then I went really crazy. I took time away from the computer (e-
mail, Internet, computer games, and so on) and redistributed that
time to the more positive activities. When I did that, mood balance
increased even more, and without TV or computer, the relationship
between time and mood finally went positive, so that more time was
at last being spent on more pleasing activities. People are generally
happy when watching TV or playing computer games, sending e-mail,
and so on, but then again, they are mostly happy all the time. In every
situation, on average, the women in this study had between 4 and 10
times as much positive mood as they had negative mood. Just because
an activity is pleasing doesn’t mean it’s a good way to spend your time
if you want to get the most out of your emotional life.

Interestingly, activities that tend to increase status resources were
not those that yielded the most positive mood balance. They did, how-
ever, dramatically increase another feeling: competence. Another arti-
cle, this one from the Chicago Tribune, questioned the value of activity
that increases status—that is, work:

There’s No Stopping Us: We Work Too Much . . . and Play
Too Little . . . but Who Dares Step Off the Treadmill?

The thesis of the article, obviously, was that we work too much,
and with increasing length of the workweek and electronic tethers
such as cell phones and remote access to e-mail, we may not ever
escape from work at all. But there was an antithesis, too: Work is
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experienced as a rewarding and exciting experience. Compared with
leisure, work is more likely to yield the opportunity to pursue goals,
build resources, challenge ourselves, and develop a sense of purpose.
It doesn’t have to be white-collar work, either. Many people with blue-
collar jobs, such as janitors, see their work as fulfilling and worth-
while, whereas others with white-collar jobs are only working for the
money.

The writer of the Tribune article, Chris Jones, admitted,

The most chaotic weekend of my life this past year was when I got stuck
in the blackout in New York and had to keep working. Not only did I
dine out on those stories for months—starring myself as the hardworking
hero—but I also was strangely content at that time. So, I suspect, were
the emergency workers and the power crews. We all stopped worrying
about growing older, a loved one’s health, or some perceived slight at
work—all stuff that consumes me when idle. Instead, we felt needed,
albeit in my case mainly in my own mind. In short, we were engaged.

Could the treadmill actually be the road to happiness? The prob-
lem with the treadmill analogy is that it mixes two ingredients
together: working hard and doing the same thing over and over again.
It’s okay to step off the treadmill if you hit the running trail, doing the
same work in a different context. After all, one thing we have to avoid
if we want to maximize well-being is that other treadmill, the hedonic
treadmill, and to do that we have to constantly strive for new and dif-
ferent accomplishments, new levels of performance, intimacy, or con-
nection to the future.

As little as we like it, there is only so much time and energy avail-
able to each of us, and we can spend it as we wish. The study of opti-
mism has inspired me to think more often about the time and energy
available to me and whether I’m using it in ways that build me up. If I
didn’t watch ER on Thursday night, slept an extra hour, and had
more energy to interact with my students on Friday, is that a better
investment? If I spent an hour less on Friday surfing the Web and had
a cocktail with my girlfriends, is that a better investment? It might
build my social resources more than any other thing I do all week.
How do you use your time and energy? Are you making the most of
your optimism?
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Epilogue
Confessions of a Reluctant Optimist

I have a confession to make: I am still not always eager to identify
myself as an optimist.

I’ve already explained how I manage to weasel my way out of
journalists’ questions about whether I’m optimistic. In part, I couldn’t
identify with the stereotype of the happy-go-lucky optimist, but that’s
not the whole story. Another part was that saying out loud that you’re
optimistic is a little bit embarrassing. Once I tried to dodge the ques-
tion by telling a reporter that I thought I was quite optimistic in some
domains but not others. For example, I explained, I have very optimis-
tic expectancies when it comes to my work, but more pessimistic
expectancies in other domains, like (at that time) finding dates. What
was the last line of the article when it came out? “‘I’m a professional
optimist,’ Segerstrom says.”

Do you think I took some ribbing for that? It sounded like I was
claiming to make a living being optimistic! I was humiliated! And as I
recall, at least one of my colleagues gave me serious grief about the
quote, and that was a fellow optimism researcher. I can’t imagine
what my colleagues who study “serious” subjects like psychopathology
or discrimination thought, but they didn’t say anything. They proba-
bly were embarrassed to know me.

In part, I was embarrassed to be portrayed that way because the
study of “positive” topics, like optimism or happiness, attracts a lot of
skepticism from people who study “negative” topics. The stereotype
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of people who study positive topics is that they are not serious scien-
tists. Unlike serious scientists, they are thought to have biases that
influence the kind of work they do; for example, they are unwilling to
believe that there is any downside to what they do and don’t tolerate
any dissent (actually, this wouldn’t just disqualify you as a serious sci-
entist; it would disqualify you as any kind of scientist). The stereotype
portrays people who study these topics as interested only in Polly-
annas and, worse, as Pollyannas themselves who refuse to see the neg-
ative side of anything.

Voltaire exploited this stereotype of optimism in his book
Candide. The eponymous Candide, an open and naïve young man, has
as his tutor Dr. Pangloss. Pangloss famously believes that all is (always)
for the best, and, being a good pupil, so does Candide. Does Candide
flourish because of his optimistic beliefs? Not at all. Voltaire rewards
Candide for his optimism by consigning him to the Bulgar army,
where he receives four thousand lashings. Through the rest of the
book, Candide suffers through storm, shipwreck, earthquake, slavery,
more floggings, war, near cannibalism (featuring Candide as dinner),
thievery, deceit, and imprisonment. To top it off, when Candide
finally is reunited with his beloved, for whom he has endured all these
insults, she has turned into an ugly hag. This is considered a good
joke on optimists.1

Ironically, in addition to being one of the purported Pollyannas
or Panglosses, I am also one of the skeptics, which puts me in the awk-
ward position of being suspicious of myself. A few years ago, a group
of psychologists who study “positive psychology,” topics like positive
emotion, growth, and strength, started getting together. Spearheaded
by Martin Seligman, whose research interests include optimistic
explanatory style,2 this group began holding an annual summit. I con-
fess here that the first time I attended this summit, I sat near the
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1I must point out that although Dr. Pangloss also flirts with death, first by syphilis
and later by hanging, he ultimately survives—and with his optimism intact.
2 The ways that people typically explain the events in their lives. Although this trait
and dispositional optimism share the optimism label, they are actually fairly unre-
lated to each other. Whether you have an optimistic explanatory style has very lit-
tle relation to whether you are also a dispositional optimist. This probably occurs
because explanatory style is about things that have already happened to you,
whereas dispositional optimism is about things that are going to happen to you.
Those can be related, but they don’t have to be.



door, poised to bolt at the first sign of Pangloss-ology. Instead, I
found a serious and scientific consideration of the whos, whys, and
hows of positive characteristics like happiness, including a presenta-
tion of the research discussed at the very beginning of this book that
showed that trying to be happy may actually be a bad idea. Reassured
that I wasn’t getting into what some people (still) view as a happiness
cult, I signed on. Good thing, too: one of the best intellectual experi-
ences I have ever had was later attending a “think tank” for young
positive psychologists. A few years later, I won the Templeton Positive
Psychology Prize, which continues to fund some of the more innova-
tive research in my lab, including studies that a larger, more estab-
lished funding agency like the National Institutes of Health or the
National Science Foundation might find too risky.

Although I was won over by the science, others’ skepticism of
positive psychology thrived. The Positive Psychology Prize was criti-
cized for what was apparently perceived as bribery to entice young sci-
entists to sign on with the positivity cult, like luring innocent children
with candy. These critics apparently ignored the fact that I won the
prize for work showing that optimism can be associated with suppres-
sion of the immune system. If positive psychologists were interested
in only good news about optimism and the like, I never would have
made it to the interview, much less won the prize.

I think a lot of skepticism about me and other “positive psycholo-
gists” (including my own skepticism) arises from the prominence of
certain well-known advocates of positive thinking. I recently borrowed
from my library a couple of examples from two such advocates, theo-
logian Norman Vincent Peale and surgeon Bernie Siegel. Peale is, of
course, the author of The Power of Positive Thinking, a 1950s volume
that still sells well. The book I checked out was a 1976 follow-up called
The Positive Principle Today. When I read the Foreword, I thought
maybe I had been scooped by 30 years or so, because Peale wrote that
his advice to people is to “Keep it going.” That sounded a lot like what
I have learned about optimism—that optimists’ propensity to “keep it
going” is responsible for many of the consequences of being optimis-
tic. When I read further, however, I found that the book focused on
the consequences of keeping a positive attitude going. In a series of
tales about successful people, the miraculous consequences of posi-
tive thoughts were attributed to just having the thoughts. To wit:
“That which we intensely image can and often does actualize in fact.”
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Even the chapter entitled “You Can Do Wonders If You Keep Trying”
mainly advocated persistently visualizing those wonders, with less dis-
cussion of exactly how they were supposed to come about.

The book reminded me of another classmate I had in graduate
school, a nurse who was enamored of the miraculous cure. At the
beginning of class one day, she mentioned one of her patients who
had been treated for cancer and was told that he would be infertile.
He and his wife prayed and prayed for her to get pregnant, and she
had finally conceived. Now, sometimes things come out of my mouth
before I get a chance to put the brakes on, and I blurted out, “I’ll bet
they were doing a lot more than praying!” That was sort of an embar-
rassing thing to say in a graduate seminar, but the point is that the
Norman Vincent Peale principle of letting God take care of every-
thing may not be the whole solution. Remember too the Benjamin
Franklin principle: God helps those who help themselves.

The Peale book was full of examples of people whose positive
thoughts helped them achieve miraculous things. In this respect it was
very similar to Bernie Siegel’s book Love, Medicine, and Miracles, which
was also full of examples of how positive patients and doctors effect
miraculous cures and how negative patients and doctors cut life short.
Notable by their absence were the examples of people whose positive
visualizations were not realized. As a graduate student, I interviewed
patients for a research project on adjustment to cancer. During the
study, one of my assigned patients died. My last interview with her
took place in the hospital, where she was fighting her disease and the
side effects of treatment with the help of her family and friends, who
brought all her meals in from outside (she decided she had too many
other things to deal with to eat hospital food). She told me about the
plans that she and her husband had to travel the world. Where was
her miracle? Siegel’s thesis implies that she had something wrong with
her, that she didn’t hope enough, that she didn’t believe enough.

It’s that kind of implication that makes researchers want to get as
far from positivity gurus as they can. Scientists spend lifetimes trying
to work out what is true and what is not about how humans work. I
have spent the last 10 years of my life learning enough about opti-
mism to be able to write this book, and it might be another 10 years
(or longer) before I have accumulated enough scientific knowledge to
fill another one. The research takes time, not least because scientists
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are usually not confident enough to promote their findings as fact
until there is some convergence of evidence. Remember the sports
analogy from Chapter 5? You wouldn’t want to claim that the New
Orleans Saints (who have never been to, much less won, the Super
Bowl) are a better football team than the New England Patriots (who
have been to three Super Bowls in the past 3 years and won two) on
the basis that the former won the first game of their season and the
latter lost theirs. To play out the season and find out who is really the
better team takes a long time.

Doing research into the effects of optimism on health leaves a
person feeling a little vulnerable to being lumped in with the children
of The Power of Positive Thinking and Love, Medicine, and Miracles.
Nonetheless, I have come to accept the fact that I am both an opti-
mism scientist and an optimist myself. A few years ago, as part of my
interactions with the other positive psychologists, I was inspired to
take a questionnaire that measured my psychological strengths. Fortu-
nately for me as an academician, my strengths included love of learn-
ing, appreciation of excellence, and curiosity about the world, not to
mention humor, which helps me laugh at the vicissitudes of academic
life. My final strength was optimism, as defined this way: “You expect
the best in the future, and you work to achieve it. You believe that the
future is something that you can control.” I love that definition of
optimism because it moves directly from positive thoughts about the
future to their most important consequence: working to achieve that
future.

So, I will face the cynics and admit here that I am an optimist.
Rather than let this admission lead me to take steps to cure myself of
optimism, I will instead offer a different 12 steps to confirm it:

1. Believed that good things were in my future.
2. Worked to make that future come true.
3. When encountering roadblocks, considered them carefully

and worked to eliminate them.
4. Got off the hedonic treadmill by always having new goals to

work toward.
5. Focused on goals that would build basic, social, status, and

existential resources.
6. Prioritized goals that were important to me.
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7. Believed the best of others and was inspired by them.
8. Spent basic resources to meet my goals, neither hoarding

time and energy nor squandering them to no purpose.
9. Structured my day to make the most of my goals and

resources.
10. Slept and ate well to replenish energy resources.
11. Accepted that optimism is not the answer to everything.
12. Stayed away from the roulette wheel.
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